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Buddhism as a Historical Faith: Answer to John Cobb
by Whalen Lai,

University of CsJifomia, Davis

of history. In a Heideggerian twist, Nishitani
shows how if the fmile progress of time Past,
Present and Future is what is disclosed to the being
of the Weslem man, then as the being of that self
is emptied and then grounded in the Ungrund or
field (topes) of Absolule Nothingness, time and
history will be disclosed as a kind of infinite
duration - the interpenetration of infinile past and
infinile future in the etemaI moment of the present"
Perhaps that indeed is the difference between
Christianity and Buddhism. However, in this essay
I will propose to present Buddhism as a "historical
faith." That is, instead of looking to find the
antithesis 10 the Christian sense of hislOry, I hope
10 locale a common ground upon which the differences between myth and history can be better
understood and resolved. This is because I believe
that, in the end, we are not dealing with Christian
History VS. Buddhist Timelessness but with two
different senses of what is historical and what is
more than historical. To betler demonstrale this, I
will also be shifting the Buddhist discussion away
from the mystical tradition of Zen to the legacy of
faith in Pure Land. A sequel to an earlier piece on
"Avad6nli-vJfda and the Pure Land Faith,'" the
present essay will atlempt to disclose the temporal
horizon (i.e., the sense of time) assumed by, and
made present anew through, the Amitllbha
avatMna. Avad6nas are exlension of the jJftaka
genre. JJftalcas leU of the past birth stories of the
Buddha §lIIcyamuni; they rose as pious folk Iales.
A vad6nas tell of the prehistory or past careers of
other Buddhas and bodhisattvas; they provide
much of the mythical side to the Mahayana sutras.
In keeping with the nature of the mythic
malerials dedicaled to the Buddha, our discourse
wiD try to avoid dwelling excessively on doclrines,

ne of the stumbling blocks in the Buddhist
OChristian
dialogue is the Christian claim that
only the Judea-Christian (and Islamic) tradition is
a historical faith. Buddhism that knows of no
Creator God and no promise of final redemption
but instead talks of S8I[ls6ric cycles and nirvanic
release lacks a sense of history.' As so oflen put by
scholars from Heiler to Weber, Christianity is
prophetic; Buddhism is mystic. Or, in Mircea
Eliadc's slightly different phraseology, theophany
in the Judea-Christian tradition alone can face the
tenor of history without flinching and without
trying to escape from it. ' All other religions,
Buddhism included, know only how to live in a
myth of the Eternal Return.
In the present exchange between Buddhists
and Christians, that is still where the line is often
drawn. Take John Cobb for example. Cobb goes
farther than most theologians in accepting Emptiness as PratJtya-samulpMa as the equivalent of
God as Process. He even accepts the equation of
Arnillbha and the Christ Logos, but still he is
confident thal the Jesus of history is preferable to
the fiction of the bodhisattva Dharmlllcara
(Arnillbha-to-be).'
On the Buddhist side, not everyone is eager to
show up the historicity of the faith. Quile the
contrary. There is, since the time ofD. T. Suzuki,
the equally proud and confident defense of the
timelessness of its Truth. The draw of the BuddhaDhanna is precisely thatit is good in the beginning,
in the middle, and in the end. Engaging the
Christian in thal kind of antithetical exchange is
Nishitani Keiji in his book, Shiiky{J to wa nani lea
now blInslated into English by Jan van Bragt in the
Nanzan translation series as Religion and Nothingness. The last two ChapleTS on Time and History
counlers the Christian perception of the lineal flow
The pociJjc World
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the province of the Dhanna. Too much of the Buddhist-Christian comparisons have been informed
by dogmatic concern. Docbines and dogmas are
developed by intellectual highbrows whose task is
often to find differences. We want to tum to the
language of the everyday, and root it in plain,
human experience shared by Buddhist and Christians alike. We hope to expose certain basic assumptions but do so without mystification.
To sound learned, one can call this approach
one based on a "phenomenology of the everyday."
But being academic has come to mean being
irrelevant and talking in a language no simple folk
can understand, which is hardly the plllJlOSe of the
avacMnas, the litemture of the people. Because of
that, I will avoid technical vocabulary; all the big
words will be put in brackets and only for reference. We begin with the simple fact that the
avemge Buddhist does not dwell in ''Eternity" any
more than a Christian sees God face to face. He
does not ponder the beginninglessness of SBIpSDra
and not count the years before a kalpa ends. The
avemge Christian cannot tell history and eschatology apart; the avemrge Buddhist cannot explain
what the infinite dhannadMtu is.
This is not to say such sophisticated ideas do
not impact their lives. They do - but only if and
when they are translated into the everyday world
(Lebenswe/f). Thus, the theological caricature of
the Buddhist as one living on some nirvanic cloud
notwithstanding, the fact is that the average Buddhist orients himself toward his surrounding with
as much "ethico-historical responsibility" as the
Christian would. The cloud of nirvana may well be
what allows him to live responsibly in this world.
In other words, whether time is considered [mite or
infinite, linear or circular, a curse or a blessing,
what really matters is how that sets up the ''temporal horizons" of the everyday world Buddhist and
Christians alike live in. And for all the fantastic
time-scale of the Buddhist worldview, the Buddhists live,love, and worlc in history, not in alleged
resignation, but with very much the same degree of
faith (in the past), hope (in the future) and love (in
The P.dfic World

the present) as would any honest-to-God Christian.
If showing how Buddhism is "historical"
might appear unnecessarily apologetical to some,
it is hoped that by the end of the essay, it will be
evident that the reconstruction of the Buddhist
sense of history is at the same time a critique of the
Christian one. Mter all, although the idea that
Christianity is a "historical" faith, as Gnosticism
was judged not to be, went hack to the early church,
for much of the medieval period, the difference between a Christian and a pagan was seldom divided
along that line. It was more that the pagan worshipped idols, nature instead of its creator, this
world instead of the world beyond. The theologians of the Enlightenment, trusting in universal
Reason, were not panicularly eager to stress historical details. That was left to the Romantic, such
that it is really Hegel that gave Christian history its
unique duc.· Being historical in the nineteenth
century was aligned with being progressive, and
even Weber worlced on that assumption of a
dynamic Protestant Europe and a stagnant Orient7
It is precisely that unholy alliance of history and
progress and its disillusionment that came with the
world wars, especially the Holocaust, that has
opened up the question "What is meant by a
historical religion? What is the meaning of history
itself?"

THE "LEAP OF BEING" THAT LIBERATES
AND DIVIDES
The idea that only the Abmhatnic tmdition
knows of prophets has actually been already disputed by Robert N. Bellah's seminal essay ''Religious Evolution." Unlike Weber who still accepts
the mystic/prophetic distinction, Bellah accepts
the presence of the prophetic individual or prophetic individualism in all major, world religions.'
Following Vogoelin, Bellah speaks of a "Leap
of Being" in the "historic" phase of religious
development, a time when certain individuals
achieved direct contact with Tmnscendence that
allows these founder figures to break away from
2
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the bondage to Nature and Cosmos in primitivearchaic religions, and critically review the hith&to
sacred socio-political order. The Buddha, despite
his mystical tendencies, was no less a critic of
Brahmanical society. His response to a higher
norm ruling all men allowed him to renounce the
my/hos of nature (Bliade' s Eternal Relum) that
underwrote the cosmos of order (!he sanctity of the
old caste system).'
With that "Leap of Beings," these founders
and paradigmatic personalities also resolved !he
religio-cultural identity of !he Axial Age and set up
a model lifestyle for their followers to imitate.
Thus Christians, imitating Christ, would naturally

Nature MyIh
Cyclic Time
Cosmic Order

Leap

•

of
Being

~

--.
~

make more of martyrdom than, say, Buddhists
who, walking in the footsteps of the Buddha,
accept death with an equanimity of mind free from
undue hope. And Muslims still make better holy
warriors than reconl-keeping Confucians who
make better retirees. But precisely so, historic
religions so tied to such identities also tend to
reganl!heir solutions to life's problem the normative one and judge each other according to its own
norm. The result is that they habitually misunderSIand one another.
Thus, the irony is that whereas Ihey are all
united in rejecting the primitive-archaic failh, Ihey
are divided by what \hey found. Take, for examrle,

Israel: God as King
China: Rule by Te

Theocracy
- Aretecracy

India: Buddha-Dharma - Buddhocracy
Figure 1

Israel, China, and India. Under Moses, Confucius,
and Ihe Buddha, !hey each came to resb'Ucture !heir
society along new but different principles as shown
in Figure 1. The Hebrews had God as Iheir King
(Theocracy); China accepted a Heaven-mandated
Virtue (Ch., Te; Gk, Brew) as its judgmen~ and
Buddhist India set up a Buddhocracy based on the
Buddha-Dharma.
The Ihree pamdigms that freed !hem also
bound Ihem, so that even now discourse across
paradigms remains diffICult. Each ''Leap of Being"
misjudges \he olhers as incomplete and as falling
back on a primitive-archaic phase as each sees iL
Thus, converts to Yahweh cannot but help to see
olhers as being still slaves to the gods of na1ure.
Christian scholars often still reduce Buddhist enlightenment to being "na1ure mysticism" (i.e.. short
of revelation) - despite !he fact !hat SIIIfIs6ric
na1ure holds even less attraction for Ihe Buddhist
Tho PodIic World

\han it would to !he Psalmist of Psalm 104. In turn,
the Buddhist, having renounced the Vedic gods.
can never quite understand how !he Christians
would still worship a Creator,like Brahma, yet unenlightened. And few Confucians could understand why MaI!eo Ricci would like them to go
back, beyond Heaven, to Shang-Ii, the Lord on
High - China's Ur-monolheism according to
Ricci - when clearly Te (virtue) is Ihe higher
standanl to rule over both man and gods.'·
These barriers between historic religions notwithstanding, no henneneutical circle is so tight
that the religions cannot understand one anolher
better. Touched by Transcendence, they are not as
culture-bound as primitive and archaic religions
are. Men may meet as strangers, but wilh a Iiule
patience and imagination, they can part as friends.
To get behind the differences that now divide Ihe
Christian and the Buddhist, we can II}' retracing Ihe

3
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COle Event
Moses at the
Burning Bush

2.

I Redemption I

Figure 2

Figure 2 capturing that ''Core Event" - the
historic event that defmes all future and past
understanding of the most significant moments in
history - depicts that disclosure of the temporal
horiwns in three movements: (I) the present as
presence; (2) the future as promise; (3) the past as
what leads providentially up to the present.
What this Figure hopes to show is that it is
only with the interruption by Transcendence
(vertical line downward) upon profane time (the
horiwntal base line) that a person and/or a people
would develop a sense of history. Profane time
itself does not make history. Before that interruption, profane time comes across only as an inevitable flow of time from the past wherein the past
appears only as a series of contingencies randomly
"thrown together" with no seemingpwpose except
to remind man that he is a creature of circumstance.
For creatures of circumstance, the present is just
another ontic moment in time, not an opening to
possibility; and the future holds no particular
promise, being just the consequents of past actions.
Only Transcendence can open up the freedom
- and with it the responsibility - of the present
(I) and grant to man or to a people a purpose in life
by a defmile promise set in the future (2). It is that
given project that then gives the random flow of
profane time to date (3) a meaningful structure.
The past and the future are then viewed in light of

steps leading to those two different "Leaps of
Being" and, see how, before dogmas and doctrines
divided them, each defines the world they share
(Mitwelf) in similar ways. We will begin with
reliving the Biblical side of the story and come to
the Buddhist one later.
RELIVING TIlE BIBLICAL SENSE OF
HISTORY
There is no denying that the centl1ll event in
the Hebrew Bible is the Exodus. That happened
when Yahweh, through Moses, called up a hitherto
loose confederation of twelve mbes as His People
("Israel'') and led them out of slavery in Egypt.
If I defme "history" as the linking up of the
temporal horizons of past, present, and future with
a pwposive goal, such that man has a meaningful
sense of where he came from and where he is
heading, then Sinai is what gave the Israelites that
sense of history or historical destiny. The initiative
in this tI1Idition comes from God (Theocracy). It is
Yahweh who called up His People. His being in the
present (or presence) -his "being there" -in that
and future hours of need is proven by his action.
But it is his promise of deliverance in the near
future and of a homeland within a generation that
mark the horiwn of the future, the "project" that
makes this a future-looking faith.
The Pacific World
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that "Core Event" (I): in tenns of past prefigurations (3) and fmal fulfillment (2). In this Figure, the
extreme ends of past and future are, respectively,
Creation and Redemption. It is natural for a
badition to eventually extend that coverage of time
to such ultimate ends. This is what Christianity
nowadays usually means when it claims to have a
linear history beginning with Creation and ending
with Redemption and Destruction.
But that extension of the base line to Creation
and Redemption came much later and should nOI
be made the basis of testing if Buddhism is
historical or noL The elemenl in the ''Core Evenl"
thai gave the Israelites a sense of purpose in history
is the immediate promise of an Exodus. Whal that
reveals is the Sovereignly of God (Theocracy) and
although il is only logical thai that sovereignly
would be extended to cover all space and time, all
of nature and all of mankind, the Israelites crossing
the Red Sea were nol thinking thai far back to the
Genesis or that far ahead to an Eschaton. And
although we said that a sense of history is whal
unites pas~ presen~ and fulure, there are indications thai the "new" God, the hitherto unknownby-name Yahweh, soon had some conflicts with
the old God. The people were nol too happy with
the new God so while Moses absented himself by
staying up on ML Sinai, they pressed Aaron to sel
up the Golden Calf. Moses pul down the cull with
wrath and great bloodshed, but Da'al was just a

[
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1 Adam

cousin of the God El or Elohim 10 whom the
badition of Yahweh would be joined later. The
fJl"St major alignment of present and past was,
however, through the promise of Yahweh and the
promise made by the God of Abraham, Isaac and
Jacob thai the homeland promised to the Israelites
is the same home given to Abraham on his Exodus
from Ur.
Thai story of Abraham, how historical we
cannot be sure, is an example of how the "Core
Evenl" at Sinai is seen as the major paradigm of
God's intervention in history against which all
major events of the past (and fUlure) should be
measured. Pasl covenants with God were reviewed, revised, and retold as prefigurations of
Sinai, starting with Abraham, then going hack to
a more mythic Noah, reaching finally the anthropogenic myth of mankind as Adam. Those prefigurations, all isomorphic, are retrojccted as illusbated in Figure 3.
It is God who called Abraham oul of Ur.
Abraham obeyed in trust and became the father of
a nation. His stay in Canaan became part of the
legal justification for the (re)taking of Canaan at
the time of Joshua after the Exodus. The Abrahamic covenanl then prefigures the Mosaic one. II
was sealed, following Babylonian custom, with a
sacrifice. The lamb substitutes for the first born,
though the sacrifice of Isaac is kepi alive in the
symbolic rite of circumcision, needed for receiv-

1+1

t
Noah

t

14 1Abraham t

]
{orah

MOses]

.1

Mes'siahl

Figure 3
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ing the Torah. For his IrUst in God, Abraham was
rewarded with the slandard blessings, long liCe,
material prosperity, and many sons.
That paradigm is replicated in the less historical story of Noah. Called away to build the Ark,
Noah responded and was saved from the Flood. He
thanked the Lord with a sacrifice. A dove is picked
instead of a lamb, and a covenant was sent by God
to man in the fom of a rainbow. God promised
Noah that he would not so destroy humanity again.
Noah lived even longer !han Abraham, prospered
and multiplied. And God kept his promise not to
send the flood so indiscriminately, though his
wrath still could fallon whole cities after the good
Lot made his escape."
One cannot help noticing that these earlier
covenants seem to tell of a changing Hebraic view
of man. When the Totllh was given at Sinai, the
assumption was that the Israelite nation would be
able to keep the Law. Men were not so sinful as to
be ineapable of good. There is also liLtle suggestion
that the Hebrews suffered slavery in Egypt because
of sin. It was due more to misfortune: A new
Pharaoh rescinded the favorite ueatment Joseph
had secured. In the story of Abraham and Noah,
whole cities and humanity itself are wallowing in
sin as iC every covenant made was only to be
broken by evil men. This is a piCture of faithless
humanity that may be born of the post-Kingdom
period of dispair.
Pushed back to the garden of Eden, a fallible
Adam would sin by disobeying just one prohibition - "00 not eat of the fruil." There is no
explicit covenant, no animal sacrifice in the Garden, unless we count the snake as the scapegoat.
By this stage, the sovereignty of God, which in the
Decalogue was over man, is clearly extended to all
of nature. Nature was seldom on the mind of the
prophets whose points of reference were human
history and society, but the Writings - the Proverbs, the Psalms like Psalm 104, and the whirlwind
in the Book ofJob - do look sometimes to lessons
derived from nature. The expansion of the time
scale (the base line in Figure 3) is related to the fall
The Pacifjc World

of the Kingdoms. As the prophets aiticized the
cult of temples and of kings and cal1ed for a return
to the justice of the Law ,the old warnings about the
wrath of God came also with new ideas of his
patience and compassion. In the elevation of God
to cosmic heights, Yahweh's sovereignty now
extends to all nations and all nature. TheocIacy,
not possible now, was removed to the end of time,
ushered in by a Messiah, a David reborn, in an
eschatological Kingdom or via some apocalyptic
figures during the final conflict between cosmic
Good and cosmic Evil .
It is within that expanded world outlook that
Christianity would find its own "Core Event" - a
new covenant- in the Cross, from which perspective the past was judged anew. Christianity looked
more to the story of Adam. the father of all man.
in the past; the reversal of the Fall in the second
Adam in the present; and the return of Christ the
Messiah in the last days. In that understanding of
history. Christianity does draw a straight line
between Creation and final Redemption. Confident that only such a sense of history would
produce a historically responsible faith and not
fmding that time-line in Buddhism. it rests sure
that Buddhism cannotbe historical. Butit is almost
unthinkable that the Buddhist does not know how
to live a meaningful liCe in time or a purposive life
in history. The question is how to make the obvious
obvious.
TIlE DISCLOSURE OF PURPOSIVE TIME

INBUDDmSM
If the sense of history cannot be so defined by
a literal belief in Creation and Redemption, but is
to be sought in an interrurption of Transcendence
into profane time resulting in the transformation of
meaningless time into purposive temporality. then
our task is to look for a similar "Core Event" that
marks the "Leap of Being" in the formative days
of the Buddhist faith. in which Transcendence also
broke into profane time and render it purposive.
The event has to be the enlightenment at Bodhgaya
6
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where the Buddhaaaained enlightenment (bodJu).
This historic even~ illustlliled in Figure 4,
changed hislOry itself. Before, MIra (S8J1I,SfnJ,
death) ruled; after, the Dharma reigns. The sovereignty of the Dharma (Buddhocracy) was a social
instiwtion afler the Buddha gave men the Law
(Dharma) to that kingdom and set down the vinaya
(monastic rules) for a new brotherhood of men.
The Dharma as universal Law was critical of
Hindu society and would leave its mark on it. And,
just as Christianity looks forward 10 the final
fulfillment in the Second Coming, SO too would
Buddhism look forward 10 the coming ofMaitn:ya,
the future Buddha. With such an alignment of past
ignorance, present awakening, and future fulftllmen~ can Buddhism be so ahistorical? Can this
world-alllQucring faith be all that essentially
world-renouncing?
That the Dharma was earthshaldng is weU IOld
by the legends. MIra saw it coming and tried to
stop it The gods celebrated it with homage. And
at Benares, the Wheel of Dharma is said 10 be set
inlO motion anew. Even as the Buddha passed
away, his parinkvlIJa became the midpoint of the
Buddhist calender like the Christian BC/AD. Not
only that, for New Testament scholars, one can
point even 10 a similar "two age" theory in
Buddhism. The age of ignorance "has no beginning but an end"; the age of nirvana or bodhi "has
a beginning but no end"; the objective S8J1I,SfnJ has

f..aj

''neither beginning nor end." This structure is
illustrated in Figure S. Ifwecompare this SlruCture
at Bodhgaya with the SlruCture of the eschatological kingdom of Gnd commencing with the proclamation of Jesus Christ, taking note how, even as
S8J1I,SfnJ or human hislOry persists beyond the two
"Core Events," participation in the two kingdom is
"already" possible though "not yet" completed,
then we wiu have 10 say that the two structures are
very similar.
Buddhist sense of time is, however, seldom
presented this way. Most text books would say that
Gautama believed in SlIqlWB, therefore he looked
for a release from history (sic). Sometimes the
Buddha is said to be similar to the Upani~ic
sages who, in originating the idea of karma and
SlIqlWB, Iirst aspined for liberation from the world
via moqa. But this textbook account distorts the
Buddhist teaching; and it is never accepted by the
Buddhist tradition - for good reasons, too."
In Christianity, we do not say man feels guilty
about his sins and therefore he looks for Gnd. It is
in encountering Gnd that he realizes himself to be
a sinner. It is the vertical line of Transcendence
(Figure 3) interrupting the profane flow of time
that reveals the Iauer for what it is. So the Buddhisl
tIlIdition never says that Gautama looked for a way
out of S8J1I,SfnJ. An end 10 suffering, yes; and that
is possible. An end 10 an endless S81pS8ra, probably no. The tradition distinctly remembers the

[~:rl?ir }1

--.l

=. I

Bodhgaya

.1
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:vent

.1 ~~=a~
Figure 4
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requires facing this "terror of history" and passing
through iL That is why the Buddha lists nirvana as
the fourth mark of all existent things: impermanence, suffering, no-self, and nirvana What that
means is that in Buddhism, unlike in Hinduism,
there is no confusion of Nature and Man. Nature
goes through eternal cycles but man, a product of
ever<hanging kanDa, never exactly relives the
same life twice. The Buddhajltakasknow this: no
two past lives of the Buddha are ever the same.
Hinduism believes the cosmos to go through
cycles of Creation and Destruction. Buddhism
never really does. Buddhist therapy considers
human suffering as changeable but the material
conditions of ~ ("with no beginning and no
end") may not be within its purview.
If Buddhism is so "historical" as alleged here,
one might ask, what is this about the Six Buddhas
of the Past? These six past Buddhas lived in time
preceding the present aeon that produced a S~
kyamuni. They are virtual clones of him, being
born princes who left home to sit down under
various species of Bodhi trees gaining the same
Noble Truths thereby. Before toO much is made of
them, they should be seen as Buddhism's equiva-

Buddha gaining an insight into past and future
lives only upon his enlightenment- not beforebecause what he found then are the cause and
condition leading to SJUTlSaric suffering. That
knowledge was not known to the Upani$3dic
sages, or anyone before. In other words, the whole
idea of saIpsmB as a structured reality (i.e., instead
of an inexplicable set of contingencies bearing no
meaning or pwpose) came only at Bodhgaya.
Once the experience of Buddha's nirvana
discloses ~ in its kamic structure (the
twelve nidanas), we have then that orderly flow
from ignorance to old age and death (till now) that
can be, henceforth, reversed (via the counter-series
of the twelve chains).
So just as God reminds man how sinful the
latter is, it is nirvana that discloses the reality of
~. Not vice v= And to consider Buddhism and the Upani~ to be both teaching the
same world-denial is to forget how the Buddha
rejected the BIlIhmanical idea of an etemalltman
untouched by the kama of the world. In rejecting
litman, the Buddha rejected the Gnostic solution:
pneumatic world-flight. To proclaim anltman is to
accept that everything is kama and that liberation
The Pacific World
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lents of a Noah or an Adam - relrojections of the
"Core Events" at Bodhgaya backward in time. The
point is that just as the sovereignty of God should
be there in the Beginning, so the sovereignty of the
Dharma must be warranted by the presence, in
those six aeons of Buddhas before our Buddha.
The historical sense in Buddhism - the magnetizing of meaningless time into meaningful temporarlity - is dependent on recognizing the sovereignty of the Dharma, but not on the number of past
Buddhas. If science should discover still more
galaxies that the Hebrew never dreamt of, God's
sovereignty would still rule over them all as their
Creator. The Christian Theocracy does not stand or
fallon the number of galaxies, six more or six less,
either.
There are, of course, differences between the
sovereignty of God and the sovereignty of the
Buddha-Dhanna. Buddhas do not create the world
of suffering; they passed away in nirvana and
therefore there cannot be one Buddha for all times;
and the past Buddhas are clones, not prefigurations, of Silkyamuni such that there is, in this
TheravAda series, no progressive disclosure of
bodhi as there is, in the Bible, a progressive revelation of God.

,

:

'~

.... ...... .. ........,.. .-... '-:...:.: ..:.:.. ...." ..

THE OTHER POWER IN THE VOW OF
AMITABHA.
We cannot layout all of the differences between the Christian and the Buddhist preunderstanding of the world, but there are two objections
pertinent to the parallel we drew between the two
traditions earlier. The "Core Event" in Christianity
has God calling Man or becoming Man; the arrows
are downward in Figures 2 and 3. The "Core
Event" in Buddhism is a spiritual ascend; the
arrows are drawn pointing upward (Figue 6).
Downward grace still goes with the prophetic call
to change the world according to a divine will;
upward ascend still suggests an inner flight of the
spirit The metaphor of "kingdom" might have
been applied by the tradition to dcscri!le nirvana,
but it is hard to see how nirvana is communal and
still harder to see how it is enpowered to change the
world.
To track down a possibility within Mahayana
for a downward grace coming from an empowered
and communal Other, we will have to acknowledge tha1 Buddhism was never a homogeneous
tradition (as neither was Christianity) and to see
how the Pure Land faith in Amitabha could and did
provide that possibility .

"'-" -'-':':'.,~ :. ':'~'
Bodhgaya
Silkyamuni

Six Past Buddhas
Figure 6
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Simply put, in Mahayana, that arrow becomes
reversible as shown in Figure 7. The bodhisattva
has to arouse the aspiration for enlightenment
(bodhicitta) as well as to transfer all merits to
others out of the commitment to compassion
(k8lUll6J. There is still the upward flight to nirvana
but there is now also the downward return to
sarps8ra. The bodhicitta represents that "Leap of
Being" upward: It is in fact said that once aroused,
enlightenment is a de facto surety. (This is known
as the "awakening of faith" and the "already" of
hongaku even if enlighl.enment should be still the
"not yet" of incipient shigaku.) Likewise, the vow
of compassion once made, it is destined to Culflll
itself. Although traditionally, all Mahayana followers as potential bodhisauvas must replical.e
these two aspects of wisdom and compassion
which make up the "Core Event" of all
bodhisattvas that went before, it happens that the
Pure Land tradition in Japan put total trust in Other
Power of Ami1§bha to the exclusion of self-power.
HOnen had ruled out the availability of bodhicitta
and then Shinran considered all merit cultivated
for birth in Pure Land to come, not from the
aspirant, but from Ami1§bha himself. The consequence is that JOdo Shin approximal.es the ProI.eStant understanding of faith and grace.
At the same time, the impotent nirvana of
TheravMa has also been subverted by the preferred absolute of bodhi in Mahayana. And
The Pacific World

whereas the Mahayana Prajilil (wisdom) tradition
cannot avoid the absence of attribul.eS for Emptiness, the "avadlfna-vlIda" mythic lores, devoted
not to explicating Dharma but glorifying the
Buddha, have lavished the latter with personalist
details. These avadlinas do not concern themselves with Iltman, anillman, pudgala, abhidharma
or the various types of §iinyatii. It talks of the
sublime in the language of the mundane; it encourages simple folk l.estimonia1s like the DjMen and
the Myllkllninden. It also depicts the pure and
blissful land of Buddhas. Anyone looking at these
in medieval paintings would have to admit that
such residence of saints and commoners is communal by nature. It is possible that from such
mythopoeic language was developed the philosophical idea of there being infinil.e, good g/J{IBS in
the malrix of the One so enlighl.ened (buddbagotra,
tathlIgalagarbha; buddha-nature). The end result is
that in the Pure Land tradition, the pious can draw
on that store of infmil.e Dharma, the power of
which, through Ami1§bha's grace, can cancel out
the power of karma and transport man to that pure
community (llsiJ) and return him to the world
(gensiJ) as its agents (prophets of change), preaching; and enjoining congregational worship and
comradeship (dDbl1) •
But granted there is personalism, communalism and grace in the Pure Land faith, how - asks
the Christian - can a belief in a Buddha that is not
10
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hislOrical procure a hislorical faith? That, in short,
is John Cobb's question. Cobb could align God
and the Christ Logos with Procus/Pratltyasamutp6da and Amitllbha, respectively. However,
Christ Logos has its concrete manifestation in a
hislDricai Jesus, whereas Amitllbha has only a
shadow in a fictive Dhannllkara.

But if we have to look for a grounding of
Amitllbha as the Logos in history, as Cobb would
us do, then the choice is not DharmlIkara who is the
pre-existence of Amitllbha, but 17lther §lkyamuni
who is considered the nirmlr)aklya of Amitabha as
sambhogaklya. The manifestation of Eternal Light
and Eternal Life in the finite life and in this impure
earth is §lkyamuni. As priority belongs ID Christ
over Jesus, so \Do without Amitllbha, there would
be no §mcyamuni. This is the onlDlogical (Trik6ya)
answer ID Cobb. There is still the teleological
answer possible.
To one who might still ask, "How is Amitllbha
himself grounded in history? Does DharmlIkara
not belong ID a different time-line prior ID §Ikyamuni? Does not Amitllbha's domain, though
presentlD us,lie in a different world-sphere?," the
answer would be that Amitabha is the fulfillment
of the enlightenment that is §mcyamuni. Previously we have shown how the past Buddhas are
retrojections of Bodhgaya and how as virtual
clones of §mcyamuni, there is no sense of progressive disclosure or revelation. Only Maitreya the
future Buddha may be said ID be a step beyond
Slkyamuni since he will he born son of a cakravarUn who will bring the world under one rule
much as the Second Coming of Christ would
conjoin both terrestrial and celestial triumph.
Maitreya also represents Maim. MelLI or Friendliness, an anticipation of Mahayana compassion or
karuQL
Now in Mahayana, Buddhas are no longer just
clones of one another. That aspect is now moved
up ID an eternal Dharmakliya. Meanwhile, Buddhas in their "common vow" are the same but in
their "specific vows" are differentiated. This
makes for divided functions as well as a chance for
progression. Thus, in the series (one out of many)
shown in Figure 8, the first Buddha is Dipa!)kara,
the "Initiator of Enlightenment, " valued for starting §lkyamuni on his way. The Mahayana §IIkyamuni shows also gradual maturation toward
full bodhisauvic compassion. He reaches transcendental heights of power in the Lotus Sutra.

ANSWER TO COBB
To answer Cobb and ID make the case for
Buddhism, I have to challenge the parameters of
his discourse a little. Christian theism is predieated
upon the idea of personhood. Personhood is the
highest expression of man and God. Buddhism
does not deny the sacredness of the person . You
might hate the evil action but you are not ID hate
the evil aCIDr. But this does mean that the Buddhist,
ever since the Buddha denied the Hindu Itman,
does tend ID analyze personality in terms of the
sum of its actions, whether it be the simple forces
of kanna (in Theravlda) or the complex process
of p17lutya-samutplda (in Mahayana) .
Although devotion ID Amitllbha is person-toperson, the same allention ID what makes a person
a person would lead the pietist to say that he is
saved not by Amitabha the person but by the power
of his Vow (ganriku). It is the Vow that saves and
the Vow that creates Amitabha. This is not to be
confused with mystical impersonalism, any more
than saying ''God is Love" is meant ID tum God
inlD an abstract noun. It is just that in Buddhism a
primacy is granted the power behind the personality ( "Compassion manifested as Amitabha")
while in Christianity, it is the reverse ( ''God who
Loves"). Neither tradition denies the person nor
the dynamics and one should no more accuse the
other of impersonalism than the other accused the
one with fixation with pure if/man. Still, I do not
doubt that for most Christians, the idea that
Amil4bha as the personification of Eternal Enlightenment and Dharmllkara as the hypostasis
(Latin, persona) or simply the sum of the Store of
(good) Dharma wottld still appear alien.
The PociJic World
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Figure 8

Mailreya has still more greater compassion in
Mahayana, but he would be superseded by others
in terms of power of immediate deliverance.
Though of a different realm, ~obhya the "Immovable" is a Buddha in the present, an exemplar
of yogic rigor and one of the flJ'St Buddhas to create
a pure environment (Pwe Land) for others, yogins
primarily, to practice in relatively grealer peace
and quiet .... Finally, Amillbha of the Elemal
Light lets shine its light on sages and commoners
alike. In his stiU more comfortable Happy Land, he
is the final demonstration of that cosmic love
natural to the enlightened ones. That love was
present already in Sakyamuni, if not as fully.
If the Christian can claim the New Tesrament
supersedes the Old or if the Muslim can claim the
Koran supersedes the Bible, then failh in Amilllbha
supersedes failh in ~lk.yarnuni. The Pun: Land
sutras have the same last word as the equally
fantastic Book of Revelation teUing of still better
things to come.

have lried to show in this essay how all historic
religions are historically responsive, once Transcendence interrupts profane time and "magnetized" past, present and future by giving itorder and
direction. It is that "Core Event" and the reliving
of it by the tradition that re-creales that sense of
purposive history, even as the paradigmatic event
is being extended forward and backward to corne
up with a toIaI history.
We then argue that although Buddhism knows
a different time-scale, Bodhgaya was that "Core
Event" that defmes all events in this tradition.
When that inner journey upward to nirvana is
sufficiently modified by an ideology of communal
grace, there is no rule to say that it cannot produce
the same eschatological tension as what one fmds
in primitive Christianity. So long as the Pun: Land
pietist connects up with the "Core Event"at
Bodhgaya via his response to the "Core Event" of
the Vow of AmilBbha, he does not lose himself in
some prehistory of Amillbha as Dharmlkara but
rather grounds his faith solidly in history via the
historical Sikyamuni, the nirmll)aklya of
Amillbha (J0d0 Shin followers do that via their
Iwo saints of Shinran and Rennyo. )
In the end, what constituleS History? Surely
not the simple Creation-to-Redemption linearity
that has been shaken in this century. Maybe the

CONCLUDING SUMMARY
It is a theological dogma that only faith in
Jesus would make man more historically responsive. But it has never been proved - certainly not
by the record of history - that Ihat must be so. We
The PlJcific World
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7. Max Weber, The Protestant Ethics and the
Spirit of Capitalism (New York: Scribner, 1977).

Sovereignty of God that inspires thai view is still
a clue to an answer. But linearity by itself is not any
necessarily better than circles or clones or what
nol A linear history with a begiMing and an end
but without any moral pwpose is not preferable to
a Sovereignty of the Dharma, Buddhist style.
Maybe ultimately the test of historicity of a religion is not some cosmic timetable but in the
everyday world (Lebenswel~. Maybe the test lies
in seeing what kind of person the religion nurtures,
what quality of faith it inspires, and how well its
actions serve !he world and !he times.

8. RobertN. BeUah, "Religious Revolution,"
now included in his Beyond Belief (New Yolk:
Harper & Row, 1976).
9. Though !he Buddha's critique of Hinduism
is covered by even introductory books on world
religions, the most provocative thesis (dealing,
however, only with Theravada materials) comes
from Stanley J. Tambiah, World Conqueror and
World Renouncer (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976).
10. ''Tbe idea that the furure of man or !he
destiny of a dynasty depended upon virrure rather
than the pleasure of some mysterious, spiritual
power marlced a radical development from the
Shang to !he Chou. (Significantly, the word te
[viJtue] is not found on the oracle bones on which
Shang ideas and event are recorded, but it is a key
word in early Chou documents." So notes WingISit Chan, A Sourrehook of Chinese PhiIosophy
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1963), p.
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More recent scholarship (from David Nivison
at Stanford and David Kncigbdey at Berkeley) has
amended the statement cited above, bot the tenor
of the change from premoral gods to moral Heaven
expressed herein still bolds.
11. Materials on the covenant at the time of
Noah -!he dove and the rainbow - are indebted
to a conversation I bad with Rabbi Pinchas Giller.
12. This idea that samsara did not necessitate
nirvana, but rather, the encounter with nirvana
disclosed the nature of nirvana, is something I
learned from Nishitani' s op. cit.

(BClkeley: University of California Press, 1982).
A comparison of Nishitani's approach to Time
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and !he Dialectics of Meditation: A Critique" in
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Asian Humanities Press, 1990), pp. 256-76.
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The Power of Truth Words: Kiikai's Philosophy of Language
and Henneneutica1 Theory
by Paul O. Ingram,

Department of Religion, Pacific LuJheran University, Tacom.9, WA

The Dhanna is beyond speech, but without speech, it cannot be revealed. Suchness transcends
forms, but without depending on fonns it cannot be realized. Though one may at times err by
taking the finger pointing at the moon to be the moon itself, the Buddha's teachings which guide
people are limitless.
ShlJrai malruroku (Memorial Presenting a List of Newly
Imponed Sutras and Other Items)'

practice of meditation-a common Buddhist
understanding. Yet one great difficulty with theoretical fonnulations haunted him like a hungry
ghost all his life. Whenever a theory is completed
and rounded, the comers smooth and the content
cohesive and coherent, it is likely to become a
thing in itself,a worlcofart. Itis then like a finished
sonnet or a painting completed. One hates to
dislillb it Even if subsequent information and
experience shoot holes in it, one hates to tear it
down because it was once beautiful, whole, and
seemingly pennanent
But beyond this is the issue of why wordswhy Ianguage-at all? This question cannot be
answered analytically. What is required is intuitive, nondiscwsive, participative fonns of wisdom
that can only be found through the practice of
meditation guided, paradoxically, by "words."
Such wisdom Kiikai called "esoteric·(mikk~,·
and he regarded it as the fulfillment of not only the
Buddhist Way, butof all religious ways. My thesis
is that the heart of Kiikai's esoteric Buddhist Way
is his public exoteric philosophy of language and
hermeneutical theory. For him, linguistic theory
and henneneutics were so c<Hlependent that eso-

n his SanglJ shiki (Indications of the Goals of

I the Three Teachings), written when he was
twenty four, Kiikai (774-835)' wrote that shonly

after his eighteenth birthday he initiated his monastic career by undertaking a special practice
called the Morning Star Meditation in the mountains of Yoshino outside Nara. Part of this discipline involved chanting a darani (cJh6talu) to
Kokiizl! (ifkBagsrblul) one million times while
visualizing the full moon hovering above the
bodhisattva's heart. Kiikai, who had dropped out
of Confucian studies at the government college in
Nara to pwsue this practice, believed it would give
him the ability to remember and understand every
Buddhist and non-Buddhist text he read. In other
words, his religious search as a Buddhist began as
an intellectual quest.'
Yet Kiikai also knew that the Dhanna he
sought was a reality beyond the charted coordinates of all words, even the words of Buddhist
texts. Of course, what words and concepts are and
how they relate to one another are analytical
questions addressed by the intellect to fonnulate
theories and doctrines that can be "skillfully·
(Uplya) used to bring unenlightened persons to the
The Plcific World
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this compilation of sacred books; there is the
equally outstanding feature that in Buddhism
not one, but a multitude of separate canons
have been assembled.'

teric practice must be guided by exoteric teachings
in order to awaken to enlightenment.
Since language theory and hermeneutical
theory are mutually interdependent in Klikai's
view, either can be used to explain the structure
and implications of the other. However, his views
are grounded in-and go beyond-more general
Mahayana Buddhist theories of language and
interpretalion. Consequently, it will be advantageous to briefly describe the generic features of
Mahayana Buddhist hermeneutical theory as necessary background for discussing how Kl1kai's
specific theory of words and interpretalion both
assumed and expanded Mahayana tradition.
Luis Gomez characterizes both Theravada
and Mahayana theories of interpretation as "hermeneutical pluralism" because of three issues that
arose within the Samgha almost immediately after
the Buddha's death.' First, if enlightenment is
open to all sentient beings, what is the role of
sacred words and texts? This question addresses
the fundamental issues of Buddhist soteriologythe conflict between the ascetic-monastic ideals of
the earliest community and the institutional realities facing the Samgha as it grew and expanded,
between orthopraxy and orthodoxy.
Second, since Buddhists have always assumed that the Buddha skillfully taught (up6ya) in
different ways, adapting his language and teachings to the spiritual capacities and maturity of his
audience, did he teach a single truth or a plurality
of truths? If a plurality of truths, what are they and
which must one choose? This problem has been the
central issue of Buddhist textual exegesis. Buddhists textual authorities have always been aware
of the late date and the "diversity of canonical
sources" in Buddhist literary history. As Lewis
laIcaster writes:

It is this fact that generates what Gomez calls
"hermeneutical pluralism," and makes it so difficult to comprehend the unity and diversity of the
Buddhist Way.
Finally, since all Buddhist texts utterly
reject all philosophical concepts of substance,
permanence, sellbood, possession, and property,
so important in most conceptions of the world, are
there any linguistic expressions that accurately
reflectreaJity, ''the way things really are," from the
perspective of the experience of enlightenment?
This question summarizes the problem of Buddhist philosophical hermeneutics. What is the
relation between the conventional language that
undergirds everyday experience and the "silence
of the Buddhas" aboutreaJity as experienced from
the perspective of enlightenment
Klikai's solutions to these questions can be
best understood by setting them in the context of
representative traditional responses.
First, traditional Theravada and Mahayana
understandings of the role of sacred texts assume
that the Dharma is not dependent on historical
events, even the event of Siikyamuni Buddha's
enlightenment Whether or not a Buddha arises in
the rough and tumble of historical existence, the
foundational teachings of the Buddhist Wayimpermanence, non-self, suffering, and liberation
from suffering---remain ontological facts of life.
Therefore, even though the tradition initiated by
the historical Slkyamuni is a necessary aid to the
achievement of enlightenment for all sentient
beings, it remains only a skillful device (up6ya).
His teachings were, in the metaphor of the
l.atJk6vallra SiIlnI, like a mirror reflecting all
images and colors.' The mirror is always there,
reflecting images as they are, whether or not
anyone sees the mirror or its reflected images. But

Simply put, the Buddhist sacred texts clearly
resemble a library and bearvery little simiIarity
to scriptures of the Western Asian religions.
And yet itis not size alone which characterizes
77Je1'lcific World
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reject !he docbines of multiple meanings and
multiple Buddhas.
Third, Buddhist altitudes toward sacred
texts and teachings are inseparable from Buddhist
conceptions of levels of linguistic meaning necessary to communicate the Dharma. Speculation
about the nature of the experience of Nirvana and
the relation of Nirvana to samsaric experience,
along with eXlensive discussion of!he nature of the
Path to Nirvana and whether there are degrees of
enlighlenmenl, led to a theory of linguistic levels
of meaning. Progress toward enlighlenment occurs
in slages of awakened insight, and this was taken
to imply varying degrees of ability to penelI81e
behind the lileral meaning of the words of texts.
Mahayana leaChing especially insists that
!he highest levels of enlighlenment are embodied
in the silence of the 6ryas. That is, the highest
stages of the P81h to Enlightenment, and therefore
the highest order of meaning, can only be linguistically expressed in such apophatic slatements as
"appeasing all discursive thinking" and "cutting
out all docbines and practices"-verbal insistence
that finally and ultimately, the highest level of
enlighlenment cannot be expressed verba1ly at all.
It can only be known in the "silence" of Buddhaawareness.
Still, all traditions of the Buddhist Way
have developed a language of the sacred. For after
all, it still remains necessary to explain the "silence
of the Buddbas" in order to bring unenlighlened
beings to it Accordingly, the culmination of
Buddhist linguistic and henneneutical theory is
that language, with all its limilations, is a primary
vehicle for the achievement of enlightenment.
Like much in Buddhist teaching, language too is an
uplya, which if used properly can point seekers to
the Dhanna that, ultimately, is beyond all verbal
pointers, including Buddhist pointers.
It was Kiikai's early wrestling with an
obscure Buddhist text that motiv81ed him to the
study of esoteric Buddhism in China for two-anda-half years, after which he returned to Japan as the
eighth pabiarch of a Buddhist lineage known as

!he minor is not its images. Similarly, Buddhist
texts and doctrines point to the Dharma, but should
not be confused with the Dhanna.
Nevertheless, Theravada Buddhists usually
insist on the historical significance of Slkyamuni' s
discovery of the Dharma and his life and teachings
this discovery engendered. There can be no path to
enlighlenment apart from an historical individual
Buddha who first discovers it. Thus Theravadin
IeaChings insist on the close connection between
!he exact lileral meanings of canonical swements
and effective practice than is usual among Mahayana Buddhists.
Second,!he diversity ofBuddhistleaChings
and PlllCtices is not due to coofusion or weakness
in their historical transmission. Buddhist "henneneutical plUr.llism" is, on the contrary, viewed as
proof of SAkyamuni 's enlighlened compassion, of
his ability to "skillfully adapt" (up6ya) his teachings to the exactneeds and capacities of all sentient
beings. Forexample, according to the MsMprajMplrami16-upade§a-siIlra, he laught four types of
IeaChings and PlllCtices, each adapIed to the capacities of various types of beings: (1) "worldly"
(laukikll) or surface IeaChings for those of inferior
capacities at the beginning slages of their journey
on the Buddhist Path; (2) "therapeutic"
(pdli]J/lk$ika) IeaChings intended as an antidote
for mental afflictions and passion; (3) personal
(pdIiJlllllllI$ik8) IeaChings intended for particular
individuals; and (4) absolute (p6ramErthiJca) teachings that fully express the truth from the Slandpoint
of enlighlenment•
However, the fact of Buddhist henneneutical plura1ism is further complicated by the Mahayana conception of multiple Buddhas and the doctrine that all Buddhas participate in a timeless
dharmalc§ya (Dhanna Body) that eternally preaches
in the heavens, and is heard in the medilative
experiences of Bodhisattvas and sages. Nonetheless, Theravada Buddhists empbasize canonical
integrity as rigorously as Jews, Christians, and
Muslims emphasize the canonical integrity of their
respective scriptures. Consequently, Theravadins
The i'lc.ifjc Wmld
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Shingon. Historically, shingon is a Sino-Japanese
translation of mantra or "sacred incantation."
When wrilten in Chinese ideographs, \he IWO
chanlcters composing shingon literally mean "Irulh
won!." Consequently, as Kasulis writes, "KIikai's
personal quest .•. can be understood in terms of his
search for Ihe \rulh of words....
According to Ihe Shingon teaching Klikai
inherited from his master, Hui-kuo (746-805),
each and every Ihing in Ihe universe at every
moment of space-time, is an "expressive symbol"
(monj/) of Ihe DharmalcIya, Dainichi Nyorai
(Sanskrit, Mahavairocana Buddha).'· In fact, \he
universe as such is Ihe "symbolic embodiment"
(SBI1IIJI1jyashin) of Dainichi. Thus, conlnlly to
exoteric schools of \he Buddhist Way," which
interpret Ihe Dharmalcliya as \he ultimate realilY
embodied by all Buddhas, including Dainichi,
Klikai (I) personified Ihe eternal Dharmaklya by
identifying il wilh Dainichi; (2) taughl \hat all
Buddhas are interrelated expressions or forms of
Dainichi; and, Iherefore, (3) everylhing in Ihe
universe at every moment of space and time is a
concrete manifestation of \he Dainichi. To understand whatKOkai's conception oflhe Dharmaklya
means, it will be useful to discuss Shingon conceptions of Dainichi as opemting on three interdependent levels: cosmic, microcosmic, and macrocosmic. 11
On the cosmic "supcrsensible" level, \he
universe is Dainichi s "action" or "function" (yii).
ThaI is, as enlightened, personal-nlher Ihan
abstract-ultimate reality, Dainichi is in a continuous meditative state, mentally envisioning Ihe
universe(maWaIs), verbally chanting sacred sounds
or "\rulh words" (mantra), and physically enacting
sacred gestures (mudril). From this perspective,
everything in the universe is constibJted by, and is
part of, the "lhree mysteries" (sanmitsu) of
Dainichi's enlightened mental, verbal, and bodily
activity. Since Dainichi is fully enlightened, each
entity in Ihe universe is a direct manifestation of
Dainichi's "self-expression and enjoymenl" (jijuyii-

From the microcosmic level, Dainichi' S
enlightened activilY is manifested as supersensible
"resonances" or "vibrations" (ky".). It is \hese
resonances \hat coalesce into struclural configurations \hal underlie Ihe perceptible realities of
human experience, such as \he five elements
(earIh, water, fire, wind, and space)," !he five
mental wisdoms (and !he Five Buddhas associated
wilh each)," and !he five configurations of sound
as Ihe basis of all languages. \6 Regarding !he five
configurations of sound, al!he supcrsensible level
every word is a "\ru!h wonl" (shingon, mantra) in
!hat it is a surface (macrocosmic) manifestation of
a microcosmic expression wi!hin Dainichi's enlightened activity .
This brings us to !he macrocosmic level,
reality perceived in ordinary human experience of
\he world. Al!hough in a cosmic sense, !he whole
universe is \he supersensible expression of Dainichi, and allhough in a microcosmic sense, !he
universe is constibJted by supersensible resonances
manifesting Dainichi's enlightened activity in \he
world, human beings are ordinarily oblivious to
!hese dimensions of realilY. AI !he macrocosmic
level, we are generally aware of only everyday
mundane \bings and events. Through Shingon
meditative practice, however, we can \rain ourselves to not only become aware of !he macrocosmic reality of Ihings and events, but also !he deeper
microcosmic world in which each thing and event
ceaselessly expresses Dainichi' s enlightened activity. One aspect of Shingon meditative practice
is especially relevant for understanding Kii1cai's
Iheory of language.
According to KOkai,reality, "\he way !hings
really are," is ontologically constibJted by Dainichi Ihrough \he Three Mysteries: physical gesbJre
(mudtl), meditative Ihought or visualization
(1JIII(I(iaJa), and speech (mantra). For each mystery,
Shingon meditative discipline specifies specific
ritual contexts for re~ting, and !hereby becoming aware of, !he enlightened physical-mentalvuba! action of Dainichi. In !he area of language,
for example, Shingon ritual recognizes five "seed

I
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mantras": A, Va, Ra, Ha, and KhaP By intoning
these mantras, with proper medilative technique

Across from me a man read nursery rhymes to his
small daughter. He read with a precise rhythm that
enunciated the last word of every line: "Mary
Mary, quite contraryl How does your garden
grow?" Twenty minutes later I boarded Ihe plane
and took my assigned Seal next to a nervous man
who intoned over and over, in a low voice while
gazing at a rosary, "Jesus, Jesus, Jesus."
There are several utterances in this scene,
each different from Ihe resL
(I) "lust a few books and papers. "
This sentence is a proposition and its only
pwpose is to relay information 10 the security
attendanL Since my statement corresponded to an
actual slate of affairs, it was "!rue."
(2) "I see"
This is not a statement about the attendant's
visual abilities. The attendant informed me thatshe
understood my comment after making a cursory
inspection of my briefcase and was inclined to
believe me. She was also giving me permission to
proceed to the boarding area unmolested. To this
degree, Ihe attendant's utterance had a performative fOlCe as well as a propositional meaning.
(3) "Ugghl"
This is a nonreferentia1 exclamatory ullerance, a psychological response 10 unexpected heal,
as if my body was somehow speaking, or that Ihe
experience of heal was speaking through my body.
Speech acts of Ihis sortare common in English, but
are not generally found very interesting in Western
philosophical analysis. But tor Kiikai, who viewed
mantra as the paradigm of language, utterances of
this sort were of central importance.
The f1rstlhing 10 note aboutlhe exclamation
"Uggh!" is that it is not learned. Consider the
following example. IfI suddenly fall and break my
arm 1 might cry "Aaaa!," and it is equally likely
that a Japanese in Ihe same circumslances would
do Ihe same. However, if 1 run a splinter inoo my
hand when cutting wood, I might yell "Ouch!"
whereas my Japanese friend might yell '~ttail"
"Uggh!" is a pwely physiological expulsion of air,
"Ouch!" and "ittail" are cultwe-bound expres-

and physical posture, the practitioner is said to
become alluned to the basic resonances or "sound
forms" constituting all language. Slated differently, through mantric practice the seeker knows
the "!ruth words" (shingon) inaudible to ordinary
hearing.
Kiikai believed this insight establishes the
enlightenment of the seeker in two ways. First, it
leads to the recognition that the "sound forms" or
"truth words" constituting all languages are the
elemental ontological constituents of the entire
universe. As such, the ordinary macrocosmic world
is suddenly experienced as the surface fealwe of a
deeper, linguistic reality. Secondly, this deeper
microcosmic level of reality is not experienced as
the linguistic building blocks of an atomic universe, but rather as the symbolic "self-expression"
or "sound forms" of Dainichi's own enlightened
experience.
Kiikai's metaphysics generally, and his
melaphysics of language in particular, is extraordinarily complex. But knowing the type of language use that most interested him makes it easy
to summarize his philosophy oflanguage. For him,
the paradigm of language was the mantra, a
speech-act with which most Westerners have little
experience or interesL Butlhe following narrative
should demonstrate how Kiikai's views relate to
linguistic experiences we have all had," and in tum
should clarify his world view .
Last April I flew from Seattle to Palm
Springs to visit my father in Joshua Tree. As I went
through the security check, an attendant looked
through my brief case and I said, "Justa few books
and papers." "I see," she replied. She waved me
through Ihe security gate and I headed for the
boarding area. Somelhing was wrong with the
central heating system in the terminal, and when 1
arrived at my gate an extraordinary rush of dry heal
struck me in Ihe face. "Uggh!," I exclaimed softly
10 myself. I took off my coat, sat down, and
watched the people galhering in Ihe waiting area.
The Pacific WIX'ld
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sions; they have no referent, so their usage can onJy
be learned through mimicking the verbal exclamations of other people in a particular society.
Moreover, lacking reference, exclamatory words
have no precise meaning at all, yet they do have a
COIreCt and incorrect use. For example, someone
touching an ice cube and exclaiming "Uggh!" is
not using standard English.
Second, in an utterance like ''Uggh!" there
occurs a fusing of mental, physical, and verbal
experiences. It is almost a conditioned response,
where somatic and mental experience~e phonetic and thesemantic-are unified. From a physiological standpoint, "Uggh!" somehow more effectively confronts heat than "Bmr!" Also "Ouch!"
and '7ttail" have a similar abruptness and sharpness in their sounds. Thus, it seems that the sounds
fonning the utterance of these words is not completely arbitrary; here sound is meaning .
Third, expressions like ''Uggh!" may serve
as a clue to understanding the "origin" of language,
since they are situated halfway between physiologically detennined sounds and words with culturally dermed meanings. Specifically, if such
expressions are taken as paradigmatic of the most
primitive fonn oflanguage,then a theory about the
origin of language should fuse mental, physical,
and verbal experience. This is exactly whatKiikai' s
theory of language tries to do.
(4) "Mary, Mary, quite contnJJy!How does your
garden grow?"
Speaking also involves the enjoyment of,
and participation in, the sounds and mylhms of
words. Children,forexample, learn nursery mymes
before they understand their meaning. Part of the
meaning, periIaps the major part, of a poem is
conveyed in the mythm and sounds of its words.
More importantly, the resonance of words, especially ifexpressed with style and sensitivity, has an
uplifting effect on the audience, as any good actor
knows. In Western culture, this fact is mostly
discussed in tenns of metoric or in studies of the
ritual traditions of preliterate cultures or in acting
classes. Seldom, however, does this character of
7k Padlic W...ld
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spoken language become the special object of
philosophical or linguistic inquiry.
In KDkai's philosophy of language, however, the sounds of words are of central importance. The gruntofa weightlifier,thefocusing kiai
of a martial artist, the cry of delight when a person
wilDesses a creative act of great beauty attest to the
importance of the sounds of words. In Kiikai's
opinion, to think of words independently of their
sounds is to rationalize away the somatic physiCality of language. In his view, language is speech,
and speech involves bodily movement and the
vibration of air."
(5) ''Jesus, Jesus, Jesus...
Under the right conditions, a word can
evoke psychological states to which the word
refers. As the history of religions has taught us, the
idea that words can bring realities into being is a
major premise of premodern societies. This notion
is opposed to modern Western linguistic theory
and philosophy of language, which assumes with
Plato that reality has a structure independent of
human consciousness and the words persons use to
name reality. That is to say, language has only
referential use: thereferentofa word pre-exists the
naming of it; reality possesses a structure independent of human consciousness of its referent;
and the origin of language is pragmatic.20
Kiikai would have disagreed with Plato and
modem Western linguistic theory. For him, the
primary function of language is symbolic, not
referential, for a word and its external referent are
two sides of the same ontological coin. Thus, the
meaning of a word depends on its external referent;
the being of an external referent is constiblted by
the sound of its defining word. Accordingly,
reality, ''the way things really are," expresses itself
in language (as in "Uggh!"), while language simultaneously evokes reality (as in "Jesus, Jesus,
Jesus").z
In summary, the metaphysics underlying
Kiikai's theory of language posits no sh8Ip ontological distinction between mental, physical, and
verbal experience--the Three Mysteries. They are
19
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those expressions are true macrocosmically as well

"mysteries" insofar as they can be directly and
immediately experienced, but not completely
expressed in nonna! discUlllive language. They are
also "mysteries" because they are expressed as
Janguage. Since for him, body, speech, and mind
interpenetrate, they must have a common structural elemenL KDkai called this common element
kJ'f', "resonance" or "vibration," i.e., "sound."
Furthennore, like all Buddhists, Kiikai
maintained that there are no pennanent, unchanging substantial entities in the universe. What we
superficially intelpret to be independently existing
pennanent entities are actually processes existing
interdependently with other processes. Since every
thing and event we experience is a process, every
thing and event we experience is constantly undergoing change, as are we who experience things and
events. KDkai called the element energizing all
change and becoming lcyl1, "resonance." Resonance makes sounds, and sounds make words. To
what do words refer? Reality-the Dharmaklya
personified as Dainichi ceaselessly expressing
itself to itself for itself.
Finally, we are in a position to understand
how Kiikai understood the symbolic use oC language. In my narrative, the "Uggh!" experience
posits no sharp distinction between physiological,
psychological, and verbal (body, mind, and speech)
realities. For the father reciting "Mary, Mary, quite
contrary. How does your garden grow," and for the
child hearing it, what the rhyme "means" is
ultimately the rhyme itself. For the nervous passenger reciting his Jesus "mantra," where is Jesus?
Is Jesus only a state of the passenger's mind? Is
Jesus physically present in the ambiance of the
plane's interior? Is the reality of Jesus onlyverbal?
The point of these examples is to show that
"truth words" (mantra, shingon) "are designed to
make us plumb the macrocosmic level of expression until we reach the depths of the microcosmic."21For, if a verbal expression 1eads us to direct
encounter with the reality at the foundation of
ordinary experience, and if it causes us 10 change
our behavior and undertake Shingon practice,
The l'>oorIC W...1d

as microcosmically. It is possible, therefore, to
make this understanding of language into a henneneutical criterion for inte!preting various religious
teachings, practices, and texts. That is, the more an
exoteric or esoteric teaching, practice, or text leads
us 10 recognize the microcosmic and macrocosmic
dimensions of reality, the more true that teaching,
practice, or text is.
This is exactly what KDkai had in mind
when he spelled out his hermeneutical strategy in
830 in his Ten StagesofMind (JiIjushinron) and in
an abridgment wrilten the same year entitled
Precious Key to the Secret Treaswy (JIjz{jh/jyaku).D
These two works were wrilten as a response to an
imperial order for doctrinal summations from each
of the recognized Buddhist schools of Kiikai's
time. Kiikai went beyond mere summation of
Shingon teachings and practices by evaluating all
Buddhist teachings known to him from a Shingon
perspective. In fact, he set up a hierarchy of all the
religious teachings and practices known 10 him.
For each, he wrote a poem summarizing the
teaching, followed by a prose description of the
teaching combined with extensive quotations from
scriptural and nonscriptural literary sources, and
an evaluation of the teaching's strengths and
weaknesses. A brief summary of each of the "ten
stages of mind" should reveal the structure of
Kiikai's henneneutics.
One: The Deluded, Goat-\ike Mind. This is a nonreligious, sub-human mental stale in which
some persons possess no moral or religious
sensibilities, and therefore can neither regulate nor morally discipline their natural
desires.
Two: The Ignorant, Olildlike, but Tempered Slate
of Mind. In this stale human ideals are
followed in a mechanical, rule-structured
way. nus Slate of mental development is
beyond the first level because it evinces
awareness of others and a sense of moral
and social responsibility. Kiikai regarded it
20
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as the lowest state of moral consciousness,
and identified it with Confucianism.
Three: The Infant-like, Fearless Slate of Mind.
Persons evolved to this stage perceive the
limitations of the secular wood and renounce it in hopes of attaining something
uanscendent that can serve as a source for
serenity and immorta1ity. Like newborn
sucklings, such persons are oblivious to the
rough and tumble of historical existence
and find peace in something beyond. Kilkai
identified this slate of mind with Taoism.
Four: The Slate of Mind that Recognizes the
ExiSience of PsychG-physical Constituents
Only (the Five SkandhJJs), not the IIImJJn
(Self). Persons at this slage undersland
Sakyamuni'steachingaboutimpennanence,
recognize the reality of the Five SkandhJJs,
and therefore the emptiness of Self. Consequently, the personal gain sought at level
three is overcome by the elimination of
ignorance and desireforpennanence. Kilkai
identified this slage with the most primitive
underslanding of Buddhist teaching, the
§rlvaka or Theravada disciple of the Buddha.
Five: The Mind Freed from the Seeds of the Law
of Karma. Without hearing the teachings of
any teacher, persons at this stage discover
within themselves that the karmic roots of
suffering are delusions. Breaking free from
ignorance, such persons also break free
from the karmic recycling of birth and
death, and achieve enlighlenment on their
own. Such persons Kilkai identified with
the Pratekya Buddhas.
Six: The Mahayana Mind with Compassion for
Others. Recognizing that all dharmas, the
microcosmic constituents of reality, are
actnally manifestations of mind, persons at
this stage know by experience the emptiness (§jjnyatl) of all things and events, as
well as the emptiness of Self. Thus, they
teach the universal enlightened compassion
The I'lciIi< World

of the bodhisattvas. Kiikai identified this
mental Slate with Ihe HOsso (YoglcJra)
lineage of the Buddhist Way.
Seven: The Mind that Realizes that the Mind is
Unborn. Through NlIgllrjuna's eightfold
negations, insight into the two levels of
uulh, and acceptance of the dialectical logic
of Ihe Middle Way, persons having Ihis
state of mind realize \hat Ihe mind itself is
unborn. Therefore, Ihey realize that the
distinction between mind and non-mind
(subject and object, mind and body) is
relative trulh, not absolute trulh. Kilkai
identified this state with the Sanron
(MMhyamika) School of Buddhism.
Eight: The Mind Truly in Harmony with the One
Way. In this state, one rejects the exclusiveness of the dialectical logic of the
Mldhyamika because one apprehends the
unity of all approaches to enlighlenmenL
Beyond sbeec emptiness, the truth of enlightenment is also a "skill-in-means"
(uplIya) which depends on the audience
hearing it. One mind contains all things.
Kiikai identified this mental state with the
Tendai teachings of his older contempGrary, Saicho (767-822).
Nine: The Highest DevelopedExotcricMind Aware
of its Nonimmulable Nature. At this state,
one recognizes the total interpenetration
and interdependency of all things and events
in space-time. Kilkai identified this state
wilh the Kegon (Hua-yen) Buddhist linage.
Ten: The Glorious, Most Esoteric and Sacred
Mind. This state of menial development
subordinates all exoteric teachings and
practices to the immediacy and comprehensiveness of esoteric Shingon teachings and
practices. At this state, one does not merely
know Ihe interpenetration of all things and
events, one participates in Ihis interpenetration through esotericrilllal. TheDhannaklya,
Dainichi, is directly experienced and is no
longer a speculative, philosophical abstrac21
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tion. Kllkai identifted this state with his
system of Shingon teaching and practice.

That is, a person's mind dwells in a world fitting
that person's world view. This is the basic meaning
of the "ten minds" Uiishin). His point was that it is
possible 10 see the limitations of our known worlds
only when we look beyond the worlds in which we
dwell 10 other states of mind open 10 further
dimensions of human development. Only then can
we see the limits and falsehood of our previous
conceptualities. Once more, in Kiikai' s view, being
aware of possibilities beyond our present state of
awareness occurs only because ofDainichi' s grace
(kajl). undersIOOd as the spirilWl1 resonance between Dainichi and us that makes us conscious of
all worlds as expressions ofDainichi's own reality.
Third, the highest level. Shingon teachings
produce individuals who direcdy and immediately
know ultimate reality, Dainichi, at the microcosmic level. They also know, through symbolic
imilation-through mudra, 11IB{I/IB. and visualization techniques of medilation---UIe cosmic DharmakaYIL However. all other teachings and practices-states two through nine-are exoteric religious Ways stricdy limited 10 the macrocosmic
level of reality. Kiikai ranks these exoteric teachings according 10 how readily they help their
followelll apprehend the existence of the microcosmic depths of experience and reality.
For example, Confucianists, unlike the
lowest level of people, recognize the need for
moral ideals. Yet they are only interested in
maximizing social harmony while failing 10 see
other dimensions of experience and reality. KOkai
placed the Taoists above them because, in their
childlike dreaming of immortals and heavens, they
recognize the possibility of dimensions of reality
beyond the merely ethical and social. Theravadin
Buddhists-states four and five-are superior 10
Taoists because they recognize the reality of
impermanence and rejecl the idea of an immortal
self. Still, Kiikai thought lIley fell short because
they try 10 achieve enlightenment for themselves
as if they were separate from the rest of the world.
States six through nine represent various
Mahayana exoteric teachings and practices that all

Several features are obvious in this scheme,
but never1heless should be summarized. First, this
classification scheme is unique with Kllkai.:W At
least there are no similar examples in Chinese
Buddhist badition, even in the badition ofShingon
Kiikai inlrOduced from China. However, there
were various p '8D-<:hiao" classif1C8tion systems in
China. especially in the T'ien-t'ai (Tendai) and
Hua-yen (Kegon) schools. Also, texts such as the
Lotus SulnJ had developed the idea that the Buddha intended cenain teachings for specifIC audiences as a "skill-in-means." But Kiikai's henneneutical system classifIeS states of mental development, not teachings in sacred texts. That is, he
unclerslOOd specific teachings and practices as
parts of different world views, or ways in which
people lived in and interacted with reality. Furthermore, this idea is found in his earliest work,
Indications of the Goals of the Three Teachings
(SBngO shila),'" written long before his journey 10
China and before the Chinese sectarian p 'an-chiso
systems were known in Japan.
Accordingly, Kiikai stressed what religious
teachings do 10 and do for people, rather than on
what they say--dleir logic, consistency, and c0herency. For example, at the lowest level, there are
philosophies that portnJy people as driven primarily by instinclWl1 desires and unconscious forces.
In Kiikai's view, such teachings are fa1so-not
because of empirical evidence 10 the contrary, but
because such teachings lead human beings 10 live
their lives in an inhuman, animalistic world Because
the teachings and practices pointed 10 in levels two
through ten all produce humane human beings,
they are, in ascending degrees, more 1rue than level
one.
Second, Kiikai' s henneneutical theory assumed that a person's view of the world is confumed by that person's own experience. One who
is driven by instinclWl1 desires and unconscious
forces believes all human beings are so driven.
The I'ldf't<: Warld
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accept the principle of univerul enlighlenmenl.
This undersIanding is the cenler of KDkai' s
This perspec:tive is a step forward for KDkai
hermeneutical circle. Once one has experienced
because it recognizes the "non-duality" of the
the Dharma through the Shingon world view, one
Dhannaklya at the microcosmic and macmcosmic
apprehends the microcosmic and macrocosmic
levels. That is, all four Mahayana StaleS of mind
dimensions of existence-in more common Westemphasize their own particular conceptions of
ern expression the transcendent and the immanon-duality, theirdegrcc of adequacy increasing as
nent_ "symbolic expressions" (monjl) ofDainone moves up the hierarchy to stage len. HOsso, for
ichi. For Kiikai, there is no other way to achieve
example, stresses the non-duality of compassion
fuU enlighlenmenl.
Accordingly, Kiikai's hermeneutical circle
and wisdom, Sanron the non-duality of nirvl/ilB
closes on a paradox: from the esoteric slalldpoint
and SBIpS6nJ, Tendai the non-duality of the various
paths to enlighlenment, and Kegon the non-dual
of Shingon leachings and practice, there are in fact
inlelpellCtration of all things and events at every
no non-esoteric staleS of mind. This is what
ThomasKasulis had in mind inrefening toKDkai's
moment of space-lime.
But what distinguishes Level Ten, Esoleric
hermeneutic as a "mandalic hermeneutic:- all
teachings and practices, whether exoteric or es0Buddhism, from Levels Seven,Eight, and Nine? In
teric, emanate from Dainichi as the Dhannaldiya
what, in other words,lies the superiority of Shinitself. This can be seen in the full tide of the Ten
gon Ie8Chings and practices from the Sanron,
Stages of Mind, Himi/su mandata Jiljushinron or
Tendai, and Kegon lineages of the Dharma? KDkai
The Secret MBI;II!alS's Ten Stages of Mind. Like
believed that Kegon, and to a lesser exlent Sanron
and Tendai, developed the highest levels of unduthe "Womb" or "Matrix M1uJ.1/BbJ" KDkai brought
back from China, with Dainichi portrayed in the
standing possible through exoteric leaChings and
cenler of all the diverse realms of exislence in the
practices. That is, strictly through analysis of
universe, Esoleric Shingon is at the cenler of
phenomenal exislenc~e macrocosmic levelDainichi's "preaching." But as this preaching
foUowers of Sanron, Tendai, and Kegon have
radiates out from this cenler, it is viewed differpartially apprehended the transcendenlal microently according to different stages of menial develcosmic reality "in, with, and under" phenomenal
opment. It takes form not only as different forms
exislencc as a logical s priori reality. But, Kiikai
of the Buddhist world view, but also as different
claimed, Sanron, Tendai, and Kegon lack experiworlds.
enlia1 verification of this apprehension, which he
Inlerpreting the leD stages of mind as a
believed was only available through the Shingon
mandalic hermeneutic brings two aqlCCts ofKiikai's
esoteric leachings and practices.
understanding of Buddhism into clearer focus.
Kiikai's point was that non-esoteric foUowFirst, the Ten Stages and the Precious Key were
ers of the Buddhist Way can only speculate about
the microcosmic level of reality without truly
wrillen to show how there can be so much diversity
knowing it by experience; only esoteric practices
in a single Buddhist Dharma.
Second, Kiikai' s mandalic hermeneutic
can engender direct experiential participation in
the microcosmic dimension of ullimate reality . allowed him to appea1 to eSOleric lexts of the
Buddhist Canon as a scriptural foundation for his
from which all macrocosmic things and events at
evaluation of esoteric lineages of the Buddhist
every moment of space-lime flow and to which
Way. Not only did this give his mandalic hermethey all return. Through the practice of Shingon
ritual, the seeker is able to effect epistimic,
neutic "orthodox" legilimacy, its effect was to
experienlia1 s posteriori saving knowledge of the
remind his readers that aU schools of Buddhism
microcosmic.
can be viewed from an esoleric perspec:tive-and
Thol'lcif'.. World
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2. Kiikai, "Empty Sea," is commonly known
as KlIIKI Daishi, an honorific title posthumously

should be. Within themselves all schools of Buddhism have their own coherency and cOll'lislency;
yet only the Shingon standpoint reveals that the
unity behind the different versions of the Buddhist
Way originate from a single sowce, the Dharmakliya Dainichi NyOOli.
It is here that Kiikai' s mandalic hermeneutic and his theory of language meet Kiikai often
explained complex points of his teachings by
writing a poem. The lruth of a religious teaching
does not depend on the ontological stalllS of its
referent, but on how it affects us. For enlightened
beings, the lruth may be expressed through any
medium, but for most of us who are unenlightened,
a medium more suggestive and less explicit might
be more effective. Kiikai often favored art over
words as die best "skill-in·mC8Jl'l" far communicating his teachings.
Still, we cannot do without words, so Kiikai
also wrote long, involved, complex explanations
of Shingon teachings and practices. He remained
a religious teacher whose quest for liberating lruth
began with questions about the meaning of a
sacred text. Or as he wrote to Emperor Heizei
(reigned 806-809) upon his return from China in
806, cited in the quotation with which I began this
essay, ''The Dharma is beyond speech, but without
speech it cannot be revealed. "

awarded to him by the Heian Imperial Court.
"KlIhlI" mC8Jl'l "to widely spread the Buddha's
teachings, and "daishi" meaJl'l "great teacher." He
is still revered today as both a Buddhist master who
widely spread the Buddha's teachings and as a
culture hero.
3. This point has been eloquently made by
Thomas P. Kasulis, ''Truth Words: The Basis of
Kiikai's Theory of Interpretation," Buddhist
Hermeneutics, edited by Dona1d S. Lopez, Jr .
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1988), pp.
257-58.
4. The term "esoteric" refers to "secret" oral
ill'ltruction in the practice of Shingon rituals and
forms of meditation transmitted from teacher to
disciple only after the disciple has undergone the
proper rilUal initiation. For Kiikai's discussion of
the differences between "esoteric" and "exoteric"
forms of Buddhism, see his Benkenmitsu nilcyiJ
ron (The Difference between Esoteric and Exoteric
Buddhism), Hakeda, KiIIaU: Major Wow, 15157. Also see Taiko Yamasaki, Shingon: Japanese
Esoteric Buddhism (Boston: Shambala, 1988), 34.
5. Luis Gomez, "Buddhist Lileralure and
Hermeneutics," Encyclopedia of Religion, ed.
Mircea Eliade (New York: Macmillan Free Press,
1987), 52940.
6. Lewis Lancaster, "B uddhist Literature:
Its Canons, Scribes, and Editors," The Critical
Study of Sacred Texts, ed. Wendy Doniger
O'F1aherty (Berlceley: Berkeley Religious Studies
Series, 1979), 215.
7. D. T. Suzuki ,11., TheLsQlc§vallraSiiJra
(London: RouUedge and Kegan Paul, 1932), 82.
8. Edward Conze, tr., The Larger Sutra on
the Pctfection of Wisdom (Berlceley: University of
California Press, 1984), 404-14.
9. Kasulis, "Truth Words," Buddhist Her-

F001NOTES
I. Yoshito S. Hakeda, !r., Kiikai: Major
Wod: (New York: Columbia University Press,
1972), 145. All citations from Kiikai's works in
this essay are from Hakeda's translation, although
I have checked them against the original Chinese
texts in Yoshitakelnaba (ed.), K~Daishi ZembiI
(The Compk/e WOIts of K(Jb{J DaisJu), 3rd edition revised {Tokyo: Mikkyll Bunks Kenkyiisho,
1965}. Although Hakeda's worle is not a translation of Kiikai' s complete works, it is the best
English translation of the mostinl\uential ofKiikai 's
writings in print. Since I cannot improve on
Hakeda's translation, I have used it with gratitude.
The Pacific World
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meneutics, 262.
10. ShiJjijissllgi (The Meaning of Sound,
Word, and Reality) in Hakcda, 234-35.
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Buddha Amoghasiddhi; (3) Ra, associated with
and the Buddha Raln8Sambbava; (4) Ha,
associated with the Wind or Air and the Buddha
Amitabha; and (5) Kha, associated with Space and
the Buddha Aqabhya.
17. Hiz/J hiJyaJcu, Haked&, 219-24.
18. After writing this section, I discovered
an essay written by Thomas P. Kasulis that oCCers
a more complete example and Culler analysis of
these linguistic experiences than I have. After
reading his essay, I revised what I had wriuen to
follow his format. The narrative and examples are
my own and reflect my experience. See "Reference and Symbol in Plato's eratylus and KiWi's
ShiJjijiss(Jgi," Philosophy East and West32 (October 1982): 393-405.
19. ShiJjijiss(Jgi, Haked&, 240-45.
20. See Kasulis, "Reference and Symbol in
Plato's Republic and KiIkai's ShiJjijiss(Jgi, 400.
21. ShiJjijiss(Jgi, Hakeda, 245-46.
22. Kasulis, ''Truth Words," Buddhist Hermeneutics, 264. Also see Ian Astley-Kristensen,
"Shingon Buddhism: This Body and the West,"
Japanese Religions 16 (January 1990): 28-30.
23. For a complete English tnlnslation of
Hiz/J hiJyaJcu, see Hakeda, 157-224.
24. See Adrian Snodgrass, 'The Shingon
Buddhist Doctrine of InteIpCnetnltion," Religious
Traditions 10 (1987): 1-6 and Kasulis, ''Truth
Words," Buddhist Hermeneutics, 265.
25. The system devised by the schools of
Buddhism in China to arrange Buddhist texts in an
ascending hierarchy to the particular text or group
oflellts they regarded as the "ftnal" teaching of the
Buddha. Different schools of Chinese Buddhism
had different versions of this hierarchy of texts.
26. Hakeda, 101-39.
27. Kasulis, ''Truth Words," Buddhist Hermeneutics, 269.

11. KiWi's conception of Dainichi, and
subsequentShingon doctrinal fonnulation, is based
on standard Mahayana ''three-body" Buddhology
(Sanskrit, triUya; Japanese, sanshin). Prior 10
KiWi's teacher, Hui-kuo, Dainichi was regarded
as one of a number of sarpbhogak6ya (body of
bliss) fonn of the eternal reality called dhatrnaklya
("Dhanna" or "Teaching Bodyj that all buddhas
comprehend when they become "enlightened ones."
But in exoteric Buddhist teachings and esoteric
Buddhist tantnl prior 10 Hui-kllO and KiWi, the
dharmaklya is ultimate reality, beyond names and
fonns, utlerly beyond vemaI caplUre by doctrines
and teachings, while yet the foundation of all
Buddhist thought and pnlCtice. SlII!Jbhogak6ya
forms of Buddhas are not "historical
buddhas"(~ya), of whom the hislOrical
Slkyamuni is an example; they exist in nonhistorical realms oC existence, forever enjoying
their enlightened existence, as objects of human
veneration and devotion. NonnaI1y, all bodhisaltvas
and non-historical buddhas, including Dainichi,
were represented as sarpbhogaklya forms of the
eternal dharmaklya.
12. SokushinjJbu/su gi (Attaining Enlightenment in This VCIy Existence), Hakeda, 225-39.
Also see Yamasaki, 57-64.
13. Sokushin jiJbu/su gi, 226.
14. ShiJjijiss(Jgi, 240-46.
IS. That is: (I) ''Wisdom Perceiving the
Essenlia1 NalUre oCthe World of Dharma" (holdcai
/aish(J chI), represented by Dainichi seated in the
center oC the Womb Mandala; (2) "Mirror Like
Wisdom" (daienkyDclu), associated with ~hya
(Asuku) seated in the East; (3) ''Wisdom of Equality" (byOd{Jshoclu), symbolized by Ralnasambbava
(HOsho) seated in the South; (4) "Wisdom oC
Observation" (my/Hran ZJIIl:Iu), represented by
Amillbha (Amida) seated in the West; and (5)
''Wisdom oC Action" UOsOSll clu), represented by
Amoghasiddhi (Fukiljllju) seated in the North.
16. That is: (I) A, associated with the
element Earth and the Buddha Mahavairocana; (2)
Va, associated with the element Water and the
The Padlic World
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The New Buddhism of Kamakura and the Doctrine
of Innate Enlightenment
by Ruben L. F. Habito,

Perlcins School of Theology, Southern Methodist University,

Dallas, TX

scholarship in Japanese religions has
R ecent
called attention to the need Cor a new look at

the development of Buddhist thought. This is a
teaching which denies the dualistic opposition
between such polar notions as S3J!1wa,lnirvlil)a.
ordinary bein&'Buddha, this world/Pure Land,
delusive passionslwisdom (or enlightenment), etc.
(For concise accounts in English, see Tamura.
1984, 1987). II is a doctrinal srandpoint that
became influential from the la/e Heian period on
and made its impact 01\ subsequent Japanese
thought and culture, in literature, arts, etc. (Tamura, 1969) Recently it bas evoked a controversy
among scholars in Japan as to its orthodoxy within
the Buddhist tradition.'
This article willioolc: at the worlc oC Tamura
YoshirO 01\ the influence of Tendai hoogaku shis(J
01\ the major figures of the New Kamakura Buddhism, as laid out in his worlc Kamakura ShinBukky(J no Kenkyii, and oCCer critical observations
and tasks Cor further investigation.'
It must be noted that the founders of the
Buddhist movements that saw their beginnings
during the Kamakura Period (known as the New
Karnakura Buddhism or Shin-BullyO, 10 distinguish these from the "old" or established Buddhism which, oC course, continued 10 predominate
and wield its influence on society on this and later
periods of Japanese history') had a common background: HOnen (1132-1212), Shinran(1173-1262),
OiIgen (1200-1253) and Nichiren (1222-1282) all
received training Cor a considerable number of
years during the early pan of their careers at Mt.
Hiei, the center oC Buddhist learning and activity
at the time. This is the basis Cor the supposition that
they were exposed 10 and at least acquainted with
Tendai hongaku shis(1, elements of which, as

Kamakura Buddhism, to see beyond the inherent
limitations oC many detailed studies centering on
one or other of the religious luminaries that lived
during this period but which Cail to relate their
subject with the other significant movements and
figures of the same era, as well as to set in
pc.rspective the apologetic strain of sectarianbased treatments oC the founders of the major seets
that saw their beginnings during this period. This
"new look" would aim at a more comprehensive
grasp of the period and its significance Cor the
whole oC Japanese religious and social history.'
Shimaji DaitO (1875-1927) had noted as far
back as 1926 that the new forms of Buddhism
which began during the Karnakura period oC
Japanese history can be seen against the backdrop
oCacommonmatrix deriving from Japan's MiddleAncient (Chiiko) Tendai. Shimaji pointed out the
necessity and importance oC Curther research into
this particular period in the history oC Japanese
Buddhism.' More recently, Tamura YoshiIO (19211989) and others have succeeded in elucidating a
significant element that characterizes this period,
a religio-philosophical teaching called Tendai
hongaku shis(J, which we can roughly translate as
"the doclrine oC innate enlightenment." (See Tada,
et a1., 1973.)' In a monumental worlc that merited
the Imperial Prize of the Japan Academy, Tamura
pointed out its influence upon the New Buddhism
of the Kamakura era (Tamura, 1965).
Since then the term "hongaku shis(J" has
come to common usage, characterizing what is
said to be a distinctively Japanese contribution in
The l'IIcif"K: World
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Tamura undertakes to show, are reflecled in their
own fundamental teaching and writings. Their
particular responses to the doclrine mark out the
distinctive characteristics of their own Buddhist
teaching.

lived. with the HOgen and Heiji uprisings (11561159) and the fall of the Heike (1185) IOgether
with the consequent socio-economic and political
upheavals of the time, in the foreground of consciousness of the people. It was at Ibis time that the
Doctrine of the Latter Days of the Dharma (tnJJpp/jshis6) came inlO vogue, and became influential in
the thinking of the Buddhist followers of the
period. HOnen himself presupposes this doclrine in
his own teaching of Pure Land, and proclaims the
inefficacy of salvation by any other means than
reliance on the salvific power of Amida' s vow,
assured by the frequent recitation of Amida's
name.
HOnen's teaching of radical dualism and the
invocation of the name of Amida as the sole means
of salvation can be seen in contrast with other Pure
Land thinkers before him. RyOgen (912-985),
Senkan (918-983), Zenyu (909-990), Genshin (9421017). KakUWl (953-1007), Eikan (1033-1111),
and Chinkai (1091-1152), coming from the Tendai
tradition. as well as Kakuban (1095-1143) who is
counled in the Esoteric tradition, include Pure
Land elements in their teachings. In many of Ibe
writings of Ibe above, Tamura traces the influence
of the doctrine of innate enlightenment, noting
passages affmning the connection between this
impermanent world and the Pure Land. (See
Tamura, 1965, pp. 475-524.)
Willi lIIis radical dualism that sets in clear
opposition the phenomenal world on the one hand
and the Pure Land on the other. HOnen makes a
definitive break from the monistic teachings being
transmitled at ML Hiei which were influenced by
Tendai hOll8aku shjsfJ. HORen thus sets himself
apan from the established Buddhist circles of his
day, and in so doing comes under attaclc and
persecution from religious and secular authorities.
The doctrine of innate enlightenment thus had a
reactionary effect on HOnen. accentuating his
dualistic standpoint as he separated himself from
Tendai's monistic tendencies.

HONEN'S RADICAL DUALISM
HOnen entered ML Hiei at the age of fifteen.
He studied the Buddhist scriptures assiduously,
and received the appellation "Number One in
Wisdom" for his erudition that included a mastery
of the schools ofNara Buddhism. in addition 10 the
program of studies in the Tendai school offered at
ML HieL Continuing his religious search, at the
age of forty-three he came upon a work of Chinese
Pure Land Master Shan Tao (Kuan-Ching-shao, T.
1753) and was led to a profound religious experience lriggered by the expression "The Name of
Amida with One Heart, One Mind" fOWld in this
text He then left ML Hiei and began 10 propagate
Pure Land Doc1rine centered on the recitation of
the name of Amida. Finding a base at Yoshimizu
in KyolO, he attained a following among the
samurai as well as the lower classes of society at
the time. At the age of sixty-six he came out with
his major work (Senjaku-Hongan-Nembu/su-ShU),
setting the fOWJdations for the Pure Land Sect in
Japan.
HOnen's fWldamental religious standpoint
is characterized by the radical opposition of this
world of impermanence and of W1certainty and
suffering on the one hand, and the absolute world
of the Pure Land on the other, and the singleminded afftnnalion of the latter based on the
rejection and denial of the former. HOnen situates
this absolute world in the next life, and believes
that one who recites the name of Amida will be met
by Amida himself at one's death and welcomed 10
the Pure Land (raig/j-shjsli).
This radically dualistic standpoint is seen in
the context of the lIIlIIulwous age in which HOnen
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next, and leads to a stance described as "the
afftrmation of worldly reality" (genjitsu-klJlei),
and further, to the afftrmation of the salvation of
the most wicked of this world (Tamura, 1970, p.
49). This stance of Shinran, according to Tamura,
derives from the influence of the doc!rine of innate
enlightenment
Second, in Shinran's writings we see the
elevation of the person of shinjin as equal in stature
to the buddhas and tathagatas, and this reaffirms
the unity between ordinary living beings and the
Buddha (nyorai-Uj(JlJ-setsu). For example, in the
Leiters of Shinran, we find the following passage,
repeated in other places also: "The Buddhas in ten
quarters rejoice in the setlling of this heart and
praise it as being equal to the hearts and minds of
all Buddhas. Thus, the person of true shinjin is said
to be equal to Buddhas. That person is also
regarded as being the same as Maitreya, who is
destined to become the next Buddha." (MaltiJshO,7
Shin Buddhism Translation Series, 1978)
This is related to Shinran' s view placing
shinjin on the same level as the absolute body of
the Buddha (cIharmak5ya), equivalent to suchness,
to buddha-natnre, which is presented in the YuishinshlJ-mOll-iand thelchinen-tanen-moo-i. "Since
it is with this heart and mind of all sentient beings
that they entrust themselves to the Vow of the
dhannakil'YI'"as-compassion, this shinjin is none
other than Buddha-nature. This buddha-nature is
dharma-nature. Dharma-natnre is the dharmakiiya."
(YuishinshlJ-mon'i, SZS 3, p. 171)
In other passages, it is indicated that Amida
is this essential body, which is also called suchness, buddha-nature, elc. Thus, the view of the
fundamental unity of Amida and ordinary living
beings is an element of Shinran's view of the
buddha-body (butsuda-kan). Such a view of unity
that cuts away dualistic oppositions characteristic
of HOnen's teachings, distinguishes Shinran from
HOnen. According to Tamura, this standpoint is
another element based on the influence of the doc!rine of innate enlightenment

SHlNRAN AND TIIE AFFIRMATION OF

THIS-WORLDLY REALITY
As one of HOnen' s loyal disciples, Shinran
shared the fate of is master's persecution and exile.
Deepening his own religious experience in the
process, Shinran arrived at a stance that goes
beyond HOnen and distinguished himself from his
mentor in the Pure Land teaching. Shinran' s position, of course, merits treatment in greater derail,
but the following wiD simply examine the elements marked out by Tamura as traceable to the
influence of the doctrine of innate enlightenment
and mise some questions in this regard.
A central difference between Shinran and
his mentor HOnen given in many standard treatments is in the former's emphasis on shinjin7 , that
is, absolute reliance and trust in the "other power"
(of Amida's compassion). Another point of difference is Shinran' s teaching of the efficacy of even
a single invocation of the name uttered with
thoroughgoing shinjin for the realization of the
Pure Land. This is contrasted with Honen' s encouragement of continued acts of invocation of
Amida's namemiDions of times (hyaku-man-ben)
in order to be assured of entry into the Pure Land.
But another key difference that ought not to
escape attention is the affirmation of this-worldly
reality in Shinran, as opposed to Honen' s rejection
of this world for a Pure Land in the next. In other
words, Shinran does not share Honen' s dualistic
view that places a defmitive break between this
world and Pure Land, but assumes a stance that
affIrms this-worldly reality as the locus of the
realization of the Pure Land. This afftrmative
stance is clearly visible throughout his writings,
especially in the matnre writings of his eighties.
First, Shinran leaChes the po'lSibility of the
realization of Pure Land in one shinjin-fIlled
invocation of the name of Amida. The auitude of
waiting for the Pure Land in the future or after-life
(raiglJ-shis6) comes to be problematic from
Shinran's point of view. Such a view appears to
undercut the dualism between this world and the
The Pacific WarJd
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The doctrine of the salvation of the wicked
or Akunin-ShlJJd, which characterizes Shinran's
teaching, is also mentioned by Tamwa as an
element due to the influence of the doctrine of
innate enlightenment (Tamwa, 1965, p. 539).
Although this point is only mentioned and not
given full development in Tamwa's treatment of
Shinran, the implication is that it derives from
Shinran's view of the thoroughgoing absoluteness
of other-power, which is a slandpoint that overcomes the dualism of self/other. And this ultimately derives from Shinran's view of the funda·
menial unity of the Buddha and ordiruuy beings
(nyorai-I~sctsu), which grounds the salvation
of the wicked, in Tamwa's schema (p. 527). Thus,
the connection wilh the doctrine of innate enlightenment is made.
The arguments by Tamura for the influence
of the doctrine of innate enlightenment on Shinran
are taken up and criticized by Nakanishi Chikai
(Nakanishi, 1967).' Nakanishi iUustrates Tamwa's
failure to appreciate Shinran's existential situation
centered on a profound awareness of karma
(shukugDJ, an awareness which in Nakanishi's
viewpoint is the foundation for Shinran's underslanding of shinjin. To summarize Nakanishi's
thesis, Shinran's teaching on shinjin and on the
unity of ord.iruuy beings with the Buddha is based
not so much on a "reversion to non-dualism" that
is due to the influence of the doctrine of innate
enlightenment, as Tamwa argues, but is based on
an existential faith-slance that places absolute
efficacy on the primal vow of Amida.
On the whole, Tamwa' s study on Shinran
tries to connect the latter's religious standpoint that
presented elements of an affurnation of thisworldly reality, such as the shift of emphasis from
the afterlife in HOnen to the here-and-now event of
shinjin, the identification of ordiruuy beings with
the Buddha (based on shinjinJ, and the salvation of
the most wicked of this world, with a "reversion"
(from HOnen's radical dualism) to a nondualistic standpoint that derives from the doctrine
of innate enlightenment Nakanishi has pointed out
The Pacific World

the tenuous nature of this connection and looks
into another dimension to ground Shinran's nondual standpoint, that is to the latter's existential
religious experience that leads to a thorough conversion of one's ego<entered existence by placing
oneself totally in the alI-embracing compassion of
Amida.
Such a religious experience which involves
the thorough turn-about ("con-version," Skt MrayaparfVflIl) of one's ego<entered existence into a
mode of being placed in absolute trust in the
efficacious wolking of Amida's compassion, is the
key for underslanding Shinran' s central message.
To overlook the crucial role of such a fundamental
experience easily leads to misunderslandings or
misrepresentations of Shinran's teaching. For
example, as is well known, the doctrine of the
salvation of the wicked has easily been misunder·
stood, even during Shinran' s time, as an affmnation of wickedness as such, or as an encouragement
to do wicked acts in order to come closer to
salvation. Such misundelStandings were the cause
of sorrow for Shinran and for his immediate
followers, leading these to reiterate Shinran' s
basic position in the TannishIJ or Notes on Lamen-

tations on Heresies.
An affirmation of wickedness as such, or
the encouragement of wicked acts (i.e., as being no
different from good acts "from the point of view of
enlightenment"), was also the result of exaggerated views based on the doctrine of innate enlightenment, and the appearance of such views led to
the critiques against Tendai hongaku shisO by
HOchib6-shOshin and DOgen. (See Tamwa, 1984)
DOoEN'S NON-DUALISTIC STANDPOINT
Tamwa (1965, pp. 548-574) examines how
DOgen's ShlJblJgenzlJ abounds in expressions that
beat close resemblance to themes treated and
developed in Tendai hongaku writings.
The unity of practice and enlightenment is
a basic emphasis of DOgen in his Zen teaching.
"Practice and enlightenment are not one, accord29
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the same (ittai)." (NBZ, v. 32, p. 112-3) 'There
is no distinction between beginning, middle, and
end. Why Ihen discuss the ancient past and today?"
(NBZ, v. 32, p. 113). "As to the waves of the great
ocean, yesterday's waves as weUas today's waves
are entirely as one and the same. The thoughts of
the three worlds (of past, present and future) are
but this one thoughL" (NBZ, v. 32, p. 116)
Throughout DOgen's works we find a radical re-reading of certain passages from Chinese
Buddhist texts that indicate the originality of his
religious thought and expression. For example,
there is the classic passage affmning the inherent
buddha-nature in all living beings ("AU living
beings in their entirety possess the buddha-nature"), which DOgen renders as "all living beings
and existents in entirety are buddha-nature" (Iwanami, I, p. 315). This reveals DOgen' s inner eye of
enlightenment that enables one to see everything,
mountains and rivers, sticks and stones, trees and
grass, as the pure embodiment of buddha-nature
itself. It is this inner eye of enlightenment that
penelrates throughout his writings and lies behind
such expressions that tend to absolutize everything
in existence as a manifestation of the highest truth
itself.
Tendaihongakudocuments likewise abound
in such absolutizations. For example, "All things
(dharmas) are buddha-dharma." (NBZ, v. 32, p.
108). "In the world of things (dharmas) everything
is trulh manifest, and there is nothing that is not
buddha. In facing the sky, the sky is buddha. In
facing the great earth, one faces buddha." (NBZ, v.
32, p. 126)
The juxtaposition of passages gives the
impression of a close affinity between DOgen's
basic standpoint and Tendai hongaku docttine.
However, DOgen' s explicit criticism of Ihe latter
marks the dividing line: he is speaking from the
standpoint of the inner eye of enlightenment, and
as one who continues to live in rigorous discipline
and practice never ceasing to polish Ihis inner eye,
and for such a one, Ihe absolutistic pronounce-

ing to the view of non-Buddhists. But in the
teaching of Buddhism, pnlctice is itself enlightenment, and because it is practice issuing from
enlightenment, even the initial resolve to seek the
Way is the embodiment of complete and perfect
enlightenmenL" (Iwanami, I, 65)
This is also a standpoint presented in Tendai
hongaku writings. For example, ''One who knows
this (i.e., the tathlgata which is innate enlightenment = hongaku-nyom) is called saint, and one
who gets lost in this truth is ordinary being. When
one realizes the nondual truth-wisdom and attains
the wondrous threefold truth of the essence of nocoming and no-going, there is no birth-death to
cast off, one is enlightened as one practices."
(Tada, et aI., p. 35)
Then on the question of birth-death, DOgen
proclaims that "it is to be realized that birth-death
is nirvana itself, and apart from birth-death there is
no nirvana" (Iwanami, I, p. 63); ''realize only that
birth-death is nirvana, and that there is nothing
such as birth-death to be cast away, and there is
nothing such as nirvana to be yearned for." (Iwanami, III, p. 239). Such an emphasis on the unity of
birth-death and nirvana is of course a repeated
theme of Tendai hongaku writings.
On the notion of time, DOgen teaches that
"when one climbs a mountain or crosses a river, I
am, and time is in my self. I already am, and time
does not leave. If time is not in the appearance of
going and coming, Ihe time of climbing a mountain
is the This Time ofbeing time. If time preserves Ihe
appearance of going and coming, there is the This
Time of being time in my self: this is being time."
(Iwanami, I, p. 152) Also, 'That which is called
Now is the This Time of people. As I Ihink of past,
future and present, however it may take in Ihousands and tens of Ihousands (of years), all of Ihis
is Now, This Time." (Iwanami, I, p. 383)
In the Makura no S{Jshi, a Tendsi hongaku
document, we find the following passages: 'The
time of the ancient past, the time of Ihe present, and
the timeoflhe future, these are time that is one and
The Pacific World
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ments in the writings expounding the doctrine of
innate enlightenment present the danger of a
mistaken reading that makes one abandon discipline and practice, that leads an individual into the
naive presumption that one is already accomplished in buddhahood whether one practices or
not. This for DOgen is a reversion to the egoistic
standpoint, the diametric opposite of the world of
enlightenment
In the GenjOklJan, he warns: ''To practice
and reaJize the myriad things in the univeBe
putting one's self forth is delusion; to practice and
reaJize oneself putting forth the myriad things of
the universe is enlightenment To deeply realize
delusion is of the buddhas; to be greatly deluded in
enlightenment is of ordinary beings." (lwanami, I,
p.83)
One can say from the examination of passages indicating affmity that there is a very thin
line between DOgen' s standpoint and that of the
object of his criticism, in this case the doctrine of
innate enlightenment, but a thin line that makes all
the difference between delusion and true realization: for DOgen this is manifested in the attitude
toward practice, whereby its neglect would be a
clear indication of the reversion to an egoistic
standpoint based on delusion.
In DOgen then, affmnations of non-dua1ism
are to be seen as checked by this vigilance in
practice, whereby the proper meaning of the following is to be understood: "Buddha-natw'e is the
adornment after one realizes bUddhahood." (lwanami, II, p. 110); "Although this truth is said to be
abundantly present in everyone, it does not become manifest if one does not practice, and one
does not attain it if there is no realization."
(lwanami, I, p. 55)
Tamwa characterizes this critique by DOgen
as a reversion to a dualistic standpoint, but qualifies this by saying that it is due to DOgen' s
characteristic emphasis on the concrete UisIJ-shugi)
which is to be seen in con1l8St with the Tendai
hongaku position of idealistic monism. (1965, p.
567)'
Tho PacUJC W...1d

NICHIREN'S COMPREHENSIVE VISION
BASED ON THE LOTUS SumA
The case ofNichiren and his relationship to
the doctrine of innaJe enlightenment presents a
problem, as many writings attributed to him are
clear expositions of the doctrine itself. The authenticity of these particular writings attributed to
Nichiren which explicitly expound Tendai hongaku
doctrine however, has been called into question
(Asai,I945; Tamwa, 1965,pp. 575-651) and these
writings are surmised to be compositions of enterprising disciples who wrote after Nichiren' s death.
To take these wodcs then and to conclude from
them thatNichiren taught the doctrine of innate enlightenment would then be to beg the question, and
so one must exercise particular care and attention
in Nichiren's case, considering issues in textual
and historical criticism which could determine the
direction of one's findings. One can only say at this
stage that there is still much to investigate and
consider in this regard, and so the most viable path
would be flfSt to confine one's study to those
writings that are authenticated as coming from
Nichiren's own hand, and proceed from there.
In looking over the authenticated writings
ofNichiren, one notices the development and shift
of his views from his earliest writing, the KsitaiSokushinjObursu-gi, which is very heavily under
the influence of Esoteric teachings and tends to a
monistic standpoint, to his later works, wherein he
explicitly attacks Esoteric doctrine as erroneous
and presents a confrontational stance vis-a-vis
historical reality from his position as practitioner
of the message of the Lotus Sutra. One must distinguish then theearly Nichiren still under EsoIeric
and the later and mature Nichiren who comes to
full awareness of his mission as prophet of the
Lotus SutnJ, and the dividing line can be set with
the Sado exile, wherein he is deepened in his
religious experience and confumed in his mission
in the context of persecutions and worldly tribulations. (Tamura, 1965, p. 589)
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deepen his understanding of his mission as a
religious reformer based on the implemenlalion of
the true Dharma in the social and political spheres
of life, and to realize that historical realities stand
in starlc contrast to such an ideal, the untenability
of an unqualified monism becomes manifest, and
thus he likewise heaps criticism against the monistic Esoteric doctrine in which he had been nurtured
in his early years.
In sum, Tamura points to textual evidence
for TendBi hongaku influence on early Nichiren,
and proposes a set of critical norms for examining
the authenticity of many writings still under disputebasedonhislarerbreakwithmonism. Tamura's
thesis can be summarized as follows: "we must
distinguish the early Nichiren, still susceptible to
the influence of the doctrine of innate enlightenment, and the later Nichiren, tempered by his experiences of persecution and failure and led to a
confrontational stance with worldly realities and
yet still fired with his mission of social reformation
based on the Lotus Sutra. In the latter, marked off
by the Sado exile, Nichiren moves away from a
monistic standpoint, and therefore dissociates
himself from the doctrine of innate enlightenment.
Any writing attributed to him at this later period
which employ TendBi hongaku terminology, etc.,
would then be suspect."
Tamura bowever tends to make rather
simplistic and sweeping statements based on his
proposed norms, dismissing oumght certain waIles
because they contain this or that term that smacks
of the doctrine of innate enlightenment. Thus, instances of esoteric-influenced or monistic-leaning
themes in the authenticated writings would present
a problem in Tamura's schema. Admitting the usefulness of Tamura's schema as one possible set of
norms, nevertheless it seems we would have to
apply other principles towards greater precision in
understanding the various influences in Nichiren' s
thought.
The precise influence of the doctrine of
innateenlightenmentasa background in his thought
as it developed in various stages throughout

Thus, we find the early Nichiren employing
vocabulary common with writings of the doctrine
of innate enlightenment. For example, "when we
attain the enlightenment of the LoIus, we realize
our body of physical-mental existence of birthdeath to be no-birth and no-death. II is the same
with the land. This land, with its cows, horses and
six realms of beings are all buddhas. Grass and
trees, the sun and moon are all the boly sangha. As
it says in the sutra, these things dwell in the dharma
rank, and the forms of the world are etemaIJy
pervading." (NIB, 1, 14) 'The enlightenment of the
Lotus Sutra is this: to realize that this land and our
body and the body-memorial (§IrinI) of the
Tathagata-SiDcyamuni are one." (NIB, I, \5)
II is significant to note that Nichiren 's home
temple, Kiyozumi, where he fu-stentered monastic
orders, began his Buddhist learning, and inaugurated his public mission, is a temple in the Taimitsu
line, i.e., transmitting Esoteric doctrine in the
Tendai tradition, and that early in his training at the
age of seventeen he had hand-copied the
Entaragishii, an early worle propounding the docmne of innate enlightenment. (Ibis hand<opy of
Nichiren is extanL) At this stage he remains quite
optimistic and fired with his vision of a comprehensive Buddhist teaching that would unite state
and society under the Dharma His vitriolic attacks
against the teaching of HOnen at this stage is said
to stem from the ineconcilability of the latter's
dualistic position separating this historical world
from the idealized Pure Land, for him a mistaken
position militating against his own program of a
comprehensive Buddhism backed by a monistic
standpoint.
But as Nichiren encounters persecution and
opposition from established authorities on account
of his teaching on the primacy of the Lotus Sutra
and of his urging the proscription of other Buddhist
sects "for the peace of the nation," a more confronlaIionaI SlanCe takes prominence, and Nichiren
dissociates himself from a monistic position that
unqualiftedly affums all things as manifestation of
the Buddha or of true Dharma. As he comes to
The P>cifie
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Nichiren's life remains a question calling for further investigation beyond Tamura's overly simplistic schema. Ienaga (1963) raised relaled issues.

on the importance of practice. For Tamura this is
a "regression" into dualism, as it makes distinctions between delusion and enlightenment, practice and non-practice, elc.
Nichiren is presented in two phases, an
early phase still subject to Tcndai hongsku influence where he makes pronouncements revealing a
monistic standpoint, and a later phase rejecting
monism and reverting to a standpoint placing
historical and social realities as in tension and
opposition with the absolute world, a phase precipitated by the failure of his endeavors and the
persecution he received from the authorities. The
distinction of these two phases is presented by
Tamura as a base for a critical norm for considering
the authenticity or inauthenticity of many wodes
attributed to Nichiren, in tracing terms of alleged
Tendai hongsku influence and examining these in
the light of the purported period in which they were
written.
Tamura's schema attempts to elucidate the
philosophic-religious standpoints of the Kamakura
founders and examines their particular Buddhist
teachings in terms of an interplay of monismdualism, with the doctrine of innate enlightenment
as the reference point on one pole, and the particular founder' s attitude toward historical and worldly
realities on the othel'. Such a schema allows for
comparison and contrast based on a common
framework, and certainly helps in situating these
major figures in relation with each other in the light
of this framework.
However, such a schema tends to oversimplification, and would gloss over significant factors underlying the particular teachings of the
founden which point us back, on the one hand, to
their primal religious experience (see for example
Nakanishi), and their grappling with and their
stance vis-a-vis social and historical realities of
their time in the light of this primal experience, on
the other.
Further investigation into the above Kamakura figures on the relationship of these two
aspects, i.e., their primal religious experience, on

CONCLUDING SUMMARY; UNDERSTANDING KAMAKURA BUDDHiSM
With his work Kamskuni Shin-bukkylJshisIJ no Kenkyii, the late Tamura Yoshirll has
made a significant contribution towards a better
understanding of a set of ideas that served as a
background which influenced the movements in
the period which we can call the watershed of
Japanese religious history. In this opus, after
Tamura traces the stages of the development of
Tcndai hongsku shisIJ and describes its character
as absolute monism that is taught, transmitted and
propagaled at Mt. Hiei, he goes on to examine the
founders of the New Buddhist movements of the
Kamakura period in terms of their relationship to
this doctrine.
First, HOnen is presented as having reacted
against it, "regressing" into a dualism centered on
the opposition between this world and the Pure
Land.
Shinran is pictured as having overcome
Honen's dualism due to Tendai hongsku influence, and arriving at a True Pure Land standpoint
that positively alfums worldly reality, reflected in
aspects of his teaching such as the rejection of
n1iglJ-shisIJ or the after-death event of meeting
with Amida; the nyonli-UldlJ-sc/su or doctrine of
equality between buddha and ordinary beings; the
skunin-shllki-sclsu or the affumation of the primacy of the salvation of the wicked; and jincn-hlini
or natura1ity in action. In short, these key aspects
that bring out Shinran's originality are attributed
by Tamura to Tendai hongsku influence.
DOgen is described as presenting a view in
many ways similar to that of the doctrine ofinnate
enlightenment, in his alfumations of non-duality
of birth-death and nirvana, in his teaching on
being-time, etc., but he criticizes the doctrine of
innate enlightenment based on his own emphasis
The Pacific Worlei
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Toshio, Nihon Chii.sei no KokkB to Shiiky(J, Iwanami Shoten, 1975, and Nihon Chii.sei no Shakai
toShiiky(J, Iwanami Shoten, 1990; Takagi Yutaka,
Kamakuta Bukky(J-shi Kenkyii, Iwanami Shoten,
1982; 000 Tatsunosuke, Kamakuta Shinbukky(J
Semtsu-ron, Yoshikawa K!!bunkan, 1982; Sail!
Hiroo, Nihon Chasei no Kokka to Bukky(J,
Yoshikawa K!!bunkan, 1987; Matsuo Kenji,
Kamakuta Shinbukky(J no Seiritsii - Nyiimon
Girei to Soshi Shinwa, Yoshikawa K!!bunkan,
1988; Sasaki Kanru, Chasei KokkB no Shiiky(J
K(Jw - Taisei Bukky(J to Taiseigai Bukky(J no
S(Jkoku, Yoshikawa K!!bunkan, 1988; Takagi
Yutaka, ed., Ronshii Nihon Bukky/}-shi 4: Kamakura Jidai, Yiizankalcu, 1988.
2. Shimaji Daill!, ''Nihon Ko-Tendai Kenkyii no Hitsuy!! wo Ronzu," Shis(J ,vol. 60 (1926).
Cited in Tamura, 1965, p. 370.
3. An English article of Tamura (1984)
translates the term with the awkward "Original
Awakening Thought;" "Inherent enlightenment"
and "innate awakening" have also been used for
hongaku..
4. HakamayaNoriaki, Hongaku-shisi1Hihan,
Daiw Shuppan, 1989, Hihan Bukky(J, Daiz!!
Suppan, 1990, and Matsumoto Shir!!, Engi to Kii:
Hongaku-shis(J Hihan, Daiw Shuppan, 1990, are
collections of articles by two young scholars
critical of various themes of hongaku shis(J which
have provoked discussion and debate in Japanese
academic circles. Recently a popular-oriented
Buddhist monthly devoted a special issue on this
debate, with articles by academics and journalistic
writers as well. (See Agama, vol. 118, February
1991.)
5. I am personally deeply indebted to the
late Professor Tamura, and grateful for the privilege of having been able to attend his seminars on
Tendai hongaku shis(J for several years during the
early to mid-seventies at Tokyo University and to
have received his personal guidance.
6. I find that the distinction between "new"
and "old" is still a viable framework in talking of
Kamakura Buddhism, (James H. Foard, "In search

the one hand, and their stance vis-a-vis social and
historical realities, on the other, are called for, to
throw greater light on the question of the unique
contribution as well as underlying commonality
(i.e., as Buddhist teaching) of these Kamakura
masters. (As one example of an investigation into
this relationship between religious experience and
stance vis-a-vis social and historical realities, see
Fulaba, 1970.)
More recent studies are shedding further
light on the Kamakura period in terms of a socioreligious history, i.e., on the interconnection between the socio-political, economic and cultnraI
elements of the period and the religious ferment
and development that left its marlc: on subsequent
phases of Japanese history. Tamura's work pr0vides one point of consideration in elucidating a
mode of thinking (the doctrine of innate enlightenment) that was of crucial influence in the religious
circles of the era, in mapping out its roots in Buddhist doctrinal history through India and China,
and pointing out the distinct contribution of indigenous characteristics in its development and
full flowering on Japanese soil.
Tendai hongaku shis(J or the doctrine of
innate enlightenment, hailed by Tamura as the
"climax" or apex in the development of Buddhist
thought, is thus referred 10 by him as a unique
Japanese contribution to Buddhism. However,
whether it is uniquely Japanese, (or for example,
whether it reveals a common tendency with other
esoteric traditions in different cultnraI and geographic contexts), and whether it is indeed Buddhism or an aberration of it, are questions now
raised by younger scholars, and are ongoing issues
in Japanese academic circles. (Cl Hakamaya,
1989,'0 1990, and Matsumoto, 1990)
FOOlNOTE

1. Among recent studies which deserve
mention are Ozumi Kazuo, "Kamakura Bukky!! to
sono kakushin undO," Iwanami KI1za Nihon Rekishi ,5: Chii.sei. Iwanami Shoten, 1975; Kuroda
The p.ciJjc World
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of a Lost Reformation: A Reconsideral.ion of
Kamakura Buddhism," Japanese Journal of Reli·
gious Studies, Dec. 1980:7/4,261·291 notwith·
standing) 10 distinguish the religious movements
which originated during this period which came 10
be significant sociological entities ("sects" in the
proper sense) in 1ater periods of Japanese history.
Kuroda, 1975 (cf. note I, above) makes significant
points in reevaluating the continuity and prevail·
ing influence of the "old" Buddhism, correcting
stereotyped pictures of the "New Buddhism" pre.
sented with sectarian biases.
7. Standard English translations use the
word "faith," but I follow Hirota (1991) in simply
rendering shinjin 10 mean that attiblde of entrust·
ing oneself totally 10 Amida's vow.
8. I am grateful 10 Dr. Alfred Bloom of the
Instiblte of Buddhist Studies, Berkeley, California,
for calling my attention 10 Nakanishi's paper.
9. Since Tamura's work, a significantSbJdy
examining the influence of Tendai hongaku shislJ
on DOgen has been published by Yamauchi
Shun 'yil, entitled IXJgen Zen 10 Tendai Hongaku
HOmon, Daizll Shuppan, 1985. The inquiry is also
taken up by Ikeda Rosan, IXJgen·gaku no YOran,
DaizlI Shuppan, 1989.
10. Cf. a review by Paul Swanson, Japanese
JournalofReligiousSwdies, vol.17/1,199O,foran
introduction 10 the discussion generated in Japa.
nese academic circles.
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Rennyo's Legacy: The uttt:rs as Scripture t
by Minor L. Rogers and Ann T. Rogers,

Wsshington and Lee University,

Lexington, VA
Having reflected on the inferior ability of beings of the last age, examined the sUIIaS and
commentaries and the explanations of the masters and their disciples, and grasped the essential
point forreadily-atlainable birth [in the Pure Land] for ignorant, ordinary people, [Rennyo] wrote
numerous important letters, beginning about the first year of the KanshO era [1460]. They are
a clear Light for the last age [matsudai no meil/!] and the sole guide for this defiled world.
Rengo (1468-1543)1
tation which adds to, as well as subtracts from, the
words originally spoken or written. To the extent

s spoken and written words are his
R ennyo'
greatest legacy-the writers of his memoirs

afftrm this again and again. They recall what he
said at length and in rich detail, but their highest
praise is for his letters and their deepest gratitude
for the teaching conveyed through them. For
Rengo, Rennyo's seventh son, these leiters are a
beacon, the only source of help in the last dharmaage. In Jitsugo's record, we fmd a similar evaluation: "Day after day we hear the golden words of
the letters; he has given us jewels.'" And again,
from the same source: "It should be underslOOd
that the letters are the direct teaching of the
Tath§gata. When we look at them, [we fmd]
HOnen; when we hear the words, [we realize that]
they are the direct teaching of Amida,'''
TheLelters.' written in colloquial Japanese,
has been compared to Martin Luther's translation
of the Bible into the Gennan.' Both Rennyo and
Luther (1483-1 584), virtually contemporaries, participated in religious refonnation in opposing the
established religious institutions of their day, in
suffering persecution, and in becoming involved in
some way with popular uprisings of farmers.' A
point to underscore here is that, through translation
into the vernacular, each made readily available a
scriptural tradition for the general populace in Iheir
respective times and places; a second poin~ a commonplace, is that every translation is an interpreThe Pacific World

the latter holds true for Luther, so much more does
it apply for Rennyo, who in authoring his letters
reformulated and simplified Shinran's teaChing in
his effort to communicate effectively at 3 popular
level.
We have seen that Rennyo's initiation into
the Honganji branch of the Shinshu under the
prolonged tutelage of his father and grandfather
was, in large measure, an introduction to a Pure
Land textual tradition. Through a process of hearing, walChing others copy, memorizing and reciting, reading, and doing his own copying, Rennyo
internalized the meaning of a diverse body of texts:
the three Pure Land sulIaS; the commentaries of the
seven Pure Land maslers; the writings oC Shinran,
Kakunyo, and Zonkaku; Pure Land texts reflecting
popular folk religiousness; and, in particular, Anjin
ketsujflsM. It was primarily through the medium
of the written word that Rennyo responded to the
major challenges of his liCe, beginning with the
crisis years at Yoshizaki, where he wrote many oC
his most innovative and compelling letters. Again,
Rennyo's restoration oC the Honganji, symbolized
by the building of the Founder's Hall at Yamashina, was accompanied by a series of letters prepared especially for reading at the annual thanksgiving services. Finally, his retirement years elic36
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ited a renewed flow of literary reflection on
Shinran's teaching in language informed largely
by Rennyo's devotion 10 the text, Anjin ketsufohO.
In this essay, we review the stages through
which Rennyo's successors selected certain of his
letters to serve as a canonical text,' drew on The
Leiters as the primary source for a confessional
statement defining orthodox Shinshu piety, and
cited it as the fmal authority in amitrating a
disruptive doctrinal controversy internal 10 the
Nishi Honganji. First, however, it is necessary 10
set Rennyo's writings in context within a Pure
Land Buddhist movement inaugurated by a
foundec's unique reading, undemanding, and translation of received texts.

seminal and original contributions in the long
history of lapanese Buddhism."" Without question,
KyOgy(JshinsM is a major religious symbol for
participants in Shinshu tradition; nevertheless, it is
largely unread, except by secrarian scholars and
students of religion. Only a small section of this
important text, the 120-line SMshingc, is included
among the selections representing Shinran in a
multi-volume series of Japanese literary classics."
The KyOgy(JshinsM as a whole appears 10 have
been judged too demanding for readers of the
series. Together with SMshinge, the texts chosen
as representative of Shinran are selections of his
original compositions in Japanese: hymns and
leIters, as well as Yuien's TannisM. It is an
indisputable fact, however, that there is no way to
come 10 terms intellectually and aesthetically with
the depth, subtlety, and architeclOnic beauty of
Shinran's thought without struggling with
KyOgy(JshinsM's chapter on faith, known as the

TIlE TEACHING
A pamphlet in English, "Brief Introduction
to lodo Shinshu," prepared by a fonner presiding

shinkan.

officer and Bishop of the Buddhist Churches of
America, introduces Shinshu tradition as follows:

fies the fundamental impoltance of the written

Shinran's preface 10 KyOgy(JshinsM clariword-the three Pure Land sutras and discourses
of the two Pure Land Indian masters as well as the
commentaries of the five masters in China and

The accepted date of the founding of this de-

nomination is 1224, when the first draft of
Shinran's most important book ''Teaching,
Practice, Faith, and Auairunent" (Kyo Gyo
Shin Sho) was completed.'

Japan-forthetransmissionoftheBuddha~arma

and the realization of faith:
I, GUlOku Shinran, disciple of Silkyamunihow joyful I am! It is diffICult 10 meet with the
scriptures [seilen] from India and thecommentaries [shis~l of the maslers of China and
Japan, but now I have been able 10 meet them.
It is diffICult 10 hear them, but already I have
been able 10 hear. Entrusting myself with
reverence 10 the teaching, practice, and realization that are the true essence of the Pure
Land way, I am in particular aware of the profundity of the TatMgata's benevolence. Here
I rejoice over wha! I have heard and praise
what I have received."

Despite conflicting theories for the date of the fmal
revision of KyOgy(JshinshO, the point stands that it
is the writing of a text that may be seen 10 made: the
birth of a radically new Pure Land movement, the
10d0 Shinshu, in Japanese history; Shinran speaJcs
of this movement as "the culmination of the
Mahayana "1.
Wrillen in classical Chinese, KyOgyoshinsMis the most systematic presentation of Shinran' s
thoughL The introduction to a recent translation of
the fllSt two chaptecs renders a judgement with
which many wouldagree: "[Itl stands seven hundred
years afterits composition as a monumental classic
of Japanese religious thought, and one of the most
Tho Pacific W...1d
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in contemporary usage has taken on the meaning
"scripture" or, perbaps, a meaning analogous to
"Bible" for English-speaking participants in Shinshu tradition." However, seilen, also read shlSll:n,
appears in only two other places in Shinran's
writings: one, in chapter six of KylSgyllshinsM in
a lengthy quote from Map¢ IlJmyl1lci, attributed to
SaichlS (761-822); the other, in Shinran's ]{j(jo
monrui jusM, in a veISe referring to H!5nen:

jw;hlt: "Assuredly this [UrgeJi sun is the true
teaching for which the Tath!gala appeared in the
world. It is the preeminent scripture [Ienl, rare and

most excellent. "151
Shinran's unique reading and utilization of
these passages has invited criticism; a Buddhist
scholar charges that Shinran, rather then quoting

the passages, cbanges their meaning:
It is difficult to recognize them as qUOl8tions;
they are basically nothing more than original
passages. In order to set fonh his own views,
he borrowed passages from the sulllls, treatises, and commentaries that suited his own
pwposes.'"

Genkii [HOnen], clearly understanding the
sacred scriptures,
Turned compassionately to foolish people,
both good and evil;
Establishing in this remote land the teaching
and realization that are the true essence of the
Pure Umd way,
He lIansmits "the selected Primal Vow" to us
of the defIled world ... "

Scholars engaged in the translation of the entire
corpus of Shinran 's writings into English conclude
their response to this criticism as follows:

Here again, Shinran's use of the term seilen is
limited to the three major Pure Land sulllls and the
discoUISeS by the Indian masters, N~lfrjuna and
Vasubandhu. As noted earlier, he has a vivid sense
of standing on the ground of Amida's Vow-mind,
secured by an unbroken line of transmission of
spoken and wriuen texts'" His entire life, as he
says in the preface to KylSgyllshinsM, is a joyful
response to the T~ata's benevolence in allowing him to encounter the scriptureS and the commentaries of the Pure Land masters. For Shinran,
the Urger Su1I3 is the preeminent text. Passages
culled from a wide range of other Mahayana
writings, with minimal commentary of his own,
are used to suppon what he has experienced and
discovered through this sun. On the basis of his
punctuation and notations of the Chinese texts for
reading in Japanese," he is content to have the
texts speak for themselves. For example, at the end
of the fllSt chaplet of KylSgyllshinsM, "A CoDection of Passages Revealing the True Teaching of
the Pure wd Way," he writes: ''These passages
give clear testimony that the Urger Su1I3 reveals
the true teaching."" Again, in his ]{j(jo monrui
1M Pllci/ic World

... It may be said that Shinran's readings are
the most faithful to theoriginal-the sourcemeaning of the texts. He did not allet the texts
ignoring the original meaning as some have
charged; quite to the contrary, he read the
source meaning of the scriptures more deeply
and clearly than the original authors, and in
order to bring it out, he changed the traditional readings where he felt that they were
inadequate. 2I
Underlying Shinran's translation and interpretation of the passages is his confidence that Amida' s
call has been conveyed to him through the Chinese
texts.
In order to develop Shinran's notion of
written text beyond his limited but signiflC8Dt use
of the Ietm scilen (or sMIlln), we tum to a second
term, sMgyfJ, frequenUy translated within the
sectarian tradition as "sacred writings" or "sacred
scriptures." SMgyfJ occurs in three quotations
from Chinese texts included in KylSgyiJshinsM
and several times in Shinran's Japanese writings,
as well as in Yuien's TannisM.
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The Ky(Jgyijshinsb{J includes a quotation
from Ta<H:h'o's An Ii chi (AntakushiI), a commentary on the Meditation Suw.

sense of "surra" (the recorded words of the Buddha) in quotations from Shan-tao and from the
NirvanB Sulnl (Nehangyd) appearing in Ky(Jgy{JshinsM. Of particular interest is the scroll inscription in Song(J shinz(J meimon, quoting a passage
from Vasubandhu's Treatise 01/ the Pure Land

It is said that the nembutsu of those of long
practice may often be done in acconlance with
the above [instructions]. In the nembutsu practice of beginners, it is pennissible 10 keep
count of the nwnber of utterances. This conforms with the sacred scriptures [sb{JgyOJ."

(RJdoron):
Relying an the SUInls [shu-ta-ra} in which the
manifestation of the /nUl and real virtues is

taughtl: With I, Vasubandhu, the author of the
treatise [ronchul, declares himself. Relying on
the SUInls: Sulnl is an Indian tenn for the recorded words [ky(Jten] of the Buddha, inchning both the Mahayana and Hinayana teachings. Here, however, sutra'" indicates the
Mahayana sutras, not those of the Hinayana.
The "three scriptures [ky(Jten]" which we use
are Mahayana sutras, and Vasubandhu'spluase
means "depending on these three Mahayana
sutras." 7hJe and real virtues: the sacred
Name that embodies the Vow. Manifestation;
form."

The Ky(Jgyijshinsh(J also contains a quotation
from the Sutta Taught !Q Nignmthas (Sassha
nikenjikyfJ), a passage describing the second of the
five grave offenses applying 10 bodhisattvas, pratyekabuddhas, and shravakas as:

II

slandering the three-vehicle dhanna, saying
that it is not scripture [sh(JgyOJ, impeding [its
spreadl , damaging [thetextsl, halting ormaking
[their transmission] difficult, or concealing
and obscuring them."
In the postscript 10 Tannish(J, the author, Yuien,

As evidenced by his own wnungs and
Yuien's record, Shinran resists any implication
that the teaching is something of his own creation.
He sees himself as the transmitter of what he has
received through his master, HOnen. Convinced
that he is incapable of aa:omplishing any good
himself, he writes simply out of his penonaI
experience of the salvific truth of the Tathlgata's
benevolence, received through a textuallnldition.
Within that tradition, the Larger Sulnl bears indisputable witness that Arnida' s Vow-the transcendent-has been manifested in India in the teachings of Sakyamuni-the mundane.

laments the confusion that may arise after his death
in regard 10 Shilllll/l's teaching. He advises:
When you are confused by people who discuss among themselves such views as those
noted above, carefully read the sacred writings [onsh(Jgy(Jj that accord with the late
master's thought and that he himself used 10
read. In the sacred writings, the true and real
and the accommodated and provisional are
mixed. That we abandon the accommodated
and take up the real, set aside the provisional
and adopt the true is Shilllll/l's fundamental
meaning. You must under no circwnSlances
misread the sacred writings. I have selected a
nwnber of important scriptural passages
[sMmon] and appended them 10 this volume
as a standard."

TEXTS AND CONTEXTS
On the occasion of the thirty-third anniversary of Shilllll/l's death, Kakunyo prepared his
H(JonkD shild, a celebration of Shinran's virtues.
Kakunyo's perception of the core of the textual
rradition increasingly focused on the words of

Shinran also uses the tenn ky(Jten in the rraditional
The I'ldIic W...1d
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in which my name was written were discarded in the mountains or in a field, .•. many
sentient beings in that place might be saved
by those scriptures and each and every one
receive benefit from them.'"

Shinr.m, whom he identifies as a manifestation of
Amida Tath§gala:
That is to say, his widespread teaching [kylJ]
and practice [of the nembutsu; gylJ] should
most certainly be regarded as Amida' s direct
teaching-which, by clearly setting forth the
pure light of wisdom, dispels the darkness of
delusion in this defiled world, and by sprinlding the dharma-rain in its sweetness everywhere, slowly but steadily pcnncares our
dryness, our ignorance and confusion. Realizing that this is its purpose, we should entrust
ourselves to it and revere it'"

Shinran's single-minded devotion to Amida
and ptude for the teaching manifested in the
Pure Land sutras, the commentaries of the Pure
Land masters, and the person of HOnen is redirected by Kakunyo to the person of Shinran as
founder and to his writings as the authorative texts.
In due course, the writings of both Kakunyo and
Zonkaku, despite disownment of the latter by his
father, were 10 be included also in the Shinshu
scriptural corpus.
Rennyo, as we have seen, was initiated inlO
Shinsbu tradition largely through a process of
intemalizing the teaching through his tireless
copying of Pure Land texts. In a Iladition which
rejected any notion of gaining merit through selfeffort, copying texts was only to be understood in
terms of spiritual discipline as an act of thanksgiving. Rennyo takes the Shinsbu textual tradition
very seriously indeed: in his letters, he deplores
those priests who are barely acquainted with the
scriprures (sMgy{)j;7ll he takes 10 task others who,
in neglecting them, disregard the sellling of their
own faith and fail 10 instruct their followers.'" He
warns those responsible for presenting the teaching:

While the content of the Shinsbu's textual Iladition
expands to include the writings of Kakunyo,
Zonkaku, and Rennyo, there is increasing emphasis on scripture as a major religious symbol for the
Iladition.
Kakunyo's KudensM reports an incident
which sets in broader context Shinr.m's cryptic
statement in Tannishi1 that he had no disciples; in
addition, it offers further insight as to how scripture was perceived. According to this account,
Shinr.m was in disagreement with ShingyO, who
had earlier been his disciple and to whom he had
given an image of the Buddha and scriptures.
When SbingyO was on the point of relUrning 10 his
own province, having rejected Shinr.m' s teaching,
other disciples ran 10 Shinran, saying that he
should demand the return of the image and the
texts. Kakunyo reports that Shinran replied:

When you read the scriptures, for example, or
when you speak [even] briefly about the teaching, you must [first] ascertain [whether the
listeners have, or lack, good from the past].'"

It would be highly inappropriate 10 lake
back the main image and scriptures [sMgylJ].
The reason forlhis is that [I], Shinran, do not
have even a single disciple. What do I teach
that I could speak of having disciples? As we
are all disciples of the TatMgata, we are all
fellow practicers ...
The image and the scriptures are compassionate means for the benefit of all sentient beings .... Therefore, even if scriptures
Th~

Pacific Warld

Among the participants in our Iladition in
various provinces, there are many who defile
the meaning of the dharma by discussing
eccentric teachings not prescribed in the scriptures designated by our founder. This is a
situation beyond comprehension."
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The import of our tradition is ... that for those
who do not realize the signifJCal1ce of the one
thought-moment of faith-even though they
may diligently read the various scriptures and
be widely infonoed-all is in vain."

The sole purpose in reading the scriplllreS is 10
cause [those who listen] 10 realize OtherPower faith."
From the fourth, written during the middle of the
seventh month:

We should recognize ... thatall the scriptures
have the sole intent of bringing us 10 entrust
ourselves 10 the six characters una-mu-a-mida-butsu ....'

Although I have always selected and read important passages of scripture every day, not
one person has spoken of what was impressive
or whal was unclear in the day's scriptures;
not a single person has come forth .... There
are now only thirty days left for the reading of
these scriptures. [To listen1 unconcernedly, as
if [the reading would continue) forever, and
without improvement in one's understanding
most certainly [reveals] a lack of aspiration.
Indeed, it is just as if one went 10 a mountain
of treasure and returned empty-handed."

Each of the summer letters, written during
Rennyo's fmal year in preparation for the annual
seven-day thanksgiving services, underscores the
significance of scripture in relation 10 the realization of Othec-Power faith. From the first, written
during the latter part of the fifth month of MeiO 1
(1498):
Everyone has gathered here, saying that they
have come 10 listen 10 today's scriplllreS, [but
whal must be undelstood is that) this will be
of no use at all unless they hear and are
convinced, thoroughly understanding the significance of faith and holding no unsettled
thoughts from today on."

Through his liwrgical use of scripture, Rennyo introduces members of the Shinshu community 10 an ancient Mahayana textual lIadition,
presenting it as a vehicle for the eSlablishment and
nurture of Other-Power faith. During his last
summer, those who assemble at Yamashina Honganji hear readings from the three Pure Uind
sutras, in particular the Larger Sutra; recite in
unison ShlJshinge, drawn from the heart of the
founder's Kyi1gyiJshinshii; and listen 10 Rennyo
read his own letters, which were phrased in tenns
familiar 10 them. Rennyo, drawing on the Pure
Uind textual tradition in all its richness, attempts
10 make Shinran' s teaching available in colloquial
tenos replete with religious symbols through which
ordinary men and women might discover the truth
and reality of Amida's Vow.

From the second, written during the same month:
The purpose of reading the scriplllreS is 10
cause [the listeners] 10 realize Othec-Power
faith; it is done so that they will hear and
undersland its significance and correct the
shallowness of their own faith. This is the fundamental intent in Buddha-dhanna. Therefore, although there is scripture [reading)
every day, unless you make an attempt 10
understand, your coming will amount 10 nothing at all."

A CANONICAL BOOK
Participants in Shinshu tradition have accepted without question the reverential view of
Rennyo's letters presented in the memoirs. Here
we fmd attributed 10 Rennyo the use of the

From the third, written during the middle of the
sixth month of the same year.

The Plcilic World
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honorific fonn, o-fumi, in reference to his own
letters. In the letters themselves, however, he uses
the plain fonn, fumi, as evidenced in a postscript
to a letter dated Bunmei 5 (1473).9.23, written to
accompany a collection of his Yoshizaki letters:

important letters: eighty edited in five fascicles,
four written in the summer before he died, and a
letter giving Shinran's genealogy. The flfty-eight
letters in the first four of the five-fascicle compilation were arranged in chronological order; the
twenty-two in the fifth fascicle are undated.40
Many of the letters most significant from an
historical viewpoint are omitted, and even when
such letters are included, the fact that thereis no accompanying commentary suggests a disregard for
their historical context, An underlying theme in
this study is that the ahistorical attitude of traditional piety was to lead eventually to a severe
bifurcation of the transcendent and the mundane,
with alanning consequences for Shiman' s teaching.
The five-fascicle collection of letters is a
compilation of exceptional significance for two
reasons:
First, The Letters has provided a definitive
text for inteIplCting Shiman's teaching from the
time of Jitsunyo. An edition of the Shinshu scriptures, published by Nishi Honganji in 1%9, notes
that Ennyo's compilation was made in order to
edify unlettered men and women on essential
points of Shinshu doctrine; that the letters contained in it were revered from the fIrSt as exemplifying faith (anjin); that under the leadership of the
head priests of the Honganji following Rennyo,
The Letters became the standard for instruction in
the Shinshu community; and that it was customary
even during Rennyo's lifetime for Shinshu congregations to gather before an image of Amida
Buddha and listen to readings from it. Copies of the
five-fascicle collection were printed and widely
distributed beginning in 1537, during the tenure of
Sh!5nyo (1516-1554), the tenth head priest, and,
granted the repetitiveness of many of the letters,
the text is honored in its entirety within both the
Nishi Honganji and the Higashi.41
For this study, there is a second reason for
noting the special significance of this compilation:
the intimate relationship that exists between the
content of many of the chronologically-dated

The preceding letters [fum11 are ones which I
wrote one after another as they came to mind,
without particular thought, from the third year
of Bunmei [1471) to the fall of the fifth year
(1473). There will surely be peculiarities in
the style, and there may also be discontinuities
between words and so forth. As this is inappropriate, whateverthecaseadjustmentshould
be made; but because [Rensil] bas already
prepared the paper for this fascicle and had it
copied, there is nothing to be done but to
release it as it is. It should certainly not be seen
outside [the community). It is to be kept
simply for personal use in leisure moments."
Rennyo's diffidence may reflect in part a hesitance
to speak openly at a time when Yoshizaki was
subject to severe scrutiny and possible attack.
Several months later, however, he refers without
pretension to this letter (fuml)," suggesting that he
did not use the teno in any fonnal sense.
The underlying tone of The Leiters rings
with a note of authority, yet there is inconclusive
evidence to suggest that, even after his retirement,
he ever consciously sought to establish his words
as having special status in a scriptural sense. The
transition of fumi to o-fumi was, quite appropriately, the work of members of his immediate
family and other memoir writers after his death.
This transition, promoting Rennyo's letters as a
scriptural basis for orthodox Shinshu teaching, is
a minor yet not insignificant step in the Honganji's
consolidation as a tightly structured religious order.
His letters were to provide a new locus of authority
assuming the force of his personal charisma.
Ennyo (1491-1521), commissioned by his
father, Jitsunyo (1458-1525), the ninth head priest
of the Honganji, gathered together Rennyo' s most
The heifje World
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letters in the ftrst four fascicles and the social and
political events of the years in which they were
written. No less than forty of the fifty-eight dated
letters were written during the fifty-month period
that Rennyo was in the Hokurlku, and thirty-six of
these forty were written during the most critical
period of his stay at Yoshizaki while he was
confronted with the dilemma of the Honganji's
political power. Specifically, if his community
was to survive and prosper, there was increasing
pressure on him to take a stand on the issue of
Honganji-related adherents becoming direcdy
involved in the IkklI sect uprisings. It appears that
Rennyo's vigorous Iiternry response in those critical years at Yoshizaki produced a series of letters
which, as the core materials of the canonized text,
came to defme orthodox Shinshu piety.
As we have seen, the forty letters written
during Rennyo's Yoshizaki years, along with
others not included in The Leiters, reveal remarlcahleinnovation inRennyo 's IrallSlation ofShinran' s
teaching. The central place he gives to a formulation of the nenbutsu using the concepts anjin and
Jci-M ittai from Anjin ketsuj{Jsh{J is new for the
Shinshu;4> Rennyo reemphasizes and refmes his
use of this important religious symbol for Shinshu
thought in a period of intense literary activity in his
last years, 1496-1498. Out of thirty-nine extant
letters attributed to this period, six are included in
the five-fascicle collection and four make up the
summer letters." In addition, a number of the
undated letters may be assigned to this period.

credited as author of a brief "Confessional Statement," known as Ryl5gemon within the Nishi
Honganji and as GaiJremon within the Higashi." It
is clear that The Leiters provided the doctrinal
framework for the statement, but there is no
conclusive evidence that, in its present form, it was
written by Rennyo himself." The first of the four
passages reads:
Casting ofT the self-power mind of the sundry
practices and disciplines, we single-mindedly
enlrUSt ourselves to Amida Tathlgata to save
us [in regan! to] the birth that is to come [in the
Pure Land], the most important matter (kondo
no ichidaiji no gosh{} on-tasulre s{Jrae)."
This explication of the salvific process the casting off of the mind of self-power, single-minded
trust in Amida, and the phrasing, "the birth that is
to come, the most important matter"-is fully consistent with Rennyo's intexpretation of Shiman's
teaching; the passage could well have been written
by Rennyo. The statement continues:
We know that at the time of the one thoughtmoment of enlrUSting (tsnomu ichinen), birth
[in the Pure Land] is assured; it is settled that
we are saved. Once [wehaverealizedl this, we
say theName joyfully, in gratitude (Msha) for
[Amida's] graciousness."
The use of the term "enlrUSting" (tsnomu) to mean
"faith" (shinjin), along with saying the Name in
gratitude (sh{Jmy{J Mon), is a hallmark ofRennyo's
thoughL The third passage reads:

A CONFESSIONAL STAlEMENT
The Leiters and the memoirs, perhaps even
more than Shiman' s writings, came to serve as the
most popular devotional texts in the lives of
members of the Honganji. Not only were Rennyo,
and his followers, seen as exemplary of orthodox
Shinshu piety, his written words became authoritative for the interpretation of Shinran' s teaching.
In part. for this reason, he has been generally
The I'Icilic Warid

We gratefully acknowledge that our hearing
and understanding these truths is [due to] the
benevolence of the founding master in having
appeared in this world and to that of the good
teachers (zenchishila), his successors in the
tnmsmission [of the teaching]. whose exhortations were not shallow."
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response to the crisis at Yoshizaki, seddng to legitimize them by Iinlring them directly to Shinran's
teaching. In this final passage, however, the norms
are to be identified with the laws of the state (liM);
Shinshu practicers of faith are duty-bound to obey
them, and to be grateful."
The adoption of a confessional statement
into the liturgical liCe of the Honganji would
appear to represent yet a further stage in the
instibltiona1i7.ation and politicization of Shinran's
piety. We are reminded again that Shinran had
claimed no disciples of his own and vigorously
denied that he could mediate salvific truth to
nenbutsu devotoes on his own authority. Two
centuries after Shinran, Rennyo's enumeration oC
norms of conduct at the annual thanksgiving services came in response to issues threatening the very
liCe of his community. After Rennyo's death,
however, obedience to such norms became the test
of orthodox participation in the Honganji order.
Authority was focused in the office of the head
priest and family council, the descendants of both
"founders," Shinran and Rennyo. Elements of
Rennyo's thought, abslIllCted from The LeJlmi
without regard to the historical context in which
they originated, were fashioned into a confessional
statement It was important that Rennyo, the defmitive interpreter of Shinran' s teaching, be recognized as the author. The statement has continued to
serve as a major religious symbol within the
Shinshu." At times, it has nurtnred what is most
sublime, as in myllkonin piety; at others, it may
have been used to bind participants in the tradition
to the policies of a religious order which had
resolved the dilemma of its political power in favor
of total accommodation to temporal authority."

This passage, implying that Shinran's successors
in the office of head priest are to be foonally
designated "good teacher.!," appears uncharacteristic of Rennyo thought in The Letlmi.
We recall that Shinran expressed his deep
sense of gratiblde not only to Amida, but also to
Slkyamuni and the seven Pure Land masters."
Meeting H!lnen, the good teacher (yold hito), was
the turning point in his life. Rennyo, however, uses
the term unchishild in a more genel1l1 and less
intimate way. For Rennyo, "the function of the
good teacher is just to encourage people to take
refuge in Amida single-heartedly and steadfastly."'"
He singles out none of his predecessors in the
Honganji, including his falber, Zonnyo, in the
sense that Shinran referred to Hllnen; his extant
letters do not explicitly mention Zonnyo or even
Kakunyo, although the names of Zonnyo and
Zonkaku are to be found in Rennyo ShOnin goichidai kikigsld."

It appears, then, that the third passage of the
confessional statement reflects a post-Rennyo
development. Shinran' ssuccessors, the head priests
of the Honganji, are to be acknowledged as the
good teachers in a sense never indicated by Rennyo; the incumbent head priest becomes the focus
for devotion in a way he had resisted. In a letter
dated Bunmei 6 (1474).1.20, he remonstrates with
some who, on pilgrimage to Yoshizaki, would
have centered their worship on him; he tells them
that it is better for them to worship before a stupa
(sotoba)."
The confessional statement concludes:

Beyond this, we will observe the established
norms of conduct (onokire) throughout our
lives."

A LETIER OF ADJUDICATION

As noted earlier, the term "norms of conduct" in its
honorifIC form was first used by Rennyo in a letter
dated Bunmei 7 (1475).11.21, in the context of the
annuallhanksgiving services at Deguchi, Kawachi
province." Rennyo sought to give greater authority to the regulations that he had promulgated in
The Padlic Wald

We have reviewed a process of scripturalization during which a compilation of eighty of
Rennyo's letters steadily acquired authority for lite
lives of participants in the Honganji branch of the
Shinshu. A selection ofletters became TheLeUers,
a canonical text defining the teaching and extend44
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ing it to nonns of conduct deemed necessary for
authentic participation in the tradition. A further
stage in this process was signaled with the distribution of a document known as "A Lettec of Adjudication" (Gosaidan no gosho), signed by Honnyo (1718-1826), nineteenth head priest in the
Nishi Honganji lineage. This lettec is dated Bunka
3(1806).11.6; itwas accompanied by an announcement (Gosaidan shinmeisM) dated one day earlier.'"
These two documents render a final judgement on a bitter, ten-year doctrinal controversy
known as the SangO Upheaval (ssngl1 wakuran),
which erupted within theNishi Honganji in Kansei
9 (1797), during the tenure of HOMYO' s predecessor, Monnyo." The source of the controversy, the
"three acts" teaching, made its fIrSt clearly-stated
appearance as early as ShOtoku 3 (1713), in adocument unassumingly entitled, "Dust Specks on aJar
by a Southern Window" (NanslJjinko), by Chikii
(1634-1718), second head of the Gakurin." In this
document, Chikii expounded in question-andanswer fann the teaching that ''with the awakening
of the one thought-moment [of entrustingl, the
cause [of birthl is completed in ordinary life"
(ichinen hokki heizei gojd), interpreting it to mean
that the moment of taking refuge (entrusting)
would involve the "three [kinds of] acts," bodily,
verbal, and mental; therefore, aspiration for birth
would necessarily be accompanied by a physical
manifestation of reverence and by saying the
nenbutsu.61
Declared orthodox by the Gakurin, the
teaching appeared again with Gikyll (1694-1768),
the fifth-generation head of the Gakuryll, who
stressed that it was fully consistent with Rennyo's
teaching;6l by the time of the sixth head, KlIzon
(1720-1796), it had become a strong force within
the Nishi Honganji. In HlIreki 12 (1762).2, KlIzon
wrote a two-fascicle exposition, ''00 Taking Refuge Through the Aspiration for Birth" (GsnsM
ldmyl1 ben), representative of and further strengthening the "three acts" position." It was undoubtedly his emphasis on the ''three acts" that gave the
'11Ie I'Icific World

SangO Upheaval its name."
The doctrinal issue at stake was no less than
the meaning of faith; in Tenmei4 (1784).3, Dairin,
a member of the Zaiya, an unofficial scholastic
group opposing the Gakurin, authored "A Compilation of Correct and False Views on Faith in the
Shinshu" (Shinshfi anjin seigihen), criticizing
KlIzon's position. The Gakurin responded with
two documents, prompting a round of debate; the
treatise that finally undermined their position was
'The Diamond Essence oftheJodo Shinshu" (fMo
Shinshfi kongl1/uu), completed in the tenth month
ofKansei 9 (1797) by Daiei (1760-1804)."' Daiei
argued that the three minds of the Primal Vow
were unified as the one mind of entrusting (shingy{fJ, not as the one mind of the aspiration for birth
(yokushl1); thus the right cause of birth is entrusting (or faith), not the aspiration for birth. On
publication, the document is said to have sold out
in three days with two hundred copies; eventually,
close to seven hundred copies were distributed
throughout the country."
In Kansei 9 (1797), when Chidl!, a strong
supporter of the "three acts" position, became head
of the Gakurin, the argument intensified; the level
of discord in Mino province prompted intervention
by the shogunate;67 and in Kyllwa 3 (1803), from
the fourth to the tenth month, both sides were
examined in Kyoto." The investigation then moved
to Edo, with Chidll among the representatives for
the Gakurin, and Daiei among those for the Zaiya;
on Bunka 2 (1805).4.26, the ssngl1 ldmyDposition
was declared unorthodox.'" On BUDka 3 (1806).7.11,
with a judgement by the Commission on Shrines
and Temples Uisha bugyl1), the Sangll Upheaval
was officially concluded.70 HOMYO'S two letters
were issued that same year in support of the
orthodox position.7l
Ofparticular significance formE discussion
is HOMYO'S inlelpretation of Shinran' s teaching in
Rennyo's tenns, emphasizing Other-Power faith
as the true essence of the Pure Land way tnmsmitted by Shinran. The text of the "Lettec of Adjudication" is as follows:"
45
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and of sentient beings; sangc5], which is not
discussed in our tradition, and, prefixing "the

The founding master [Shinran) taught as
fundamental that the essential point transmitted in our school is simply Otha-Powa faith.
[In discussing) that faith, the [.l.aIJer] Sulnl
expJains it as "hearing the Name and realizing
faith and joy, even for a single thought-m()o
ment";73 the Treatise [On the Pure Land)
interprets it as "single-mindedly taking refuge."" Hence the master, explaining the
Treatise's [use of the] term "single-mindedly."
said: ." Single-mindedly' means being without double-mindedness and without doubt in
regard 10 the words of the master of the
teaching, the Worid-hooored One. This, in
other words, is !rue and real faith."" Therefore, from the foundec on down, generation
afta generation [of his successors) have received and transmitted this [teaching); in particular, ShinsMin [Rennyo] carefully teaches
this single path in the five-fascicle [collection
of his] letters.
The meaning of "faith" is that, without
any calculation, we discard the self-powec
mind of the sundry JlIllctices and disciplines
and enlruSt ourselves steadfastly and singleheartedly 10 Amida Ta1Mgata 10 save us in
[regard 10] the most imponant mauer, the birth
that is 10 come [in the Pure Land]; and when
one thought-moment of en!rusting is sincrze,
Amida unfailingly sends forth his all-pervading light and receives us. This, in other words,
is the teaching established in our tradition that
"with the awakening of the one thoughtmoment of enlruSling, the cause [of birth) is
completed in ordinary life."" It must be
undecstood that, oncefaith is decisively settled,
the Name we say day and night. morning and
evening, is the nenbutsu of gratitude for
[Amida] Buddha's benevolence. Those who
understand in this way are indeed exemplary
of what it is 10 have realized faith fully
according 10 our tradition.
Recently, howevec, [some people] rlIise
the principle of the three acts [of the Buddha
7lre hcilie Wcr/d

necessary [manifesta1ion of"; jinen] 10 "the
three acts." debate whetha [others] do or do
not know the year, month, day, and hour [at
which failh was seuIed]. Some bring [the
misinterpretatiOIlSO[j thedeluded mind [m6jin]
10 "the one thought-moment of taking refuge,"
or, overly-sensitive 10 others' interpretation of
"the three acts." reject the word "enIruSL" I
hear that there are people who are confused
about olilec points as well; Ibis is indeed a
lamentable situation. We are, funilermore,
admonished in the master's teaching, "Thinking that one can be born in the Pure Land by
correcting one's confusion ova acts, words,
and thoughts, and practicing good [acts) is
'self-power."'"
In sum, regardless of what your understanding was previously, you must ovCl1l1m
your evil delusions from now on and ground
yourself in Other-Power faith, the !ruth and
reaJity of the Primal Vow; those who do so
will!ruly accord with the master's intention.
Beyond that, carefully observe the laws of the
land [6bc5] and the Jaws of the provinces
[kokuhc5], honor the [principles of] humanity
and justice, and continue properly in the
dharma. You must never let go of the fundamental intent of liIe items that have been established as stated above.
Bunlca 3 [1806].11.6
Honnyo, disciple of SaIcyamuni
(wrillen seal)"
The "Leuer of Adjudication" opens with a
discussion of Shinran's emphasis on Other-Power
faith, undecscoring the master's foundation in Pure
Land texts as it explains the reaJization of that
faith. In stressing the continuous transmission of
the teaching, it makes a parlicularpoint ofRennyo 's
contribution, a continuing legacy conveyed by The

Letters.
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This is the teaching received by Shinran from
HOnen and manifested in his own writings.
Some two centuries later, Shinran is reported to have reappeared as Rennyo to restore the
teaching to its former purity; following Rennyo's
death, the five-fascicle compilation of eighty of his
letters came to be seen as the authoritative statement of the teaching. With the Honganji' s further
institutionalization as a religious order, The Letters provided, in the Tokugawa period, the doctrinal basis for a confessional statement defming
orthodox belief and practice. Again, when the
Nishi Honganji was tom by an internal dispute
over the proper interpretation of faith, The Letrers
was a major source of authority for adjudicating
the issue.
A final note on the process of scripturalization within the Nishi Honganji: contemporary
Shinshu scholars writing in English have appropriated the term "scripture(s)" (also "canonj to
designate and delimit their ancient texbJal !radition: Pure Land sulras of Indian and central Asian
origin; commentaries by the seven Pure Land
masters; and, in particular, the worlcs of their
founder, Shinran, and his suceessors-Kakunyo,
Zonkalru, and Rennyo. Following Japan's modem
encounter with the West and the rebJrn of Christian
missionaries in the latter part of the nineteenth
century, participants in Shinshu tradition, hoth in
Japan and in the West, expressed the need for their
own book of scriptures. Similarities as well as
differences in the concept of sacred text-whether
spoken or written-underlying the Shinshu Scriptures (Shinshii sciren), the Hebrew Bible, and the
Christian Bible are suggestive for further compmative study of scripbJre as a generic form."

the familiar style and content of Rennyo's letters
to describe the process by which faith is settled and
to defme the nenbutsu in terms of ~tibJde.
Againstthisprologue, theensuing~h makes
a clear contrast between the ''three-act" misinterpretations and the orthodox position, undelSCOring
the depth of the issue with a warning against "selfpower" thought and practice.
The conclusion, an admonition which again
maws on Rennyo, gives a hint of the disruptive
effects of the SangO Upheaval in reminding its
readers of the two dimensions of their Iives--dle
inner, in which they should be grounded in OtherPower faith in accord with Shinran' s teaching, and
the outer, in which they must carry out their
responsibilities as citizens and as members of
society. It is significant that, following the SangO
Upheaval, the Nishi Honganji entrusted authority
for the determination of heresy to a body of
scholar-priests (Kangakuryd) in an attempt to
avoid further disputes, this one having led to such
bitterness and divisiveness within the community."
To sum up the significance of The Letters as
scriPbJre in Shinshu !radition: for Shinran, the
truth and reality of Amida's Vow, which transcends history, is manifested in history texbJally as
the Larger Sutra,
the right exposition for which the Tathlgata
appeared in the world, the wondrous scripbJre
[myDten] rare and most excellent, the conclu-

sive and ultimate exposition of the One Vehicle, the precious words disclosing perfect,
inslalllalleous fulfillment, the sincere words
praised by all the Buddhas throughout the ten
quarters, the true teaching [shinkyD] in consummate readiness for the beings of this day."

FOOTNOTES
I. This essay is the fltSt chapter in the third
and fmal part (chapters 4-7) of a study on Rennyo
(1415-1499), forthcoming as a volume in the
Nanzan SbJdies in Asian Religions series from

The commentarial!radition of the seven Pure Land
masters is continuous with the Larger Sutnl in
transmitting the truth and reality of Amida's Vow.
1bc Pacific World
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Asian Humanities Press. The three parts of the
study, Rennyo: The Second FOWIder of Shin
Buddhism, are: Rcnnyo's life and though~ The

a religious community to have a written text is no
doubt strongly felL It is probable that any chronology listing a dozen or so dates in Shinran' s life will
include a significant proportion relating to the
preparation of a text: 1205, Shinran' s copying of
H(!nen' s Senjakushii; 1224, the earliest date for
Ky{Jgy{JshinshlT, 1247, the granting of permission
to others to copy Ky{JgytJshinshlT, 1248, the writing of Shinran's first hymns in Japanese; 1251,
Shinran's letters to followers in the Kanto; and
1258, ShilUllJl's letter on jinen, frequently transJaIed as naturalness or spontaneity; see "A Chronology of Shinran' sLife," in Yoshifumi Ueda and
Dennis Hirota, ShinnuJ: An Introduction to His
Though~ 1989, 18.
10. MaIl{JshiJ, SSZ 2: 658 .
11. Shinran, The True Teaching, Practice
SlId RealiZiltiOlI oflhePureLand Way, head trans.
Dennis Hirota (Kyoto: Hongwanji International
Centec, 1983), I: 21.
12. Tabata Ojun e/ aI., cds., ShinranshiQ
Njchirenshjj, Nihon Katen Bungaku Taikei, vol.
82 (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1969). Both an annataIed Japanese lranslation of Ky{JgytJshinsh{J and
Shinran's text in classical Chinese are available in
a volume in the Outline of Japanese Thought
Series: Hoshino Genp(! e/ aI., cds., Shinran, vol.
II, Nihon Shis{J Taikej (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten,
1971).
13. True Teaching, I: 58-59 (slightly
emended); SSZ 2: 1. A concordance makes it possible to trace Shinran's use of virtually any tenn
with reference to the text of KylJgytJshinsM, SSZ
2:1-203. See Ryiikoku Daigaku Shinshii Gakltai,
ed., Shjnran SMnjn chosaku ylJgo sakuin:
Ky{JgytJshinsM no bu (Kyoto: Ryiikoku Daigaku
ShinshiiGakltai.19n). A second volurne,Ryiikoku
Oaigaku Shinshii Gakltai, ed., ShinnuJ SMnin

Leiters, an annotaled translation of his eighty
leltelS in five fascicles,known as GobunsMin the
Nishi bIllnch of the Honganji and as Ofumi in the
Higashi branch; and Rennyo's legacy.

2.RennyoShllninjtokuki,inShinshUsMgytJ
zensho (hereaftec ciled as SSZ), 3:870.
3. ljtsugo kyiiJd, in Rennyo SMnin gyojjtsu
(hereafter cited as RSG), 130; Rennyo SMnin
gojchidaild JdJdgaki, SSZ 3:605.
4. ljtsugo kyiIld, RSG, 85; Rennyo SMnin
goichidaild Jdldgaki, SSZ 3:563.
5. Severalessaysediled by Miriam Levering,
Rethinldng Scripture (Albany: State University of
New York Press, 1989), infenn the discussion of
The LeIl~1S as scripture in this essay. In particular,
see Wilfred Cantwell Smilh' s ''The Study of
Religion and the Study of the Bible" and "Scripture as Form and Concept: Their Emergence for
the Western World," and William A. Graham's
"Scripture as Spoken Word."
6. The more obvious comparison is with the
''Epistles of St. Paul" in the Christian tradition's

New Testament
7. Kimura Takeo, ed., Rennyo ShiJnin ron:
M{J hitotsu no Osaka sengoJruld (ToIcyo: PHP
Kenkyilj{), 1983), 149.
8. ShizulOShi SugihiIa, Shinshu scholar and
author of an essay on the occasion of the 450th
anniversary ofRennyo's death, uses the term "canonical book": "Eighty pieces of the Ofumi were
selecled out and compiled into five fasciculi, and
this five fasciculi compilation of the Ofumi has
attained the position of a canonical book of the
sect" ("Rennyo ShOnin, !he Great Teacher of Shin
Buddhism," The Eastem Buddhist8/l [1949]:34).
9. Kenryu Takashi Tsuji, "Brief Introduction to Jodo Shinshu," (San Francisco: Buddhist
Churches of America, n.d.), 1. The instance cited
here is from a pamphlet in English introducing
Shinshu uadition in a Protestant Christian North
American context. In such a setting, the need for
The Pacilic World

chosalcu ylJgo saJcujn: Waksn senju/su no bu
(Kyoto: Ryiikoku Daigaku Shinshil Gakltai, 1978)
is available for his other writings in Chinese and
Japanese.
14. For many years, Japanese-American
participants in the Shinshu-Shin Buddhists48
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Alone, ' announced a twelve-year program "for the

living in Hawaii felt the need for "an English
Shinshu Seiten." (The terms "Shin Buddhist" and
"Shin Buddhism" were coined by Suzuki Daisetsu
as collatezal terms to ''Zen Buddhist" and ''Zen
Buddhism." In this slUdy. they are used primarily
in the context of participation in Shinshu badition
outside of Japan, where, as in North America,
Buddhists constitute a very small minority of the
popuIation.)In 1950, arepresentative of the Honpa
Honganji Mission of Hawaii visited Japan to negotiate for the translation and compilation of "a holy
scriprure in English." KOshO Yamamoto, a Shinshu priest and professor at Ryiikoku University in
Kyoto, agreed to undertake the project. Some five
years later, the English Shinshu Seiten Compilation Committee of the mission published an English version of the Shinshu scriptures, The Shinshu
Seiten: The Holy Scripture ofShinshu(1955; repro
Honolulu: The Honpa Hongwanji Mission of
Hawaii, 1961), vii-viii. The preface to the 1961
edition, printed on the occasion of the sevenhundredth anniversary of Shinran's death begins:
"It is now seven hundred years since Shinran
Shonin, the foundez of Jodoshinshu, passed away
in Kyoto. And in Kyoto the Church of Honganji
obselved this spring, on a nationwide scale, the
seven hundredth anniversary in memory of the
Shonin in whose teaching we all live" (v). It is
noteworthy that major anniversaries of the deaths
of Shiman and Rennyo have been the occasion for
the publication of texts.
In 1978. a new compilation, Shinshii Sciten:
JiJdo Shin Buddhist Teaching, was published by
the Buddhist Churches of America, endorsed by
the Honpa Honganji Mission of Hawaii and the
Buddhist Churches of Canada. It included many
new translations of the texts based on the work of
Japanese and Japanese-American scholars. In the
same year, the fU'Sl volume in the Shin Buddhism
Translation Series was published; the foreword to
Leiters of Shinran notes that the series ''will
include all of Shinran' s wolks as well as other
basic scriptures." In 1979, the preface to the
second volume, Notes on 'Essentials of Faith
7JJe Paci/ic Warld

translation and publication in English of the basic
Canons of Jodo Shinshu."
15. Shinran, Passages on the Pure Land
Way. head trans. Dennis Hirota (Kyoto: Hongwanji International Center, 1982),47.
16. TannisM, trans. by Dennis Hirota, 23.
17. See "Notes on Shinran' s Readings;
Shinran, 'Ihle Teaching, 1:174-75.
18. Shinran, 'Ihle Teaching, I: 67.
19. Shinran, Passages, 30.
20. This is the position of the Buddhist
scholar, Mochizuki Shink1l; see Shinran. True

Teaching. 1:38-39.
21. Shinran, 'Ihle Teaching, I: 141.
22. Ibid., I: 141.
23. SSZ 2:102.
24. TannisM, trans. Hirota, 43; SSZ 2:79192.
25. Shinran, Notes on the Inscriptions on
Sacred Scrolls, head trans. Dennis Hirota (Kyoto:
Hongwanji International Center. 1981), p. 46.
26. GodenshiJ, SSZ 3: 647.
27. KudensM, SSZ 3:9-10. Fora discussion
of this and other incidents recorded in KudenshiJ
and a brief evaluation of the text, see Phillip K.
Eidmann, "Nyoshin and the Kudensho," The Pacific World: Journal of the Institute of Buddhist
Studies, n.s., 1/1 (1982):16-17.
28. Rennyo SMnin ibun (hereafter cited as
RSl), 166 (#50/2:3); SSZ 2:428.
29. RSI, 195 (#61/2:12); SSZ 3:443.
30. RSI, 333 (#112/4:5); SSZ 3:481.
31. RSI, 346 (#115/4:6); SSZ 3:484.
32. RSI, 471 (#173/5:2); SSZ 3:500.
33. RSI, 444 (#155/5:9); SSZ 3:506-7.
34. RSI, 427 (#147); SSZ 3:552.
35. RSI, 429 (#148); SSZ 3:523-24.
36. RSI, 432 (#149); SSZ 3:525.
37. RSI. 433 (#150); SSZ 3:527.
38. RSI, 127-28 (#35). A collection of
letters was made by AId RensiJ (also known as
Shimotsuma RensiJ).
39. RSI, 142 (#41/2:2).
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40. The fifteen letters in the fust fascicle

Higashi Honganji edition, Rennyo is listed as
authorin the table of contents (KashiwabaJa YOsen,
ed., Shinsha seiten [1935; repro KyolO: HOzOkan,
19691,4).
45. Four versions of the confessional statement are listed among fourteen items of questionable authenticity that have been attributed 10
Rennyo; see RSI, 515-18. For a detailed study of
the composition of the statement, see Umehara
Ryiisho, "JOdo Shinshii ni okeru shinkO
kokuhak:umon no seiritsu," Shinshiishi nokenkyii,
83-116.
46. RylJgemon, SSZ 3: 529. English IIanSlations have also been made by: Anesaki Masaharu,

were written between Bunmei 3 (1471).7.15 and
the ninth month of Bunmei 5 (1473), during the
period of Rennyo's struggle for institutional au-

tonomy at Yoshizaki. The fifteen in the second
fascic\ewere written between Bunmei5 (1473).12.8
and Bunmei 6 (1474).7.9, while Rennyo was still
at Yoshizaki. The thirteen in the Ihird fascicle were
written between Bunmei 6 (1474).7.14 and Bunmei 8 (1476).6.18. Ten of Ihese were also written
in Yoshizaki before Rennyo's abrupt departure in
the eighth month ofBunmei 7 (1475) for Deguchi,
as a temporary solution 10 his religious and political dilemma. The fifteen in the fourth fascicle were
written between Bunmei 9 (1477).1.8 and MeiO 7
(1498).11.21.
41. Oe JunjO and Ohara ShOjitsu, cds.,
Shinsha seiten (1956; repro Kyoto: Nagata
BunshOdO, 1969), 893-94.
42. It is probable that a copy of Anjin
ketsup was available 10 Kakunyo and 10 ZonkaIru,
who qUOleS from the text directly. Rennyo was introduced 10 the text by his falber, Zonnyo, who
made a copy when Rennyo was ten. It is with
Rennyo that the concept ki-M ittai becomes a
central tenet in Shinshu thought. For a discussion
of the historical background of this text in relation
10 the Shinshu, see James C. Dobbins, JlJdo

History ofJapanese Religion, With Special Reference to the Social and Moral Life of the Nation
(1930; repro Rutland, Vt, and Tokyo: Charles E.
Tuttle, 1963),231, who designates RylJgemon as
one of Rennyo's letters; Charles Eliot, Japanese
Buddhism (1935; repro New York: Barnes and
Noble, 1969),377, who refers 10 the RylJgemon as
"a sort of creed"; and 71re Shinsha Sei/en: The
Holy Scripture of Shinsha, 299, which lists "The
Ryogemon: The Creed," attributing it 10 "Rennyo
Shonin."
47. RylJgemon, SSZ 3: 529.
48. RylJgemon, SSZ 3: 529.
49. See SMshinge, ajoyful paean to Amida,
§§kyamuni, and the seven PureLand masters; SSZ
2:43-46. For HOnen, see in addition, chapter two of
Tannish", SSZ 2:773-75.
SO. RSI, 193-94 (#60/2:11).
51. For Zonnyo, see Rennyo SMrun goichidai JciJcjgaki, SSZ 3:567; for Zonkaku, see SSZ
3:570 and 610.
52. RSI, 170-171 (#51); SSZ 3:469-70.
53. RylJgemon, SSZ 3:529.
54. RSI, 251 (#84/3:11).
55. Oeand Ohara, cds., Shinsha seiten, 814.
56. There is a minor difference in the
phrasing of the statement in the Higashi and Nishi
versions.
57. Sir Charles Eliot, in his Japanese Buddhism, comments that the RylJgemon is ''perhaps

Shinshii: Shin Buddhism in Medieval Japan
(Bloomington and Indianapolis; Indiana University Press, 1989), 1()6.7.
43. Kitanishi Hiromu, "Dangibon kenkyO
jOsetsu," Bukky" shigaku 11/3 ( 1964 ): 164.
44. The Ryogemon appears in the Nishi
Honganji edition of the Shinshu scriptures between Rennyo's GozokusM and the memoir,

Rermyo SMnin goichidaiJd kikigaki (Shinsha
sei/en, ed, Oe and Ohara, 814); also see SSZ
3:529-30. The statement was published in Tenmei
4 (1784).3, during the tenure of HOnyo (17071789), seventeenth head priest in the Nishi Honganji lineage (Honganji nenpY", 195), with an
appended commentary by Monnyo (1744-1799),
who, in 1789, became the eighteenth. In the
1M I'odIic Wcrld
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to this event, see Hong8IIjislU, 2:360-64, 374-75;

the simplest and most authoritative statement
respecting Shintai and Zokutai" (377). Further, he
observes that the phrase shinzoku niW is frequently used to sum up Shinshu teaching:
[ltl describes the two great divisions of religion, faith and morality. Shintai refers mainly
to the next world, the salvation offered by
Amida and how to obtain it. Zokutaiis a man's
duty as a member of society, but duty in the
sense of conduct arising from faith (377).
58. Hong8IIji nenpyl1, 208. For texts ofboth
documents and brief commentaries, see JlJdo
SlUnshii seiten: ChiishBkuban, 1411-15; 1417-22.
59. In Kansei 9 (1797).5, Chid!! (17361805) became the seventh head of the Gakurin
(flISt known as the Gakury!!), a scholastic movement founded within the Honganji in Kanei 15
(1638) by Ry!!nyo (1612-1662), the thirteenth
head priesL Chid!!'s six-article statement on faith
and his lectures in 1797 and 1798, all of which
stressed "taking refuge through the three acts"
(sanglJ Jdmydj, provolred a stonn of response
(AsaedaZensM, "Igi: Sang!! wakuran," in SlUnshii
denshlJ noaywni [11, ]l!do Shinshii Gendai H!!wa
Taikei, vol. 7 [Kyoto: Di!bl!sha, 19871,351-52).
60. Hong8IIjjshi 2: 359.
61. Asaeda, '1gi: Sang!! wakuran," 345;
SlUnshii slUnjiten, s.v. "Sang!! wakuran," 184,
"Chikii, " 356.
62. Hong8IIjislU, 2: 359.
63. This work records four lectures given by
K!!zon in 1762, on the last day of the second month
and the ftrSt day of the third, at the branch temple
in Fukui, Echizen province; it was published in
Meiwa 1 ( 1764 ).1 (Hong8IIjishi, 2: 355-56;
Asaeda, "Igi: Sang!! wakuran," 346; Hong8IIji
nenpylJ, 183).
64. Asaeda, "Igi: Sang!! wakuran," 347.
65. This was the earliest oHour versions of
the treatise; with the addition of two prefaces, it
was published as ''The Diamond Essence of the
Direct Path of Crosswise Transcendence" (OeM
jiIddlJ konglJJuu), in the fifth month of Ky!!wa 1
(1801) • For accounts of the exchanges leading up
The Paci/ic W...ld

Asaeda, "Igi: Sang!! wakuran," 348-51 (giving the

publication date as Kansei 12).
66. Asaeda, "Igi: Sang!! wakuran," 348-51.
The Gakurin, unable to ignore such a response,
declared the document in error and, for a time,
successfully opposed its reprinting. They argued
that the document refuted the sentence, "Casting
off the self-power mind of the sundry practices and
disciplines, we single-mindedly entrust ourselves
to Amida Tathlgala to save us [in regard tol the
birth that is to come [in the Pure Landl, the most
important malter" (Moromoro no zlJgylJ zlJshu
jiriId no kokoro 0 futisulele, isshin ni Amida
Nyorai warem ga kondo no ichidaiji no goshlJ
ontasu1re sl1me 10 tanomilalematsuru) as an expression of self-power; in addition, they claimed that
it also refuted the "Confessional Statement," since
the sentence at issue was virtually the same as that
statement's opening sentence. This was met with
a denial that the document refuted either The
LeUers [in which variations of the phrase "goshlJ
tasuke tamae to tanomu" appearsl or the "Confessional Statement" and a demand to be shown just
where this appeared; the Gakurin replied that the
entire document inlelpreted "gosM tasuke tamae
10 tanomli' in such a simplistic way that it thoroughly confused the clearly-transmil1ed teaching
on faith (Honganjishi, 2:376). Rennyo's writings
were obviously central to the arguments of both
sides, a fact which---4mnically-undencores his
role as the arbiter of orthodoxy.
67. Hong8IIjishi,2:377-79.
68. Hong8IIjjshi, 2:385-86.
69. Hong8IIjishi, 2:386-90.
70. Hong8IIjishi, 2:391.
71. Hong8IIjislU, 2:393. For a discussion of
the concept of heresy and the signiftcance of the
Sang!! Upheaval, see James C. Dobbins, ''The
Concept of Heresy in the ]l!do Shinshil," Transaclions of the InlemJllional Conference of Orienl1llisis in Japan 25 (1980): 41-44.
72.JlJdoShinshiisei/en:Chiishskuban,141315.
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(I) Shinsha sbiJgyiJ daiun, 3 vols. (1903; repro
Tokyo: ShinkO Honten, 1906), in traditional folio

73. Larger SulIa, T 12.mb; KyiJgyDshinsM, T 83.601a, T 83.605a; SSZ 2:49,62.
74. T 26.23Oc; SSZ 1:269.
75. SongiJ shinziJ meimon, SSZ 2:563-64.
76. ichinen hokki heizei giJjiJ.
77. MBttiJshiJ, SSZ 2: 658.
78. KaII. A personalized signawre written
under an author's name, in place of a seal. To
prevent its being copied, this signawre was often
written in abbreviated style as a design.
79. Dobbins, ''The Concept of Heresy in the
JOdo Shinshii," 43.
80. Shiruan, 7luc Teaching, I: 67-08.
81. See essays in Miriam Levering, ed.,
Rethinking SCripture. One fonn that the Shinshu's
textual tradition has taken in the modem period:
the covers of some compilalions of Shinshu texts,
printed on gilt-ildged pages, have folds to protect
their contents. Christian missionaries in Japan 81
the tum of the century used Bibles and p11lyer
boolcs of similar design; it appealS that not only the
concept but also the fonn for packaging scripture
left its maIIc on modem Japanese religious consciousness. There has been considerable experimentation as to how to present the Shinshu textual
t11ldition during the past century. See, for example:

The PocirIC World

bindings, is comprehensive in contents;
(2) Shinsha seiten zensho (1907; repro Tokyo:
FusanbO, 1932), in two volumes (one with Chinese
texts and the other with Japanese), has lCa1her
covers with folds to protect the contents on giltedged pages;
(3) Sciten: liJdo Shinsha (Tokyo: Meiji Shoin,
1919), a single volume containing major texts
beginning with Shiruan's writings, has a leather
cover with the inscription, Sciten, and folds to
protect the contents on gilt-edged pages similar to
a smaU Bible or p11lyer book;
(4) Shinshii shiJgyiJ zensho (1941; repro Kyoto:
Otani KobundO, 1969-1970), in five volumes with
hard covers, is the most comprehensive in contents;

(5) Shinshii seiten (1956; repro Kyoto: Nagata
BunshOdO, 1969), a single comprehensive volume
with a red plastic cover contains texts, liturgies,
and hymns; and
(6) liJdo Shinshii seiten: Chiislulkuban (Tokyo:
DObOsha, 1988), largely similar in contents to the
Shinshil seiten (item 5 above), includes also brief
commentaries 01\ the texts and a glossary of terms.
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The Hasshii-Koyo by the Scholar-Monk GyOen (1240-1321)

Part One: Preface and Kusha Tradition
translated by Leo Pruden,

College of Oriental Studies, Los Angeles, CA

EDITOR'S NOTE:

pleased be able begin the publicaW eare
tion of Leo Pruden's translation of one of the

Essentials of the Eight Traditions). A printed
edition of this worlc, with this title, appeared in

most important historical studies of Japanese Buddhism. In this volume of Pacific World (1991)
appears the fust two sections of the work, the
author's Preface and Cbaptcr One: 'The Kusha
Tradition. It is our intent 10 publish the entirety of
the translation in following volumes.

1653 (Shill! 2), in 1862 (BunkyD 2), and in 1885
(Meiji IS). [This is also the title of an undated
MSS presecvedin the Library ofRynkoku University, Kyoto.]
Although written in the second half of the
13th century, this work appeared 10 have but few
pre-Meiji(=pre-I868)commen!ariescomposedon
it.
The f1lSl commentaries to the Hasshii-kfJyfJ
which have been preserved are:

10

10

TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE:
This work was not initially undertalc:en as a
fuJI translation of the Hasshii-kfJy{J; rather, I fust
translated the section on the Ritsu Tradition for the
benefit of my students at Brown University, and
IaIer for the use of my students at the College of
Oriental Studies (Los Angeles). I later translated
the section on the Kusba Tradition for courses that
I taught at the Nyingma Instibltc (Berkeley). It was
only later, wben I began to teach a COlllSe in the
History of Japanese Buddhism (at the College of
Oriental Sbldies) that! then completed the translation of the whole of this work.
The Hasshii-kfJy{J (J\;~IIJ! The EssentialsoftheEighl Traditions) was composed in 1268
(Bun'ei 5) by the scholar-monk Gyllnen (.~
1240-1321), one of the most eminent scholars of
his time.
The first mention of this work is in volume
two of the book catalogue, the ShfJshii shfJsho roku.
The text of the Hasshii-kfJyfJ was (fust?)
printed in 1827 (Bunsei 10) and in IS86(Meiji 19).
A variant title of this same work is the

1. The Hasshii-kfJyfJ, also called the KfJtei
(~JT) Hasshii-kfJyfJ, in two volumes, was com-

posed by the monk Enkai (fIlM 1767-1840). This
worlc was published in 1827 (Bunsei 10).
2. Enkai also wrote a one volume HasshiikfJyfJ ryakuroku ( IIIUj)the undated MSS of which
is preserved in the Library of Otani University,
Kyoto.
3. The Hasshii-kfJyfJmonki (i!IIiC), in two
volumes, was composed by the scholar monk Gijll
(ata 1796-1858). This was published in 1840
(Temp!! 11), and a copy of this work is preserved
in the Library of Otani University.
4. Gijo also published the Hasshii-kfJyfJ
kfJgi (.~),atan unknown date, in three volumes.
This work is also preserved in the Library of Otani
University.
The Meiji period(1868-1912) saw the publication of almost two dozen editions and commen!aries of the Hasshii-kfJyfJ.

Hasshii-kfJy{J-shfJ (J\*IIJ!tj An Essay on the

The P.atic Wood
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5. The Hssshii-klJ~klJge ( aM>wascomposed by Fukuda Gidll CmEllfi~. This wOIk
was published in 1878 (Meiji 11.11.12) in some
six kan, in two volumes.
6. The Hssshii-k{JyD-{sM) Keiml}-roku tW
lUi) was composed by Kusunoki Semyn (Mil
fl) [and was compiled by Atsumi Kei'en (iIi~Jl!
Ii]. This five volume work was published in 1878
(Meiji 11) by the Department of Education (Kyl}iku-bu) of the Higashi Honganji, Kyoto. Printed by
the Kllbundll of Kyoto, this work was reprinted in
1880 (Meiji 13) and in 1896 (Meiji 29).
7. The Hssshii-klJylJ klJjutsu (a~ vat.
Hssshii-klJylJ klJsM ~1iE) was composed by
Shimmyll'in Mongll (1771-1831) and was edited
by Fujii Genjii. This work was (first?) published
in 1881 (Meiji 14.5) in two volumes by the Department of Buddhist Studies (KylJgaku-bu) of the
KlIshllji-ha branch of the Jlldo Shin-shii denomination. [The MSS of this work is preserved in the
Library of the Ryiikoku University.]
8. The Hasshii-klJylJ kahon (flJ*> was
compiled by Sakai Saishll (li!f:lfAlE) and was
published in two volumes in 1882 (Meiji 15).
9. The Hyl1chii Hssshii-klJylJ was compiled
by Kuroda Shindll and was published in 1885
(Meiji 18). This work was reprinted three years
later, in two volumes.
10. A two volume Hasshii-klJyl}-sM (f'j)
Vat. KlJrei Hasshii-koyfi) of unknown authorship
was published in 1886 (Meiji 19) in two volumes.
11. This period also saw the appearance of a
Hssshii-koylJ monki (m! iI~), in three volumes. A
MSS dated 1886 is preserved in the Library of
Otani University.
12. A Hasshii-k{Jyl}-shlJ cMki ( liili!), in
three volumes and dated 1886, is also preserved in
the Library of Otani University.
13. The KsndlJ (iII~ Hasshii-klJylJ-sM
was composed by Senabe Edll (ili1lJltT) and
TheP.cific World

Sugihara Shundll (~mtt\lIii1). In one volume, and
still occasionally available in present-day Japan,
this wOIk was published in 1887 (Meiji 20.10.5) by
the Shishlldll, Kyoto. This work was reprinted in
1888, in two volumes.
14. The Hssshii-klJylJ klJgj was written by
YanagizawaGeizon(lIDiJU!l!:(f) in two volumes,
and was printed in 1888.
IS. The KdmlJ (~I!) Hssshii-k{JylJ, with
commenlary by Zuishin'in Kyokuga (=Sayeki
Kyokuga) and Machimoto Donkil, was published
in two volumes by the Butsugaku-shllin, Kyoto, in
1888 (Meiji 21.12.27). This work was reprinted in
1890.
16. The Hssshii-klJ~ shiki tsukeUui
bunka (fJ.. E lilt ~flJ) was composed in four volumes (thebunkainaseparatevolume) byGonsaku
Gijll (fi!lt the SrAmana Gijll, 1848-1921), and
was published in 1889 (Meiji 22).
17. The Hssshii-klJylJ, in one volume, was
writtenbyHorieKeiryll(iliI!l7)andwaspublished in 1889.
18. The HylJka-blJchii dIlflJfJtt) HssshiiklJylJ in two volumes, was written by Machimoto
Donkii (see above no. IS) and was published in
1890 (Meiji 23).
19. The Hssshii-klJyl}-ld (iI~) was published in two volumes by Mineya Rylljun (.Ii!
~~ in 1890. The MSS (?) of this work is
preserved in the Library of Otani University.
20. The Hssshii-klJylJ klJju/Su (a~), in
three volumes, wascomposed by Yoshitani Kakujii
(fi~~n> and was published in 1894 (Meiji
27).
21. The Hssshii-klJylJ klJgi (alt, in one
volume, was composed by the well-known scholar
Oda Tokunll (MEIlf*tm, 1860-1911), and was
published in 1901 (Meiji 34) in the series BukkylJtsiizoku-kDgj (Popular Lectures on Buddhism).
This work was reprinted in 1919 (Taisbll 8).
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22. The Hasshii-kiJyDkiJgi (111.1), by SaIeaino KOyO was published in one volume in 1909
(Meiji 42) by the TOyO University Press (TOyO
Daigaku Shuppan-bu), Tokyo. This work was
reprinted in 1924 (TaishO 13).

29. The Hasshii-.k(jyiJ kiJgi (1111), edited
by the Bukkyl5-gakkai of the Higashi Honganji,
was fllSt published by the HOzOkan, Kyoto, in one
volume, in 1927 (ShOwa 2). To date this work has
seen some six editions (6th edition, 1974: ShOwa
49.5.1). The commentary to this work is the work
of seven different scholars: !naba EnjO (Preface
and Sanron), Naiki Ryiishii (Kush&, JOjitsu, and
Ritsu), Kojima Eken (Hoss6), Honda Shiime
(Tendai), Hanayama Daian (Kegon), Kumabe
JimyO (Shingon), and Furuzawa Bunryii (Zen and
JOdo). This edition of and commentary on the
Hasshii-kiJyiJ is by far the most popular of all of
the commentaries on this work.
30. The Hasshii-kDyD kaisetsu (IW~ was
composed by Kashiwara Yiigi (:fa J5Utill), in one
volume, and was published in 1927 (ShOwa 2) by
the H6z0kan, Kyoto.

The Taisho period (1912-1926) saw some
five editions and commentaries on the work.
23. The Hasshii-kiJyD kiJgi (111.1) was
published in one volume in the series Bukkyl5.k(jgi-roku (A Record ofLectures on Buddhism) in
1913 (TaishO 2), published by the Bukkyl5-gakkai.
24. The Hasshii-kiJyiJ kiJgi (iI~, in one
volume, was written by Wada RyiizO (~mfl
jft) and published in 1916 (TaishO 5).
25. The Hasshii-kiJyiJ mondai kiJjuJsu (/III
ell~, by Hino Anjii ( 8 JT~{t) was published in 1917.
26. The Hasshii-kiJyl5-kiJgi was written by
Fujii Ryiishin and published in the series Buttentsiizoku-kiJgi (Popular Lectures on Buddhist
Texts) in 1924 (TaishO 13).
27. The Hasshii-kiJyiJ kiJwa (1IJ8) was
written by Sakaino KOyO (see above no. 22) and
was published in 1924 (TaishO 13) by the Hinoeuma (Heigo?) Shuppan-sh&, Tokyo.

The University libnuies of Japan preserve
for us a number of unpublished, undated, and uncirculated MSS commentaries on the HasshiikiJyiJ.

31. The Hasshii-kDyDkD1'Oku (liS), in one
volume, is preserved in the Library of Ryiikoku
University.
32. The Hasshii-kDyD fuketsu (=!IIIIII>, in
three volumes, is also preserved in a MSS edition
at Ryiikoku University.
33. The Hasshii-kDyD Bemml5-shiJ (iJ!1I
~), in five volumes, is preserved in a MSS at
Ryiikoku University.
34. The Hasshii-kDyDkDroku (liS), originally in two volumes (the first volume is now lost)
by one HifumiJin' en (~ iJI), is preserved
in a MSS at Ryiikoku University.
35. The Hasshii-kDyD sh{)chii-suyD
r:j:l
&IJ!) is preserved in aMSS at Ryiikoku University.

The modem period, that is, the ShOwa
period (1926 to 1988) has seen a comparatively
small number of new editions and commentaries
on the Hasshii-kiJyD. During the ShOwa period,
however the Bukkyl5-gakkai's edition and commentary (below no. 29) has beenreprintedanumber
of times and has become the most popular edition
of the work.

==

(*'

28. The HasshiI-kiJyD, a Japanese translation or rendering (wa-yaku, or kaId-kudaslu) of
this work was published in volume ten of the
ShiJwa-shinsan Kokuyaku DaizlJkyiJ: Shii/en-bu

(=the section on sectarian works).
Tho Padlic Worfd
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38. The Hy(Jchii (til£) Hasshjj-~yO, in
one volume, is preserved in the Library of Rissh!!
University, Tokyo.

36. The Hasshii-kllBn (31.), in one vol-

ume, by Aima Kluuyl! (111 .IUIl~, is preserved
in the Library of Otani University.
37. The Hasshii-kOyO Jdkigald (IIIW), in
two volumes, is preserved in the Liblllry of Kyoto
University.

The Hssshii-koyo
PREFACE
In the case of the Mahayana teachings, this
principle is oflen spoken of, and the textual sources
for it are quire numerous and we need not mention
them here.
Thus both the Mahayana and the Hinayllna
establish that there are some eighty-four thousand
(teachings).

Question: How many teachings are there
within Buddhism?
Allswer. There are in all a COWItless number of IeaChings within the Teaching of the Bhagavat; but there are some eighty-four thousand major
teachings, (and this number) embraces all of the
dharmas preached by the World Honored One
during his one lifetime of some flfty.ood yearn of
preaching, and excludes none.

Question: How are these IeaChings classi-

lied?
AIIswer: Even though the teachings are
numerous, they do not exceed Two PitaJcas and
Three PitaJcas, which totally and completely embraceallofthe various teachings. TheFivePitaJcas,
the Ten PitaJcas, and the Twelve-fold Division of
the Teachings are also not separate from the Three
PitaJcas.

Question: Why is this necessarily the
number of teachings?
Allswer: It is because he desired to put
down all of the eighty-four thousand various afflictions of all creatures that the teachings are also
necessarily eighty-four thousand in number.
Question: Do these teaChings pertain only
to the Mahayana, or are they also held in common
by the Hinayllna?
Allswer: Both the Mahayana and the Hinayllna posit some eighty-four thousand teachings.
As the Abhidhannako§a says, "The dharmaskandhapreachedbytheMuniareeighty-thousand
in number...
In addition to this, many oC the various
Hinayllna scriplUres say thai there are eighty-four
thousand dharmas, so this is also a position held by
the Hinaylna.

7kP.atic World

Question: What are the Two PitaJcas?
Aluwer. First is the Pi(aka of the SrlIvalcas,
and this is the Hinaylna. Second is the Pi(aka of the
Bodhisattvas, and this is the Mahayana. This is the
significance of the stalement that both the Mahayana and the Hinayllna each eslablish that there are
some eighty-four thousand (leaChings). The teaching of these Two PitaJcas comes from out of the
Daichido-ron (Mah6-prajM-pmmil6 Upade§a)
and from out of the ShlJgon-ron (Siilra-lIlatiJk§ra).

Many masters quote this teaching from these works
in their judgement of what is Mahayana and what
is Hinaylna.
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Question: What then are the Three
Pi\3kaS?
Answer. FIrSt there is the Sutra Pilaka
(SOtanUl-z"l, which in the Old School of Translators was tenned ShfilBrll; translated (into SinoJapanese) this is termed kai-ky6, which in the Old
School was simply tenned kyO. Second Ihere is the
VinayaPiIaka(binaya-z"l, which in the Old School
was tenned Bi-ni; translated this is tenned J~
buku, which in the Old School was tenned Ritsu.
Third there is the Abhidhanna Pilaka (abidstsumaz"l, which in the Old School was tenned Abidon;
translated !his is tenned tai-hiJ, which in Ihe Old
School was tenned Mubi-hiJ. This refers to the
commentarialliteralUre.
These thenarecalled the ThreePi\3kaS. They
express, in !his order, theLearningsof thePrecepcs,
of Meditation, and of Wisdom. The Three Pi\3kaS
are the teachings as they are expressed; the Three
Learnings are Ihe principles which are expressed.
These then embrace all of the teachings of the
Dhanna, wilh nothing being omitted.

sattvas, each one has Three Pi\3kaS, and these are
Ihe Sutras, the Vinayas, and the Abhidhanna.
Question: What are Ihe circumstances of
Ihe transmission - from ancient times up to the
present - of Ihe writings that embody these
teachings?
Answer: When Ihe Tathllgata was in the
world, He did not employ written records. Accordingly as they heard the teachings, persons cultivated Iheir practice, and Ihey would Ihus attain the
benefit which is Enlightenment After Ihe Extinction of Ihe Tathigala, there then came to be Ihe fIrSt
written records; these came to be disseminated and
in Ihis way Ihe eyes of many sentient beings came
to be opened. Based on this then, KiiSyapa, and
others, compiled the ThreePi\3kaS of the Hinayana
in thePippaIa Cave; Ajita, and others, compiled the
teachings of Ihe Mahayana on Mount Cakravala.
Thereupon MahaklI§yapa gnsped Ihe Holy
Law and continued its profound teachings. The
Venemble AnandaupheldtheDhannaand so benefitting many beings. Madhyilotika and ~lJ)lIvasa
each held high Ihe banner (literally: thenel) of these
teachings. In a singular manner Upagupta manifested a glorious name.
In !his way Ihen, for a period of one hundred
years after the Extinction of the Tatblgata, the
Dhanna was transmitted, as one would pour water
from out of one vessel to another, wilh nothing
being lost. These five masters of the Dhanna were
in !his manner meritorious in their transmitting,
and in their upholding, of the Dharma.
After some one hundred years, many saints
also appeared, and each in his turn transmitted Ihe
Sacred Canon, each taking (and passing on) Ihe
Great Dhanna. Neverlheless wilh the disappearance of these various saints, Ihere came to be some
extinction of the Dharma, and of its significance.
In this way then Ananda entered into
Samlldhi, and §lJ)lIvasa was unable to understand
this. ~iInlIvasa entered into Extinction, and wilh
him many scriptures also disappeared. Even
though this was the case, what remained was still

Question: What does it mean to speak of
'being embraced'?
Answer: During the lifetime of the Tatblgata, He would give out the Dhanna in accord with
the capacity (of His listeners). If a person had the
capaciIy, He would then give him the Dhanna, and
in !his way the Dhanna was preached in an unsystematic manner, in many different places. However
the scope of the teachings preached (by the Buddha) did not exceed that of the Three Pi\3kaS.
When theseScriptures were compiled, all of
the various saints gathered them together and
formed the Three Pi\3kaS from !hem. When they
had all been compiled (into these Three Pi\3kaS),
Ihey were then disseminated to the world.
Question: Do both the Mahayana and the
Hinaylna have Three Pi\3kaS?
Answer: They do. The ShiJgon-ron explains this in great detail. Thus with respect to Ihe
Two Pi\3kaS of the §rlIvakas and of the Bodhi1!Je hdrlC World
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of the Buddha). His Awakening of Faith in the
Mahayana, and other wOlks, were composed at this

quite a lot, and !he remaining teachings were truly
many.
The true Dharma lasted for one thousand
years. Evenlllally the Period of the End of the
Dharmaamved,andduringthisperiodtheDharma
was gmsped, and upheld, and was spread to very
many different places, to all of !he lands in India,
and even unto Japan; all of !he other countries are
too numerous to be mentioned. Each JlfOP88lIted
!he Sacred Scriptures, and caused the affairs of
Buddhism to flourish.

time. The non-BuddhiSlS with their false views,
folded in their tongues and were all defeated, and
the differing seclS of the Hinaylna all shut their
mouths and were put down. The profOlmd Mahayana teachings once again flourished in
Jambudvlpa,and!hecapacitiesand theresponsesof
all beings were now directed to the correct path.
Nellt !here was the Bodhisattva NlglIrjuna,
who, in a period six hundred years (after the death
of the Buddha) and at the beginning of some seven
hundred years (after His death), succeeding upon
A§vag~ walked alone in India. There were no
non-BuddhislS who were not crushed in defeat, and
the whole of the Buddha-dharma came to be
ttansmitted and upheld. Hec8lried within his breast
!he whole of !he three editions of !he AvataIIIsaka.
The streams of his writings, four-fold in their
eloquence, marvelously controlled rivers and bays.
He widely composed commentarial works, and he
was even a deeper blue than indigo (=he surpassed
his teacher, A§vagh~). Deeply he fathomed !he
Buddha-dharma, and he was colder than ice

Let us now narrate the circumstances of the
diffusion of !he Dharma in the Three Countries of
India, China, and Japan.
It is the tradition that in a period some four
hundred yean; after theExtinction of!he Tathagata,
!he Hinaylna flourished greatly, and that different
opinions flourished in competition one with another. The Mahayana declined into extinction and
was preserved within the Palace of the Nigas.
During this period then - for one hundred
years - a single pure vessel tJansmitled ilS contenlS to another, but after one hundred.<Jdd years,
variant opinions came to contend with one another.
At this time Mahldeva willfully spew forth his
deluded words on !he five poinlS, and ValSiputta
also had not yet cast away his strong attachment to
a substantial self.
The SaJlunitiyas and the Sautrlntikas clamorously contended over major principles, and !he
AvaraWlasand!heUllalllwlasgaveriseto differing views, and fought like wild animals. Finally,
during this four hundred year period, some twenty
groups came to compete with one another within
India, and evenlllally some five hundred groups
were locked in mutnal combat.
In a period five hundred years (after !he
Extinction of !he Buddha) the non-BuddhislS flourished; !he Hinaylna came to be somewhat obscured, and even more so !he Mahayana.
At this time the §astta Master A§vagho~
flCSt began topropagate the Mahayana in the period
approaching somesixhundred years(afteClhe death
ThePtdlic World

(=ibjd.).

Both of these two §astta masters were
bodhisattvas of high (spiritual) rank. A§vagho~
was, in the past, the Buddha Great Light, and now
he manifested his ttaces in !he Eighth Bhiimi.
Nlglrjuna was, in the past, the BuddhaMarvellous
Cloud Marks, and now he abided, in his rank, in the
First Bhilmi, that of Joy (Skt pramudita·bhilrni).
Both of them were originally Buddhas, and
hoth of them manifested their traces for us. In their
knowledge and in their eloquence they surpassed
ordinary men, which was as it should be. Thereupon when the converting conditions of the manifestations of these Great Sages was completed,
!hey ceased their converting work and so returned
to their origins.
But !he Karmic conditions of sentient
beings also arose in confusion, and their wrong
views became even deeper. Because of this then, in
the period some nine hURdred years (after !he death
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ions. At this period one thousand and one hundred
years (after the death of the Buddha), DharmapaIa
andBhavavivekadebatedEmptinessandExistence
with reference to the Dependent Level of Truth.
Some one thousand and two hundred years
(after the death of the Buddha) §ilabhadra and
Jl\Inapr8bhadiscussed extL:cnal characteristics and
internal nature in sharp debate. These mastels in
debate were like diamonds against diamonds, like
boulders against boulders.
All of the various other Ustra masters, such
as Nlgabodhi, NiIanetra, IUhula, DigMga,
Bandhum, Citrabhana, Jl\Inacandra, et aI., were,
all of them, bodhisattvas 'Four Supports of Living
Beings,' the refuge of all creatures. From ancient
days to the present they prominently appeared, and
like orchids and chrysanthemums they competed
with one another for excellence.
All of the various Traditions (within Buddhism) would take them to be their patriarchal
masters and teachers, and all beings would depend
upon them to be their leaders. In this way then
various commentarial mastels appeared and succeeded one another from ancient days down to the
present, illuminating all of India, and saving all
beings. Such are the circumstances of the propagation of the Buddha-dharma in India.

of the Buddha), theBodhisattvaAsailga arose in the
world, benefitting living crealUreS.
At night he would ascend to T~ita Heaven,
and there he personally received instruction from
the Compassionate Lord, Mailreya.ln the daytime
he would descend to Jambudvipa. to there widely
teach sentient beings. However, the clinging of
sentient beings was deep, and they would not
follow after his teachings. He thereupon requested
Lord Mailreya to Himself descend (to Jambudvipa)andtopreachtheDharma. The Lord Mailreya
accededtohisrequestandcamedownto theLecture
Hall at Ayodhya, in CenttaI India, and there He
spoke the Five Major §listras, as for example, the
Yuga-ron in some one hundred folio volumes. He
profoundly discussed the deep principles of the
eighty thousand teachings. Of all the Buddha's
lifetime teachings, there are none that he did not
judge (in this work), so this work is termed 'the
Commentary that broadly explains all of the Sutras' (k/1shsku-shiilcylJ-roo).
At this time the false views of all beings
were all put down; they alllDgether proceeded on
the correct path, and their progress and their attainment were marvellous and magnificent. After Lord
Mailreya ascended to Heaven, Asailga continued
his teaching in JambudvIpa.
It was during this period that Vasubandhu
taught. Originally he propagated theHinaylna, and
he composed some five hundred commentarial
works on iL Later he stndied the Mahayana and
again he composed some five hundred commenwial works (on the Mahayana). For this reason
everyone called him 'the §!istra Master of One
Thousand Works' (sembu ronjil).
In addition, it was at this time 100 \hat
Harivarman composed the ](Jjittu-roo, and
SaJfighabhadra composed the JunsMIi-ron.
In aperiodsomeone thousand years afterthe
Extinction of the Tathigata, the major tenets of the
Mahayana had not yet been divided into differing
opinions. AfIL:C some one thousand and one
hundred years (aflL:C the death of the Buddha) the
Mahayana fllSt began to generate differing opinThe Pocili. World

In the case of China, in the period towards
the end of one thousand years (after the death of the
Buddha), KJ!yapa-maW\ga fllSt came to China.
Chu Fa-Ian came next, and fllSt disseminated the Three Precious Ones, and he gradually
propagated the Five Vehicles.
From this time onward, during the various
dynasties of the Han, Wei, Chin, (Liu)-Sung, Ch'i,
Liang, Ch'en, Sui, T'ang and Sung, many
Tripilal<a masters each transmitted Buddhism, and
each one propagated the Sacred Dharma.
In the case of translating the scriplUreS of the
ThreePiIal<as, some monks came to China from the
West, whereas others went from China to the Wes~
and came back to China. TheThreePiIal<as ofboth
the Mahayana and the HInaylna were all translated
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often they perceived the Buddha within their own
minds. Such eminent monks, from ancient days up
to the present, have been very many, and very great!
How can words do justice to them! Such have been
the circumstances of the dissemination of the
Buddha-dharma in China.

and disseminaJed, and both the Revealed and the
Secret Teachings were widely spread abouL
In this way Kumlirajiva and Hsuan-tsang
exhausted the most excellent scriptural translations, and their effons ultimately called forth the
heavenly pl1lise of the Deva Veda.
Buddhabhadra and ~a are
praised for the beauty of their translations, and
they too auained the divine protection of the
Nligas.
There were other eminent monks who revered the Buddha-dharma: the moon of the
Golden Mounlain (=Chi-tsang) and of pure reflection (=Hui-yuan) was clearly reflected in the
watets of the Eight Negations which Reveal the
Truth; the flowers of the Southern Peaks (=Huissu) and of Ml. T'ien-t'ai (=Chih-i) were ever
fresh in the ganlen of the Three Insights in the
One Mind; the breezes from the Tz'u-en ssu
Monastery (=K'uei~hi) and from out of the
Province of Tzu (=Hui~hao) were cool among
the branches of the Three Herbs and the Two
Trees; the jade of the Musk Elephant (=Fa-tsang)
and of Uke Anavatapta (=Ch'eng-lruan) was
bright and clear in the pavilion of the Ten
Profundities and the Six Marks.
In addition to these, the two masters P'ulruang and Fa-pao most clearly plummeted the
profundities of the Abhidharma; the two scholarmonks, Fa-Ii and Tao-hsilan, brightly polished
up the Precepts and the Vinaya; how much more
too was the monk Hui-ying alone resplendent
with respect to the major principles of the JtJji/suron, and the monks I-hsing and Hui-kyo were,
both of them illustrious with respect to the Secret
Teachings of the Mantrayilna.
Otherthan these, all of the various masters
are too numerous to mention; they all propagaled
the Great Path, and each one of them penelraled
theTeachingsoftheBuddha Theywereloftyand
eminent in their awe-inspiring qualities, and they
frequently called forth heavenly gifls; their marvellous understanding was broad and vast, and

TbePoci/ic World

In the case of Japan, in the eleventh month
ofthesixth yearofthereign of the thirtieth Japanese
sovereign, the Emperor Kimmei, which yearcom:sponded to the eighth year ofTa-I'Wlg of the Liang
Dynasty (=AD 545), a kinoto-ushi year, the King
ofPaehhe, Song-myong wang, presented (to the
Japanese Court) one gold and bronze mixed alloy
image of the Buddha SlikyamWli, along with its
pennants and banners, and some volumes of the
Buddhist Canon. The Emperorwas oveljoyed with
this, and seeing them, he worshiped them.
Although at that lime the Ministers and
subjects did not revere these objects, a temple was
conSIIUCted foc them, and the Buddhist scriptures
were placed therein. From this lime onward, the
ThreePrecious Ones gradually came toflourish and
to be established.
On the firstday of the fltSlmonth, in thef1tSl
year of the reign of the thirty-first Japanese sovereign, the Emperor Bidatsu, (=AD 572), a mizWloe/Btsuyear, PrinceShOtoku was born in theProvince
of Yamato. He further propagated the Buddhadharma, filling the Empire in many places with
sangMramas (=large monasteries), and the persons
he saved were COWItless.
Therebelliousminister Moriya was stricken
by the bows and arrows of samIdhi and prajlli, and
the two monks from Koguryo gained fame for their
propagation of the Buddha-dharma.
In his putting down of false views, in his
building up of the Three Precious Ones, in his
salvation of living beings, and in his carrying out
oftheaffairsoftheBuddha-dharma, wherein could
he (=Prince ShOtoku) besurpassOO in the countless
goings and comings from ancient days to the
present? For this (flourishing of the Buddha-
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dhanna) was all exclusively due to the power of the
skillful means of this Prince of the Inner Palace
(=Prince SMtoku).
From this time onward, eminent monks
appeared in great numbers and broadly propagated
the Buddha-dhanna; These monks were none other
than the traces of the Great Sage (=§lkyamuni)
who came down in order to widely disseminate the
Three Precious Ones.
Hye-kuan sOjO transmitted the profound
principles of the Sanron; Gembi! slJjO propagated
the HoSSO Mahayana; the Perfect Tradition of the
Kegon was introduced by the Vinaya Master Taohsllan; and both the Precepts and the Vinayas, and
the Tendai, were propagated by the Upadhy§ya
Chien-chen (Ganjin waj{j).
It was Dengy~daishi (=SaichO) who again
caused the Tendai to flourish, and KO~shi
(=Kiikai) eslablished, with great success, the
MantrayW.
The KUSha-IOD and the ]Ojitsu-IOD have
both had their transmission.
Some of these great masters have come to
Japan from T'ang Dynasty China, whereas others
have gone to China, and have come back (to Japan
with their teachings).
There were many other masters who disseminated the Buddha-dhanna and they all srudied
these above teachings, from beginning to end.
Some would drink from the jade-like streams (of
the Gyokusenji Monastery; =the Tendai), some
would transmit the light of the sun of Wisdom
(=the Enichi-dOjO of KichijO [Chi-tsang]; =the
Sanron), some would receive the full moon from
out of Lake Anavatapla (=the Kegon), aod some
became disciples of the jade flowers (=the Gyokkakyii Traoslation Bureau; =the HoSSO); some
walked beneath the chaste pines of ML Nan-shan
(=the Ritsu Tmdition), and some sported in the MimculousFungi Garden of Westlake (=the masters
In-laD [YUn-k'an] and GanjO [Yuan-chao]; =the
Ritsu Tmdition); in some cases, the Green Dmgon
(=Shingon) deeply plummeted the depths of the

Tho PociJjc World

seas, and the Great Clouds (=Kusha) covered all
four sides of the globe.
Both the Mahayana and the Hlnayiina, the
IIaditions of internal nawre (=Sanron) and of
external chamcteristics (=HoSSO), the teachings of
both Teachings and of Medilational Insigh~ and
thetwoteachingsoftheRevealedTeachingsandthe
Secret Teachings, had each of them, those who
propagated them and who are, in all, too numerous
to mention.
All of the seven major monasteries were,
shoulder to shoulder, looked up to and esteemed,
and both the Southern Capilal (=Nara) and the
Northern Capilal (=Kyoto) competed in the excellenceoftheiracademic studies. These masters were
all of them the followers and disciples ofNliga- and
Elephant-Oike saints), and all were the great teachers of both gods and men. All rural districts too,
accordingly, saw the dissemination of the Buddhadharma, and from ancient times up to the present
there has been no interruption of this.
Even though in this, the period of Mapplj
(=thePeriod of the End of the Dharma), the IaSteof
the Buddha-dharma has become weak, the oceanlike teachings are still as deep as ever. Even though
a person would want to snare its depths, he would
not be able to do so. Great it is, for one cannot grasp
it nor adequately speak of it. These are the circumslaDCes of the dissemination of the Buddha-dharma
in Japan.
Question: We now know in general terms
the circumslaDces of the dissemination of the
Buddha-dhanna into these Three Countries. Now,
however,howmanytypes oftheBuddha-dhannain
all have been transmitted into Japan? Please explain this again!
Answer: In Japan, from ancient times,
there has only been some Eight Traditions which
have been pursued, aod up to the present day this
has notchanged. In this interval however there have
been some other Traditions. Nevertheless there has
been, by common consent, only these Eight Tradi-
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Commenlary approaches. There are two meanings
10 the word 'facing': fllSt, facing or going towards
Nirvana; and second, facing the Four Noble Truths
in meditation. There are two meanings to the word
'dharma': fllSt, the dharma of Absolute Truth, or
Nirvana; second, the external characteristics of the
dharmas, which permeate all of the Four Noble
Truths. That is, undefiled wisdom is turned towards Nirvana, and meditates on the Four Noble
Truths. TIlere are two meanings 10 'enc1osure':
first, 'embracing'; and second, support. 'Embracing' means lha1 this Commenlary embraces all of
the absolutely true words from out of the Holchiron (=JMnaprastMna), el aI., and so for this reason
this workiscal1eda KoJa. Thepluase 'the KOOliof
Abhidharma' is a Talp~compound(inSanskrit
granunar). With respect to the meaning of K~a as
support, this Commenlary was written based upon
the Hatchi-ron, el aI., and so it is called a Ko§a..
This work completely adopts the name of
Abhidharma from this more basic work (i.e., the
JMnaprastMna), and since the Kola is an enclosure of all things concerning the dharmas, it is
called an enclosure (kola) of all things concerning
(abhi-) the dhanna (=the Abhidhanna-koJa). This
is a Karmadhlraya compound.
This then is the signifJCallCe of the full title
of this Commenlary. Now since this Abhid1uumakoJa is what is revered in this Tradition, this
Tradition is termed the Abhidhatmskola Tradition
(Japanese: Kusha-shii).

tions which have, from ancient times up to the
present, been studied.
Question: What are these Eight Traditions?
Answer: The Eight Traditions are: 1. the
Kusha-shii,2. the JOjitsu-shii, 3. the Ritsu-shil, 4.
the Hoss6-shii, S. the Sanron-shii, 6. the TendaishO, 7. the Kegon-shii, and 8. the Shingon-shO.
Question: Of these Eight Traditions, how
many are Hinaylna, and how many are Mahayana?
Answer: The three Traditions of the Kusha,
theJOjitsu, and the Ritsu, are all Hinaylna. The five
Traditions of the Hoss!!, the Sanron, the Tendai,the
Kegon, and the Shingon are all Mahayana.
Question: Could we hear of the principles
and the teachings of these Eight Traditions?
Answer: The principles of these various
Traditions are deep and profound, and are difficult
to understand. I have not yet fully tasted of even one
of these Traditions, so how much less for some
eight Traditions! For this reason then I shall present
only an itemized list of their doctrines, and in this
way I shall roughly present but one of their
teachings.
CHAPTER ONE: KUSHA TRADmON
1.
Question: Why is this tradition termed the
Kusha Tradition?
Answer: The word 'Kusha' (SkC KoJa) is
the name of the principle Commenlary of this
tradition (i.e., the Abhidhatmsk~a-b~yam).
To speak in greater detail, the full name of
this Commenlary is 'Abida/suma-kusha-ron' (=the
AbhidhatmskoJa Ustra). The word -ron is a Chinese word, and the other six syllables are Sanskrit
Abhi- signifies 'facing'; -dhsnna- signifies 'item,
thing'; and -koJa signifies 'sheath, enclosure' so
this work may be called 'the Commenlary lha1
embraces all things relevant to the dhannas'; that is,
'undefiled wisdom', and it is that which this
TheP.cilic World

2.
Qgcation: This work was written by
whom, after how many years had elapsed after the
Parinirvlil)a of the TalhJgata?
Answer: This work was composed by the
Bodhisauva Vasubandhu, in a period some 900
years after the Parinirvlil)a of the Tathlgata.
or the twenty different Buddhist groups in
existence at that time, Vasubandhu belonged to the
Sarvlislivldins. Originally this group had come out
of the Vai~ikas, and in their influence they
embraced all ocher teachings.
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The MaM·vib~ is based on !he IMna.·
prastMna, and !he six 'Pi!da Slislras.'

nothing more to learn, arhats) were allowed to
remain. The number of a§aik~as was still large, and
!hey could not assemble together. So from among
!he~, he chose !hose who had attained !he
Six Supernormal Powers in !heir samldhis, who
had perfected !he Four Eloquences in !heir Knowl·
edge, who had learned !he Tripi(aka, and who were
proficient in !he Five Vidylis - such were permit·
ted to assemble together.
Now of !hose saintly worthies allowed to
remain, they were in number some 499 persons.
Eventually however !he Elder VasumilJa was cho·
sen too, and !he number was !hen an even five
hundred persons. The Elder VasumilJa was chosen
to be !he presiding elder.
Thereupon !he five hundred saints first col·
lected together some 100,000 §lokas, which served
as a commentary on !he Siilra Pifaka. Next !hey
composed some 100,000 §lokas which served as
!heir commentary on !he VinayaPifaka. And lastly
!hey composed some 100,000 §lokas which served
as !heir commentary on !he Abhidharma Pi{Jlka:
!his is !he MaM· Vib~.
Mter!hese five hundred arhats had finished
!his compilation, !hey had (!hese §lokas)engmved
on stones, and set up !he resolution that (these
teachings) were to be allowed only within !his land
(=Gandhara), and werenotto beallowed to foreign
lands. Indeed Yak:ps were commanded to guard !he
city gates, so that persons could not leave at will.
Now !he Venerable Elder, Vasubandhu,had
initially studied !he Sarvlistivlidin doctrines, and
later he had studied !he doctrines of !he Sautrlin·
tikas, and he reaIized that !heselalter teachings cor·
responded to !he Tru!h; thus with respect to !he
doctrines of!he Sarvlistivlidin School, he embraced
!houghts of 'ta!cing andrejecting', and hedesiredto
determine which was right and which was wrong
(in its teachings). He !hereupon hid his (real) name,
and again went (to Gandhara), where he now spent
somefouryears.He frequently proclaimed that (!he
Sarvlistivlidins) were his own school, and he would
vigorously crush all other groups.

Some four hundred ye;us after the
Parinirv§J;la of !he Tathlgata,!here was aIcingof!he
land of Gandhara, by !he name of Kanishka, who
revered, and deeply believed in !he Buddhist scrip"
tures. Oneday he invited some monks to come into
his palace, !here to receive his offerings. The Icing
took this opportunity to inquire concerning !he
Way. The monks differed in !heir teachings one
from !he other, and !he king thought that this was
very strange. Headdressed !heEider par§va saying,
'The Teachings of !he Buddha were identical in
!heir origins, and !here was !hen no difference in its
principles. How can !here then be such differences
in what these elders say?"
The Elder answered him, saying, "All of
these teachings are correct, for if one but cultivate
(anyone of !hem), he shall attain to !he fruits (of
!he religious life). The Buddha in fact gave a
prophesy, saying (!hat His Teachings) would come
to resemble a golden staff, broken into many
pieces!"
When !he Icing heard these words, he again
asked, "Which is !he best of all of these various
philosophical positions?, for I wish to cultivate iL
Oh Venerable One, please teU me what it is!" The
Elderanswered him, saying, "Of allofthese various
groups, !here is none that surpasses !he School of
Existence (=!he SarvlistivMins). If Your Majesty
wishes to cultivate a practice, you would do well to
revere this one." Thereupon !he Icing was over·
joyed, and he commanded that !he Tripitaka teach·
ings of !his one sect be brought together.
Eminent and venerable monks assembled
together from !he four directions, like !he clouds.
Ordinary persons and saints were exceedingly
many, but because of !heir numbers, !here was
much confusion and disorder. Finally !he king
removed the ordinary monks, and only !he saintly
monks were allowed to remain. The number of
these saintly monks was also very great, and so !he
Icing removed those that were §aikps (=leamers),
and only those who were a§aikps (=!hose with
The PodJic World
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At this time a disciple of the Elder Skandila,
the ~lIstra Master Satlghabhadra, composed a treatise which refuted the Abhidharmsko§a. This treatise was entitled the Kusha Baku-ron (A Treatise,
Hails/ones 011 the Ko§a). He showed litis work to
Vasubandhu, and when Vasubandhu saw it, he
praised it, and cbanged ilS name to the Jun-sMriron (Skt: Nyifya-anusifr8, 'In Accord with the
Truth'). This ~1Istra Master Sallghabhadra also
composed the Kenshii-ron (Ski: Abhidhsrrmssmsya-pradipika), which forms some forty fascicles in ilS Chinese translation. Translated into
Chinese, the Nyifya-anusifra forms some eighty
fascicles. Thus do we know that the Abhidharmsko§a comes originally from the MahIf- Vibhif$if.

The Eidet Skandila was once defeated (by
Vasubandhu) in debate and was unable to respond
(to his assertions). Thereupon Skandilaentered into
samlIdhi, and SO came to know that this person was
Vasubandhu. Skandila then privately told Vasubandhu, "Among the followers of the Sarvllstivldin teachings, there are some persons who have
not yet been liberated from desires; if they come to
know of your defeating (their philosophical positions), they will surely kill you. You mustquicIdy
return home to your native land!"
When Vasubandhu reached his native land
he began to lecture on the Mallif- Vib~ After a
day's lecture he would then compose one §100
which would embmce within litis one §Ioka all of
the leaching that he had lectured on during that one
day. He had these §Iokas engmved on leaves of
copper,andin this manner he wrote down all of the
§Iokas. In this way then there gradually came to be
some 600 §lokas which embraced all of Ibe teachings of the MaM- Vibhif$if. perfectly and completely. These §lokas he atlached to a musk elephant (Skt: Gandha-hastin), and beating a drum,
Vasubandhu annOWlCed, "If Ibere is anyone who is
able to refute (these propositions), I shall gladly
confess my faullS."Buttherewas no one who could
refute Ibe propositions contained in the §lokas.
Thereupon Vasubandhu sent somcone with
Ibese §Iokas to go to the land of Gandham. Then the
king of that land, and the assembled clergy, saw
these §lokas and they all rejoiced, saying that
Vasubandhu was promulgating the teachings of
their own school (i.e., that of the Sarvllstivlidins).
Only Skandila knew that Ibis was false, and saying
so, he alarmed many persons.
Vasubandhu was eventually requested by
the king to compose a commentary (on these
§lokas), and the §IIstra master VasUbandhu acceded
to the king's request, and for him he commented on
the original text (=the §Iokas), and this commentary was some 8,000 §lokas in length. Later, when
he saw this Commentary (=the Abhidhllll1lJlko§abh~yam), he in fact knew that the words of the
Arhat Skandila (were correct).
7htP.cifit: World

3.
Quation: When this Commentary arose
and flourished was indeed in a period some nine
hundred years (after the Parinirvlll)a of the Tatblgata). But when was this Commentary transmitted
to China?
ADswer: There have been two occasions
when Ibis Commentary was translated into Chinese. The rust occasion was during the Ch' en
Dynasty, when it was translated by the TripiJ8ka
Master l'aram§rtha, forming some twenty Chinese
fascicles. ParamArtha thereupon wrote his own
commentary on the text, in fifty fascicles. At
present litis work has been lost, and has not been
transmitted to us.
Later, in the T'ang Dynasty, the Tripilal<a
Master Hsuan-tsang translated Ibis Commentary
into Chinese, making some thirty fascicles; this
was done during the Yung-hui period (AD 650655) and the work was carriedoutin the Tz'u-en ssu
monastery. This then is thepresenttextofthe work.
Now since this Commentary (=the AbhidhlU71lsko§a) and ilS commentary (=the BhIf$yam)
were composed by the ~1Istra Master Vasubandhu,
the Bodhisattva Vasubandhu is regarded as the
First Patriarchal Master (of Ibis Tradition). The
Tripi!alca Master of Universal Learning (=HsuanISang) marvelously translated litis work during the
GreatT'angDynasty,andtheDharmaMastersP'u64
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kuang andFa-pao wrote commentaries on the Ko§a,

dharmas is etema1lyexistent. All such teachings are
the doctrines taught in the School of the Sarvilstivldins.
There are a variety ofdifferent opinions with
respect to the teaching of the real existence of the
dharmas in the three time periods. There are some
four opinions.
The first is that of the Venerable Dharma1IIta who holds that (the dharmas) differ with
respect to their natures (hhava), and thus differ in
the three time periods.
The second is the opinion of the VeneIable
Gho~ who maintains that the dharmas differ
with respect to their external chaIacterlstics
(lak$aJ)a), and thus differ in the three time periods.
The third is the VeneIable VasumilIa who
holds that the dharmas differ with respect to their
condition (avasth§),and thus differ in the three time
periods.
The fourth is the Venerable Buddhadeva
who holds that the dharmas differ with respect to
their mutual relationship, and thus differ in the
three time periods.
Now the SiislIa Master Vasubandhujudges
all of these four opinions, and he holds that the
opinion of the VeneIable VasumilIa is the best.
However the Sautr!ntikas hold that the dharmas of
the past and of the future have no real structure, and
that only the dharmas of the present are real.
The AbhidhannakoJa is an Abhidharmic
woIk, so it is in the Abhidhanna Pi{8ka.

and indeed many other masters have all SbJdied this
work.
This wolk has been transmitted to Japan,
and it is sbJdied in all of the monasteries, in an
unbroken succession down to the present time.
Question: Does this Tmdition only teach
4.
the doctrines of the Sarvilstivldins, or does it also
include the teachings of other schools?
ADlwer: This Commentary primarily teaches the doctrines of the Sarvilstivldins. Thus the
doctrines established in this text are based on those
of the Sarvilstiviidins, and it was on the basis of
these that this work was composed. However, on
occasion, the teachings of the Sautr!ntikas are
approved of; thus it says in the work, "The doctrines of the Gandharans are proven (to be correct):
I have relied on them in commenting on the
Abhidharma." But it also says, "The doctrines of
the Sautr!ntikas are not in opposition to the Truth."
Vasubandhu picks and chooses from among these
two Schools, and it appean that the author has both
a revealed and a secret aspect (i.e., Vasubandhu
publicly approves of the Sarvilstivlidins and rejects
the positions of the Sautr!ntikas but he secredy
approves of the Sautr!ntikas and rejects certain
positions of the Sarvilstivldins). But the principles
behind these references may be known on the basis
of the wolk itself.
5.
Question: What are the principle tenets of
this Commentary?
ADlwer: Since this Commentary narrates
the doctrines of the SarvilstivMins, it does teach
that all of the dharmas have real existence, and this
then is regarded as its main tenet. Speaking in
greater detail however, we cannot say that its
teachings are not those of the Sautr!ntikas.
With reference to the revealed intention of
this wolk, then we must say that it is solely
Sarvilstiv§din; thatis, it teaches thatall thedharmas
really exist in all the three periods of time (=past,
present, and future), and that the natures of these
The PlCific World

6.

Question: In sum, how many principles

does this Commentary elucidate?

ADlwer: In all there are some nine chapters
in the thirty fascicles that make up this Commentary. These nine chapters are: fltSt, the Chapter on
the DMbJs; second, the Chapter on the Indriyas;
third, the Chapter on the Physical World; fourth,
the Chapter on Karma; fIfth, the Chapter on the
Defilements; sixth, the Chapter on the Stages of
Holiness; seventh, the Chapter on Knowledge;
eighth, the Chapter on the Absorptions; and ninth,
the Chapter on the Refutation of the Annan.
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A short sranza says, 'Kai ni, Gon go, Selten
go; Go roku, Zui san, Genjl! shi; Chi ni,II! ni, Haga

Second, the mind dharma (cittB dharma),
which has only one ilem, namely the mind which
is the six types of consciousness, but which make
up in their totality only one (dharma).
Third, the dharma of mental staleS (cailJJsika
dharma), which contains some forty-six dharmas,
which are divided into six classes: the maMbhlImika dharmas are leD; the ku§alamaMbhfimilei dJuumas are tcn; the klda 1l/JIh6bhiimika dharmas are six; the aku§ala mahlbhUmika dhatmas
are two; the parillak1eAabhUmika dhannas are
tcn; the aniyata dhatmas are eight; and altogether
these malee up some forty-six dhannas. These are
called the six-fold division of the dharmas of
mental states.
The len mahlbhUmika dharmas are as
given in a llola! from the AbhidJuumako§a, "Sensation, perception, volition, contac~ desire, intellect, memory and attcntion, delermination, samldhi - these permeate all mental StaleS."
The tcn ku§ala mahlbhUmika dharmas are,
as given in that same IloIa!, "Faith, earnestness,
freedom from dullness, indifference, modesty,
shame, the two roots (of good: freedom from
covetousness and freedom from hatred), non-violence, and diligence permeatc only good mental
stales."
The six klda mahlbhlImika dharmas are,
as given in a 1I0la!, "Ignorance, carelessness, ind0lence, absence offaith,languor and eccentricitythese are always, and solely defiled."
The two aku§aIa 1l/JIh6bhUmika dharmas
are, as given in a §loka, ''These only permeatc bad
minds, that is, immodesty and shamelessness."
The len pariltakle§abhlImika dhatmas are,
as given in a Iloka,"Anger,hypocrisy,miserliness,
jealousy, affliction, violence, enmity, guile,lrickery, 8ITOg8IlCC - such are lermed the pariltakJe§abhlImika dharmas...
Theeight aniysta dJuumasare, as given in a
brief Iloka, "Reflection, investigation, and repentance, torpor, attaChment, anger and concei~ doubt

ichi; se myo Kusha sanjikkan ("Dhllu two, Indriya
five, World five; Kanna six, Defilements three,
Saints four; Knowledge two, Absorptions two,
Refuting the Atman one: this is tenned the thirty
fascicles of the Kusha-ronj.
The Ninth Chapler, ReCulalion of the Atman, does not have any separate §lobs, but rather
assembles a number of Gathas from out of the
Sutras.
Of these nine Chapters, the fust two elucidate, in general, defiled and undefiled dharmas; the
last six Chapters specifically elucidate the defiled
dhannas. The last three Chapters specifically elueidale the undefiled dharmas.
In the elucidation ofthedefIled dharmas, the
Third Chapler, "On the Physical World," elucidaleS resultant staleS, the Fourth Chaptcr, "On
Kanna," elucidates its causes, and the Chapler on
the DefIlements elucidates conditions.
In the elucidation of undefIled dhannas, the
Sixth Chapler, "On the Saints," elucidates the
resultant staleS, the Seventh Chapter, "On Knowledge," elucidales their causes, and the Eighth
Chaptcr, "On the Absorptions," elucidates their
conditions.
The Ninth Chapler, "The Refutation of the
Atman," elucidates the principles of Non-ego.
This then is the classification of the principles elucidatcd from the beginning to the end of
the nine Chapters and thirty fascicles, of this
lilerary corpus.
7.
Question: How many different ways does
this Tradition embrace all of the dhannas?
Answer: Some seventh-five (types of)
dhannas embrace all of the dharmas.
The seventy-five dharmas are:
Firs~ the dharma of physical mattcr (riipa
dharma), which contains some eleven things: five
indriyas, five vi~ayas, and avijnapti·riipa.
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Fourth are the cilia viprayukta S8l1Jsk6ra
dhannas, which are fourteen in number. A §lo/aJ
from the Ko§a says, 'The cilia viprayuk/a S8l1JsJauss are: allainment, non-auainment, class-generality, unconsciousness, the two absorptions (absorption of lDlConsciousness, and the absorption of
extinction), life force, the characteristics (of origination, continuance, decay, and impermanence),
word, etc. (=sentence, letter)."
Fifth are the three aS8l1Jslqta dhannas: (I)
extinction through cogitation, (2) extinction without cogitation, and (3) space.
These then are what are called the seventyfive dharmas. Among these seventy-five dharmas,
the rU'St seventy-two are all conditioned dhannas,
and the last three are unconditioned. All of the
dhannas are included within these two (=conditioned and unconditioned dharmas). Within the
conditioned dhannas, there are dharmas which are
defiled, and there are those which are undefiled.
Unconditioned dharmas are undefiled. Thus does
this Tradition posit some seventy-five dharmas,
and so includes all dharmas, with none being
omitted.

grades, but only one approach and only one resultant state.
The bodhisattva traverses some three asamkheyya kalpas and cultivates all of the Plramitfs.
For one hundred kalpas he plants the roots of
actions which wiD result in the major and minor
maries of full Buddhahood. In his last body he wiD
sit on the Vajra Throne, and cutting off all of the
bonds, he will aDain to Buddhahood. When the
conditions whereby he converts others is fmally
exhausted, he will enlee into Nirvana-withoutresidue.
The §rivaka meditates on the Four Noble
Truths, the pratyekabuddha meditates on the
Twelve Links of Dependent Origination, and the
Bodhisattva cultivates the Six Plramitfs.
9.
Question: How many types of Emptiness
(=§iinyala) does this Trndition elucidate?

Answer: This Trndition only elucidates
the Emptiness of Living Beings, and it does not
discuss the Emptiness of the Dharmas.
'Emptiness of Living Beings' means that it
cuts offattachmentto self: within thefiveskandhas
thereisnopersonality or self. Thereareonly thefive
skandhas which join together and which thus are
jX'Ovisionally called 'person.' There is no real
person in them. If one meditates on things in this
way, he will then be awakened to the truths of the
emptiness of self.
However, this Tradition does teach that the
nature of the various dhannas really exist in the
three time periods, and so because of this fact the
othez Trnditions (within Buddhism) have called
this Kusha-shii the Trndition that teaches 'the
emptiness of mman and the existence of dharmas.'

8.
Question: In what way are the causes and
the resultant states of the Three Vehicles (~dI
vakas, Pratyelcabuddhas, and Bodhisattvas) posited within this Tradition?
Answer: Within the Three Vehicles, the
§dlvaka traverses a minimum ofthreelifetimes and
a maximum of some sixty KaIpas in his cultivation
of his practice and his attainment of the result
(which is theSlaleof§dlvakahood). Thereare some
seven stages to his expedient means, and there are
four grades to his resultant state (=srotalIpanna,
salqdJglmin, anlglmya, and IIlhat).
The JIllIlYelcabuddha traverses a minimum
of four lifetimes and a maximum of one hundred
KaIpas in his cultivation of the causes and the
aDainmcnt of his resultant state. He accumulates
causal cultivations and straightaway ascends to the
state of a§aiqa (=llJbat): there is not for him many
7lIchdf,. WmId
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Shinzei's Discourse on Practicing the Samadhi of Meditating on the
Buddha
by Richard K. Payne, Institute of Buddhist Studies, Berkeley, CA
IN1RODUCTION: VISUALIZAnON
PRACTICE
A Ithough the term nembutsu (S': buddhlInusm~ti)

from the Buddhist tradition, it is clear that the
"five-fold nembulSu" forms a single ritual, a pjjj§
or sldhsnL Seeing the ''five-fold nembulSu" as a
single ritual gives 8 new significance to the practices as forming an integrated whole, rather than
simply being a listing of five kinds of nembutsu
practice, each of which may be practiced in isolation from one another. Central to such a ritual
would be the fourth of the five components:
nembuJsu zammai (S: buddMnusmrti sam6dJu), or
the "sam6dhi of medilating on the Buddha."
Sam6dhi is 8 term having many subtly different
shades of meaning in different contexts. Here,
however, it is best understood as visualization.
How Vasubandhu would have underslOOd such a
practice to be effective has been discussed by
Edward Conze: "when in a prescribed and disciplined manner and with spiritual intent we move in
8 trance away from the empirical reality of a given
stimulus, we do not thereby move off into a realm
of mere phanlasy, but come into contaet with
something - truer to what is really there than that
which we found in the sensory world ....
This underslanding of the efficacy of visualization practice is not limited to the Yogacara
school, however. The Meditation on the Buddha of
lnOnile Life Su/ta (1: KarunurylJju-kylJ; S: title
reconstructed as ArniMyurbuddMnumsm{tisjj/ta,
T 365) has sixteen different medilations on
Amilllyus Buddha. The eighth and ninth of these
sixteen are very close in content to the kinds of
visualizations employed in Vasubandhu's "five-

rlis used today almost synonymously with the
recitation of the name of Amida Buddha, in the
history of Buddhism it has comprised 8 large
number of different practices. In The Discourse on
the Pure Land 1 allributed to the famous fourth
century Buddhist thinker Vasubandhu (J: Seshin),
nembutsu practice-the practice of meditating on
the Buddha. or keeping the Buddha in mind-is
organized under five headings. One of the main
reasons that Vasubandhu' s l{5do-ron became
important in East Asian Pure Land thought is the
attention given to it by the Chinese Pure Land
master T'an-luan (1: Donran, 488-554), who produced his own commentary on the work.
According to Vasubandhu and T'an-luan,
nembutsu practice is organized into five components: (I) worship, which employs one's own
body, such as bowing; (2) the verbalization of
praises directed toward Amida Buddha, such as the
invocation of his name; (3) establishing 8 clear
resolution to be reborn in the Pure Land of Amida
Buddha; (4) visualizing Amida Buddha as present
in the Pure Land; and (5) the turning over of the
mcrit of onc's practice to the benefit of sentient
beings, as well as the intent that, once one has been
born in thePure Band, one will devote one's efforts
to the liberation of all other sentient beings.'
Vasubandhu's "five-fold nembutsu" is
usually treated as simply 8 list of five different
kinds of nembulSu practice. However, when
compared with other specifically ritual practices
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Cold nembutsu." Slikyamuni Buddha explains the
purpose oCthe eighth and ninth meditations, saying
thac

tion, and concentration may be improved through
focusing attention On any object Further, it is not
clear that improving one's abilities 10 concentrate
is itself conducive to enlighlCnmenL If, however,
the point of the practice is 10 experience directly
the presence of the Buddha in the Pure Und, then
the more accurately the mental visual image fully
manifests that experience, the better. It is this
practice of visualizing the Buddha which Shinzei

... each buddha-tathlgata, as the body oC the
dharma-realm, pervades the mind oC all sentient beings. Therefore, when you perceive a
buddha in your mind, it is your mind which
possesses the thirty-two prominent features
and the eighty secondary allributes; your miod
becomes a buddha; your mind is a buddha;
and the wisdom of the buddhas-true, universal, and ocean-like--<lrises from this mind.
ThereCore, you should single-mindedly fIX
your thoughts and clearly perceive the Buddha, Tathligata, Arhat, and Samyaksambud-

discussesinhisDiscowseonPnlcticing/heSam6dhi
of Medim/ing on the Buddha..
SHINZEI, nSHO DAISm

Shinzei was born in 1443 and died in 1495,
placing him in the middle of the Muromachi era
(1336-1573). His major residence was the temple
of Saiky~ji in Shiga, and he received the titles
Enkai Kokushi and Jishl! Daishi. The tradition of
his leaChing was maintained by the branch oC
Tendai known eponymously as the Shinzei-ha.
Two of his works are 10 be found in the TaisM
edition of the canon: the Sruhin Mgo(T 2420) aod
the Nembutsu zammai Mgo (T 2421).' It is the
latter of these two which is translated below under
the title Discourse on Practicing the Sam§dhi of
Meditating on the Buddha.
Shinzei was a Tendai monk and his work
represents a dual response 10 the developments of
Kamakura and Muromachi Buddhism. On the one
hand he is part of the continuing reform efCorts
which went on within the older sects, while on the
other, he attempts to rebuild nembutsu practice as
a part of Tendai, responding 10 the splitting off of
the single-practice nembutsu sects. Robert E.
Morrell has pointed out that the typical image oC
the older sects during the Kamakura era as being
composed "of an enervated, COIIUpt clergy paodering 10 a frivolous aristocracy and attacking the new
movements merely because (they) feared a loss of
power and prestige" is not an accurate one, but
rather a "carical11re." Morrell discusses several
other figures who were also active in reforming the
older Buddhist traditions from within the tradi-

dba'
In oIherwords, enlightened consciousoessthe "buddha-mthKgata, as the body oC the dharmarealm"-is already present in the minds of all
sentient beings. Visualizing a Buddha, therefore,
manifests that enlightened consciousness. One
realizes enlightenment, in the literal meaning of
"to make real," through visualization.
This understaoding of the SOIeriologicaI
efficacy of visualization practice is in marked
conlIaSt with modem, Western approaches 10
Buddhistpractice. Forexample, Allan A. Andrews
in his excellent work The Teachings Essential for
Rebhth says that "The Buddha (who was not
always Amitmlha) was often Ire8Ied as a focus of
concentration rather than an object oC devotion ....
These two categories-devotion and concentratio~ not the only two forms of Buddhist
SOIeriology, and 10 limit our understanding of how
Buddhists have themselves understood the efficacy of practice 10 Ihese two is a false dichotomy.
Visualization as the means by which one manifests
one's already enlightened consciousness offers a
third possible way of understanding the efficacy oC
practice. Additionally, it serves 10 shed light on the
complexity of the visualizations employed. Devotional practice per se does not require visualiza11Ie l'llcilic World
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tions. Shinzei is himself in line with these internal
refonneJS.
Shinzei's efforts to revitalize nembutsu
within the context ofTendai are based on Saicho's
own understanding of Tendai as a univelll8i fonn
of Buddhism which integrated the Lotus teaching
of the Chinese master Chih-i (538-597), Buddhist
Tantra, Ch'an style meditation, vinaya. Pure Und
style devotion to AmitJbha, and elements from
Shinto.'
Shinzei's Discourse reflects the traditional
view of die efficacy of die "SIIIlI.fdhi of meditating
on the Buddha." which as we have seen above
dates back to the Meditstion Sutra and Vasubandhu. The opening stalement is an assertion of
the identity of entering the"sam8dhi of meditating
on the Buddha" and entering the Pure Land of
Amid&, SukMvsti. He goes on to assert that
repeated practice of the visualization is what
produces the desired benefits, and that to seek such
benefits through any means other than dlis visualization practice is pointless. He closes wilh a vow
that he will assist future practitioners of the meditation on the Buddha.
Shinzei's effort torefonn Tendai and to stimulate nembutsu JlI1ICtice produced a movement
which became a significant part of the Tendai
tradition. Tuday, after almost five centuries, the
Shinzei-ha is the third largest subsect of Tendai.
The Saiky6-ji remains the headquarters of the
Shinzei-ha, and there are "approximately 430
branch temples in Omi, rse and Echizen regions."'·

4. Edward Conze, Buddhist Thought in
India, p. 254.

5. Ryukoku University Translation Center,
The Meditstion on the Buddha of InfInite Life
Sutra, p. 51.
6. Allan A. Andrews, The Teachings Essential fOf'Rebirth, p. 57.
7. Paul Demitville, et Bl., Rq,enoire du
CBIIOn Bouddhique Sino-Jsponais, p. 277.
8. Robert E. Morrell, Ksmskwa Buddhism,
p.22.
9. Ibid., p. 13.

10. Daigan Matsunaga and Alicia
Matsunaga, Foundation of Jspaoose Buddhism,
2:292.

TRANSLATION
Disooune 0/1 Prscticing /be Sam6dhi of MeditstiIlg 0/1 the Buddha (NembutsuzammsihiJgo, T
2421)
by Shinzei, JisM Daishi (1443 to 1495); translated
by Richard K. Payne'

When one enters the SIIIlI.fdhi of meditating
on the Buddha, the Land of Extreme Bliss
(SukMval1) is immediately revealed, (and one
may) revere the many Buddhas of the three times
both day and night (i.e., continually). Many gods
(i.e., kanu) will come together' where (Amida
Buddha's) name is continually recited. Gracious
deities of one's own good fortune' will gather,
joining the assembly. Frequently repeating these
mental images over and over produces the benefits
of meditating on the Buddha. Those people who
look elsewhere-in the world of suffering
(SIIIpSlnI}-are like (those who) enter the Mountain of Treasures, but return empty-handed.
I will guide all sentient beings eternally,
coming near the seat of future practitioners of the
meditation on the Buddha. Whenever thoughts of
doubt arise, entering into concentration should

FOOlNOTES
1. The following abbreviations are employed in the essay: "S" for "Sanskri~" "]" for
"Japanese," 'T' for "TaisM canon number."
2. J: JlJdo-ron, or more fully, MuryijjukyiJubsdsishs-gsnshlJge, S reconstruction:
SukMVIIlivyahopade§s, T 1524.
3. Encyclopedis of Religion. S.v. "T'anluan." by Roger Corless.
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produce the mind of great faith foc the pnlClilioner.
If having mentally concentrated on Amida, the
pnlCtitioner's mind (is still) distmcted, (then) I
shall become a Buddha (only after) a long time.
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'mANSLATION F001NOTES
1. I wish 10 express my appreciation In Carl
Bielefeldt, A1fred Bloom, and especially In Kenneth Tanaka, each of whom assisted me with Ibis
banSialioo. Any etrOlS are of course my own.
2. Reading "tama; collect, gather" foc"tama;
jewel."
3. Go nikki myOjin. The compound nikki is
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Genshin's Essentials of Pure Land Rebirth and the
Transmission of Pure Land Buddhism to Japan.
Part m. The Third Phase of Transmission: An Examination
of the Populist Methods and Ideas Introduced by Gensbin
By Allan A. Andrews,

Department of Religion, University of Vennon~ Burlington

!he cultivation or efficacy of nembutsu [Andrews
19901. The fltSt such chapter is ChapterFour which
gives instructions for !he comprehensive cultivation oforIhodox nembutsu. Let us begin our exami-

n Part One of Ihis sIlIdy we examined !he first

I and second phases of transmission oCPure Land
teachings to Japan during the Nara [646-7941 and
earlyHeian [794-11851 periods [Andrews 1989]. In
Part Two we demons1J8ted wilh a stalistical survey
of Ihe worlcs cited by Genshin' s Essentials ofPure
Land Rcbhth [OJ{J y{Jsbu1' that Ihe Essentials had
frequent recourse not only 10 major Pure Land
scriptures, but also 10 !he worlcs of !he Chinese Sui
[581-6181 and early T'ang [618-907] period populist Pure Land teachers Tao-ch'o [DOshalru, 5626451, Shan-laO [ZendO, 613-6811. Chia-ts'ai
[KazJIi, d. after 6481, and Huai-kan [Ekan, d. 7101
[Andrews 19901. 2 Here in Part Three of Ihis study
our task: is 10 determine exactly which ideas and
methods of these scriptures and mastelS was 1J8nsmilled and recommended 10 Japan by !he Essentials of Pure Land Rebirth. We will explore !hose
sections of Ihe Essentials which set out Genshin' s
views on Ihe cultivation of nembu/su and its benefits, briefly describe Iheir contents, and determine
Ihe sources oflhese ideas as indicated by Genshin' s
citations and references.'

nation Ihere" Here is an outline of that chapter:
IV. The Right Cultivation of Nembutsu
1. The Dharma-gate of Worship
2. The Dharma-gate of Praise

3. The Dharma-gate of Resolve
(1) Relative vows - Conforming to
relative trulh
(2) Ultimate vows - Conforming 10
Ultimale Truth
4. The Dharma-gate of Contemplative Examination
(1) Buddha-mark contemplation
(2) General buddha contemplation
i. Contemplation of the phenomenal
buddha
ii. Contemplation of the noumenal
buddha
(3) Simplified buddha contemplation
i. Contemplation of Ihe "wisdomeye" buddha-mark or one's own
rebirth in the Pure Land
ii. Extremely simplified buddhareflection
(4) Buddha-reflection for those who can
not contemplate
5. The Dharma-gale of Dedication of Merit

SOURCES OF TIlE ESSEN77ALS OF PURE
LAND REBIR11fFOR TIlE PROPER
~TIVATIONOFNEhW~U

In Part Two we presented an outline of Ihe
Essentials which designated in bold print !hose
chapters and sections wilh important teachings on
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Genshin opens Chapter Four with this citation [Hanayama, 1.123]:'
As it says in the Pure Land Shastra of Vasubandhu Bodhisattva, ''Those who fully cultivate the five Dhanna-gates of buddha-reflection will eventually be reborn in the Land of
Peaceand Blissandbehold Arnitabba Buddha.
Thesefiveare: (l)theDhanna-gateofworship,
(2) the Dhanna-gate ofpraise, (3) theDhannagateofresolve, (4) lheDhanna-gateofcontemplative examination, and (5) lhe Dhanna-gate
of dedication of meriL"
In Part Two we identified lhe Vasubandhu
PureLandShastra as a primary Pure Land scripture
[Andrews 1990]. This wolk recommends lhe five
Dhanna-gate of buddha-reflection [gonen mon] as
bolh the sources and expressions of lhe failh in
Arnitabba Buddha which will bring about rebirth in
lhe Pure Land [Kiyota 19781. Furthennore, lhis
text was lhe vehicle used by T'an-luan [Donran,
488-c. 554] for his fonnulation of the fundamental
principles of populist Pure Land piety. Thus it is
significant that Genshin draws upon this primary
PureLand scripture for the oQ!anizing categories of
his presentation of "right" [8M], i.e., orthodox,
ncmbu/su cultivation.
This text, and especially its five Dhannagates of buddha-reflection bave anoiher important
link ID lhe populist Pure Land tradition. In his
preface ID a collection of devotional hymns, the
HymnsinPraiseofPureLandRebirtb, the populist
master Shan-lao summarized the minimum necessary Pure Land practices using these same five
categories [T47.438c439al. However, bolh the
order and the content of Shan-lao'S five gates of
buddha-reflection differ from those of the VasubandhuPureLand Shastra. Shan-tao juxtaposes lhe
gateofcontemplative examination [kanza/su monl
and lhe gate of resolution [sangan monl. We will
see shortly !hat while Genshin' s sequence of
Dhanna-gates is lhe same as that of the VasubandhuPureLand Shastra, his treatments of several of
7bePacific World
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these five practices were considerably influenced
by Shan-tao.
Genshin's prescriptions for implementing
the first two Dhanna-gates, the gates of worship
[raihaimonl and praise [sandan monl, do not significantly differ from lhose of lhe Vasubandhu
Pure Land Shastra. It is notable, lhough, !hat
Genshin recommends the hymns of Shan-tao's
HymnsinPndseofPureLandRebirtb as a suitable
liturgy for lhe gate of worship [Hanayama 1.126].
The Essentials begins its presentation of the gate
of praise wilh a citation from another primary Pure
Land scripture, lhe "Chapter on lhe Easy Practice"
of lhe Nagarjuna Shastra on /he Ten Bodhisattva
SIJJges. This text was very significant for lhe
development of populist Pure Land piety because
itrecommendsfaith in AmitabbaBuddhaas an easy
palh ID salvation and emphasizes the invocation of
Arnitabba's name as a way ID express failh in this
savior buddha [Ina-gaki 19831. Introducing lhe
gates of praise, Genshin notes [Hanayama 1.1261:
As it says in the lhird scroll' of the Nagarjuna
Shastra on the Ten Bodhisattva Stages,
"Arnitabba Buddha's original vow is as follows, 'If lhere are persons who reflect on me
and take refuge in me by calling on my name,
they will attain the stabJS of lhose assured [of
buddhahood] and will achieve perfect enlightenment',"
This seems ID bea summary ofseveraloflhe
original vows of Arnitabha, which are lhe central
feature of Pure Land mylhology and soteriology.'
In lhis way, lhe fundamental ideas of several
primary Pure Land scriptures - the Vasubandhu
PureLand Shastra, lhe ''Chapter on the Easy Practice," and lhe LargerPureLand Sutra - are woven
inlD Genshin's presentations of the gates of worship and praise.
It is in his treatments of the gates of resolve
and contemplation that Genshin diverges significantly from lhe characterization in the VasubandhuPureLandShastraand incorporates ideasoflhe
New Se:rit:3, No. 7, 1991
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populistPureLandmasters. The VasubandhuPure
LandShBslnl characterizes the gates of resolve and
contemplative examination as fonns, respectively,
of the tmditional Buddhist meditation techniques
"concentnUion" [shamata; Skl, /amathal and
"contemplation" [bibas/uuur. Skl, vipa§)'8IIA].
Like Shan-tao, Genshin dispenses with this fonnulation. In his characterization of the gate ofresolve,
Genshin draws on the populist Pure Land master
Tao-ch'o (Shan-lao'S teacher), who describes resolve as arousing the aspiralion for the highest enlightenment in the fonn of aspiration to save self
and oIhers mulll8lJy into the Pure Land. Genshin
quotes the following passage from Tao-<:h' 0' s
Assembled Passages on the Land of Peace and
Bliss [Hanayama, 1.1291:

Pure Land rebinh is actually a selfish avoidance of
the obligation to help other suffering beings in this
world. In his response Genshin cites the T'ien-t'ai
Ten Doub/s on thePureLsnd [JDdojilgironl to the
effect that those who seek Pure Land rebinh based
upon right resolution do so in Older to return to the
world of suffering as huddhas and thereby save
beings in the most expeditious manner possible.
Thus we fmd that the T'ien-t'ai Ten Doubts. a
populist Pure Land work allributed to Chih-i [Andrews 19891 is also employed by Genshin to defend
his populist interpretation of the gate of resolve.'·
Theg8leofcontemplativeexaminationisfor
Genshin the most important of the five Dharmagates.Itcanbeconsideredthecentra1teachingofthe
entire Essentials of Pure Land Rebirth. It is here
that Genshin actually describes various types of
nembu/su, from the most rigorous to the simplest.
And it is here that we find among the five gates the
strOngest influence of the populist Pure Land
masterShan-tao. As practicesofthegateofcontemplative examinalion Genshin sets OUI four different
methods of nembutsu: (I) buddha-mark contemplation [bessDkanl, (2) general buddhacontemplation [s&1/! kanl, (3) simplified buddha contemplation lz/JJyaku kanl, and (4) nc:mbutsu for those
who are imlpable ofbuddha-Q)fltemplation [fulan
bnnenl." Fust we should noIc that this IreIIbnent
of contemplation is quite different from that ol the
VasuhandhuPureLsnd ShBslrB, where the gate of
contemplative examination consists of contemplation upon twenty-nine glories of Amitabha Buddha, his bodhisallVas, and his land. Genshin' s four
types of nembutsu confonn more to the nembu/su of the Amitabha Coolmlp/ation Sulnl [KammurytJju kJrc'l, of Chih-i's constantly walking
SIII1IIIdhi [jlJgyfJ sammatl, and of Shan-tao's
Methods and Meri/s of Samadhi [Kannen Mmonl. Genshin presents these four types of nc:mbutsu as alternatives - the fltSt two are very &nIuous, the last two successively easier.
As buddha-mark contemplation, the fltSt of
the four varieties, Genshin frn enjoins contemplation of the lotus blossom dais of Amitablla, then of

The VasubandhuPureLandShBslrB says, ''To
arouse aspiralion for perfect enlightenment is
to resolve to become a buddha; to resolve to
becomea buddha is to aspire to save all beings;
to aspire to save all beings is to aspire to
embrace all beings and together be reborn into
a buddha-land ....
Genshin then proceeds to prescribe as the
aclual melhod of cultivating the gate of resolve the
taking of the four universal bodhisallva vows' from
the perspectives of both relative and ultimate truth.
Citing the Greal Coocenlnltion and ConremplJltion of Chih-i as his authority for the ultima/e fonn
of the vows [enri ganl, he insists that nembu/su
practicers undertake the four vows with the understanding that those saved, the savior, and resolve
itself are neither existent nor nonexistent, but are
ideIltical to the Middle Way [chiid6J [Hanayama
1.131-1321. This is an example of Genshin's
skillful integration of populist Pure Land and
T'ien-t'ai positions in the Essentials.
Genshinconcludes his exposition of the gate
of resolution with a series of questions and answers
exploring the feasibility and effectiveness of res0lution for those sedring Pure Land rebinh. One of
theseisahypotheticalaccusationthataspiralionCor
7!JcoPocir~
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though Chih·i sought by this exercise enlighten·
ment and not Pure Land rebirth. Shan·tao, on the
other hand, providedamoredetailed model for this
method of nembutsu, and moreover a more devotiooal style in search of Pure Land rebirth rather
than immediate enlightenment
The second type of nembutsu described by
Genshin, general buddha contemplation, shows no
influence of the populist Pure Land masters. How·
ever, its descriptions of Amitabha Buddha draw
heavily on the Amitabha Contemplation Sutra,
and its melhod of nembutsu upon the Great Con·
templation and Concentration. Again, in typical
T'ien·t'ai (i.e., Tendai) fashion, Genshin urges con·
templation of not only the phenomenal Buddha,
but also of the Buddha's noumenal Dharma-em·
bodiment [hosshin]. This was the acme of medita·
tive endeavor for the Tendai School, and for Gen·
shin as well. But, undoubtedly because Genshin
realized that this form of nembutsu was too diffi·
cult for most laymen, he proceeds to present two
easier forms of nembutsu, forms designed to
achieve Pure Land rebirth rather than immediate
enlightenment.
The flfSt of these, as we have indicated, is
called simplified Buddha contemplation. It de·
scribes several successively simpler objects of
contemplation - flfSt contemplation of the ''wis·
dom-eye" buddha·made (again), then of a scenario
of the nembutsu practicer himself being illumined
by the light from this buddha·marlc, and then a
scene orvision of the practicer beingrebom into the
Pure Land at death. While these forms of contem·
plation have their pardigms in the Amitabha Con·
templation Sutra ,14 Ihey are also emphasized in
Shan·tao's Methods and Merits of Samadhi
[f47.24b; Inagaki 1966, 2()"2l] , and thus
Genshin's choice of these forms may have been
influenced as well by Shan·tao.
The last form of nembutsu presented by
Genshin for Ihe gate of contemplative examination
is for Ihose unable to contemplate the buddha·
maries. In a well·known passage of the Essentials
Genshin urges practicers to just "call and reflect"

fony·two ofhis buddha·marles." He concludes by
notingthatShan·taorecommends,aftcrcontempla·
tion of the series of buddha·marIes, contemplation
of the single buddha·marlc of the Buddha's "wis·
dom-eye" [byakug"l. Genshin refers to the Great
Perfection ofWisdom Sutra [Dai hannya gyD] , the
Amitabha Contemplation Sutra and the Buddha

Contemplation Samadhi Ocean Sutra [Kambutsu
sammaikai ky6] as his sources for buddha·marlc
contemplation, but other influences arediscemable
as well, chiefly those of Shan·tao's Methods and
Merits of Samadhi and Chih·i's Great Contem·
plation and Concentration.
It is very likely that Genshin's buddha·made
contemplation was influencedbyShan·tao's Meth·
ods and Merits of Samadhi of Contemplation and
Reflection upon the Ocean·like Features of Ami·
tabba Buddha because of the struclUral and other
similarities between Genshin' s exercise and Shan·
tao's instructions for buddha contemplation sa·
madhi. The Methods and Merits instructs pnIC.
ticers lUst to contemplate twenty·four of
Amitabha's buddha·marles, then the Buddha's
lotus dais, and fmally the wisdom-eye buddha·
made. Genshin' s buddha·made contemplation is
similar in that - as we have just seen - it begins
with the dais, proceeds to the buddha·marIes, and
concludes with a recommendation to contemplate
the wisdom-eye. Also, the descriptive details oflhe
various contemplations of both masters are based
on Ihe same texts, the Buddha Contemplation
Samadhi Ocean Sutra and the Amitabha Contem·
plation Sutra. Moreover, Yagi KOe has demon·
s1nUCd numerous internal similarities and parallels
betweenGenshin'sforty·twomarksandShan·tao's
series of twenty·four [1940, 196-201]. On theother
hand, the constantly walking samadhi of Chih·i's
Great Contemplation and Concentration also pre.
scribes contemplation of Amitabha's buddha·
maries [f46.l2a]." It is clear that Genshin was
influenced by both of these masters. Buddha·made
contemplation was authentic nembutsu for Gen·
shin because it was a method taught by the founder,
Chih·i, of his mother·school, Ihe Tendai, even
TheP.cilic World
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[sMnen) on Amida Buddha continuously and
W1CeasingIy, 8l all times and places, day and night
wilh all their might, while thinking of taking
refuge in the Buddha, of their own rebirth in the
Pure Land (again), or of being illumined by the
Buddha'sglmy [Hanayama, 1.191-192). Thepamdigms for this nembulsu, both in scenes of Pure
Land rebirth and in fervid continuous utterance of
the invocation to Amitabha, are once more to be
found in the Amimbha Contemplation Sulra, in
the concluding passages of this text which urge
those in the throes of death and WlBble to contemplale to uninterruptedly utter the Buddha's name
len times in longing for rebirth. We should not
overlook probable influence again, however, from
thalvery importanttextforthetransmission ofPure
Land devotional ism to Japan, the Greal Contemplation and Concenlration. The Great Contemplation and Concentration's instructions for constantly walking samadhi also urge the practicer to
continually call and reflect on the Buddha And finally Shan-tao's Methods and Mails of Samadhi
also emphatically urges those meditating on the
Buddha to call uninterruptedly on his name as well
in aspiration for rebirth into his land [T47 .23b;

prominent too as the source of central ideas and
p3CticestheT'ien-t'aiscripture Greal Contemplation and ConcentratiOll. Thus Genshin skillfully
blended an amalgam of the familiar and the new."
SOURCES OF THE ESSENTIALS OF PURE
LAND REBLR11l0N THE FAITH AND
COMMITMENT NECESSARY FOR

NEMBUTSU
Section Two of Chapter Five of the Essentials deals with the proper manner of nembu/SU
practice and the faith with which it should be cultivated. Here is an outline of that section:
2. The Manner of Practice
(1) The four modes of practice

i. Life-long
ii. Reverent
iii. Ceaseless
iv. Exclusive
(2) The three kinds of faith of the
AmitabhA Contemplation Sulra
i. Sincere faith
ii. Deep faith
iii. Faith which dedicates all
merits toward the mulllal
rebirth of self and others

lnagaki 1966, 11)."

To summarize our examination of populist
influences upon the teachings of the Essentials of
Pure Land Rebirth for proper nembulsu, we have
found as was to beexpected thatprimary PureLand
scriptures, those elucidated and popularized by the
populist Pure Land school - the V/ISllbandhu
PureLandShaslra, the Nagarjuna "Chapter on the
Easy Practice," theLargerPureLand SUIra and !he
Amitabha Contemplation SUIra - were among
Genshin's most important sowces. However, we
have also found thai at several important pointscharacterizal.ion of the meanings and relationships
of the gates of resolve and contemplative examination, the defmition of proper resolve, and the description of authentic buddha-contemplation !he populist masters Tao-ch'o and Shan-tao, whose
ideas were hi!herto virtually unknown in Japan,
were also heavily drawn upon. Finally we found
'lb. Podfic World

As we can see, the major topics of this
section are the SlH:ailed four modes of nembulsu
cultivation [ShugyO Sl5""1 and the three kinds of
faith which should accompany nembulsu. The four
modes defme the degree of commitment with
which nembulsu should be pursued. It should be
life-long [chOjil, ceaseless [onjil), reverent
[moken), and exclusive [muy/J]. Genshin elucidates each of these with quotes from the Standarrllnterpretations on the WestemLand and from
Shan-tao'sHymnsinl'raiseofPureLandRebirth.
The second topic of this section, the three
kinds of faith [sanjin) which should accompany
nembutsu practice, derives from the Amitabha
Contemplation SUIra. Genshin quotes the passage
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of the Contemplation Sutra which sets these out
[Hanayama 1.2081:

in the Essentials.'" Actually it is a work strongly
influenced by the T'ien-t'ai TenDoubtson thePure
Land and the populist Pure Land movement in
general. Like the T'ien-t'ai Ten Doubts, it also
defends Pure Land faith and argues its superiority
overothervigorousmovementsoftheT'angPeriod
such as the Three Stages School [San-chieh-chiao;
Sangai ky"l. the Ch'an School, and Maitreya
devotionalism. Like the Ten Doubts it was
strongly influenced by populist Pure Land worlcs
extending all the way back ID Tao-ch'o's Assembled Passages on the Land ofPeace and Bliss
[Mochizuki. 279-290 and 300-302]. And also like
the TenDoubtsit was ascribed ID a famous master.
the first patriarch of the Fa-hsiaog [Hossll1
School, T'zu-en or K'uei-chi [Jion or Kiki, 6326821 [Weinstein 1959]. Therefore. while not a
product of the populist Pure Land masters, it is a
work strongly influenced by their movement.

Question: ... When we cultivate nembutsu,
what attitude should we have?
Answer. The Contemplation Sutra says, "If
sentient beings who aspire ID rebirth in that
land arouse three kinds of faith, they will be
reborn. These are (I) sincere faith [&binj"
shin1, (2) deep faith Uinshin1, and (3) faith
which dedicates [all of its merit1 in aspiration
[for rebirth1 [eke" hotsugan shin1."
He then quotes Shan-tao's interpretation of
these three kinds of Pure Land faith from his
Hymns in Praise of Pure Land Rebirth." In this
way the rich meanings given by Shan-tao ID these
three important but cryptic notions [Andrews 1973,
71-72] are incorporated inlD the teachings on
nembutsu cultivation of the Essentials.
We mentioned above that in the preface ID
his Hymns in Praise ofPure Land Rebirth Shantao summarized the minimum necesssary Pure
Land practices as those of the five gates of buddhareflection. In that preface he also summarized the
faith and mode of practice necessary for rebirth as
the four modes and three types of faith adopted
here by Genshin. Thus Genshin has now incorporated inlD the Essentials all three components of
Shan-tao's summary: (1) Faith [an-hsin; anjin],l0
the Contemplation Sutra's three forms of faith;
(2) practice [eh 'i-hsing; kigY"l. the five Dharmagatesofbuddha-reflection;and(3)modeofpraclice
[tso-ych;saglJl, the four modes of nembutsu cullivation. In this way Genshin inlrOduced ID Japan
one of the most important continental formulations of populist Pure Land faith and practice."
It is also significant that Genshin cites the
Standard Interpretations on the Westem Land
here. Hithertn we have treated this text as merely
one of the miscellaneous worlcs frequently cited
TheP.cilic World

RESOURCES OF THE ESSENTIALS OF
PURE LAND REBIR71fFOR NEMBUTSU
FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS
We have examined the resources of the Essentials for the comprehensive cultivation of
nembutsu and for the attitudes and faith which
should accompany this practice. Let us now examine its resources for the cultivation of two special
forms of nembutsu [betsuji ncmbutsu] - nembutsu for intensive sessions UinjD betsugY"l and
extreme nembutsu, i.e., nembutsu for the hour of
death [rinjii gy"gl].
The Essentials sets out detailed instructions
for two types of intensive nembutsu sessions - a
seven-day session and a ninety-day session. Each
is acquired from a continental master and presented
in extensive quotations. The seven-day session is
derived from Shan-tao's Methods and Merits of
Samadhi; the ninety-day session is the constantly
walking samadhi of the Great Contemplation and
Concentration which SaichO had long before prescribed for his Tendai monks [Andrews 19891.
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Both of these methods entail around the clock,
intensive contemplation and invocation of Amitabha Buddha.
The Essentials gives instructions from three
different sources for extreme nembutsu. The first
source is the Summary of the Four Part Vinaya
[ShiblUl nlsu sho] which purports to describe the
manner in which dying monlcs were attended
within an ''Evanescence Chapel" [mujIJin] in the
Jetavana Grove during the time of Gautama Buddha. The second source is a text which we have seen
Genshin tum to frequently - Shan-tao's Methods
and Merils of Samadhi. Genshin quotes from this
text passages which enjoin friends and relatives to
assemble and assist dying aspirants to repent of
their transgressions, contemplate their own rebirth
into the Pure Umd, and "with mind and mouth in
accord ceaselessly to call and call" on the Buddha
of Limitless Life [Hanayama, 1.300-301]. We may
detect a similarity between these instructions of
Shan-tao for dying aspirants and Genshin's instructions above for "simplified buddha contemplation" and for those unable to contemplate the
buddha-marks. As we noted then, Genshin was
probably influenced in his formulation of that
minimal nembulsu by Shan-laO's instructions for
extreme nembutsu. If so, this means that Genshin
conceived of that simplest and easiest nembutsu
primarily as a measure for the hour of death. But
then, we must keep in mind that for so sincere and
committed a Buddhist as Genshin, the hour of
death was always at hand.
The third resource which Genshin utilizes
for extreme nembutsu is Tao-ch'o's Assembled
Passages on IheLand ofPeace and Bliss. Hequotes
Tao-ch'o urging the formation of nembulsu
fellowships to prepare for the cultivation of Dembulsu at the hour of death [Hanayama, 1.302]:

they want to? They should make an arrangement beforehand with four or five like-minded
persons, and on the approach of death remonstrate with one another, call on Amilabha's
name, long for rebirth in the Pure Land, and
continuously calling and calling, cause one
another to accomplish ten relfections on the
Buddha.""
It seems that Genshin truly took this advice
to heart. The Nembutsu-samadhi Society of
Twenty-five founded by Genshin was exactly such
a group of "like-minded persons" dedicated to
mutual assislllnce in the fulfillment of death-bed
nembulsu [Andrews 1989].
To summarize our examination of
Genshin's resources for special occasion nembulsu,
we have found a heavy reliance on the Chinese
populistPureLand masters Tao-ch' 0 and Shan-tao,
especially Shan-tao. Shan-laO provided models for
both intensive nembulsu sessions and extreme
nembutsu. In fact, a pattern has clearly emerged
with respect to Genshin's resources for nembulsu
instruction. The most prominent resources ultilized by the BssentialsofPureLandRebirth forinstruction in nembutsu cultivation, aside from Pure
Landandothersutraandshastra texts, have been the
works of the Chinese master Chili-i, Shan-tao and
Tao-ch'o. Shan-lao and Tao-ch'o are of course
among the most imporlant populist masters and
Chih-i is the founder of the T'ien-t'ai School.
Genshin not only introduced new, more populist
methods of nembutsu to Japan, he also attempted
to assure the orthodoxy of these new forms by
integrating them with the traditional and revered
Tendai forms.22

RESOURCES OF TIlE ESSENTIALS OF
PURE LAND REBIRTH FOR TIlE
EFFICACY OF NEMBUTSU

Preceptor Tao-ch'o says, ''When the keen
winds ofdeath descend on them and a hundred
pains fill their bodies, if they have not practiced beforehand, how can they [the ordinary,
deluded morta1] reflect on the Buddha even if
The Pat:i/ic World

Chapter Seven of the Essentials enumerates
and scriplUrally documenlS the various benefilS of
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we can point out that Yagi KOe demonstrated in a
meticulous study conducted almost five decades
ago extensive influence of the Methods and Merits
of SlII1Iadhi upon this chapter of the Essentisls
[Yagi 1940, 308-332].
In Chapter Eight Genshin further documents the efficacy of nembutsu cultivation, this
time the eff1C8Cy of easy invocational nembu/s/L
Our quantitative survey showed that while thereare
no citations of populist masters in this chapter,
noneIheless, primary Pure Land scriptures account
for two-Ihinls of its references and quotes
[Andrews 1990, Table 4].
Thus theinfluenceofthepopulislPureLand
movement upon Chapters Seven and Eight is quite
apparent. However, these chapters do not make the
most important claims of the Essentials on the
IOpic of the efficacy of nembuts/L By Genshin's
age the power of nembu/su and other practices 10
bring about rebirth for those capable of dedicated
cultivation and strict morality was generally accepted. What was in doubt was the savability of
the ordinary undisciplined, deluded, morally
flawed person [bombu ; SkI., p{1hagjans) by
nembutsu at the hour of death. It was exactly this
radical soteriology which the continental populist
Pure Land masters arfmned. And this affmnation
the Essentisls lI1Insmitted 10 Japan. The issue of
the savability of the most destitute is taken up by
the Esscntisls principally in sections one, two and
five of Chapter Ten, "Discussion of Issues. "Let us
examine these sections.

nembu/su cultivation [nembu/su riyaku]. Here is
an outline of that chapter:

vn. The Benefits of Nembutsu [Nembutsuriyaku]
1. The Benefit of Extinguishing Evil
Kanna and Generating Good
[me/suzai shiJzen]
2. The Benefit of Receiving ProIection
[myDloku gojl1

3. The Benefit of Seeing Buddha
[gensmn kembutsu]

4. The Benefit of Pure Land Rebirth
[IDIai sMn1

5. The Benefits of Reflecting upon
Amida [Mida be/suyaku]
Of the ninety-three citations in this chapter,
only six areofworks by populist Pure Land masters
[Andrews 1990J. This is agoodelWJlple, however,
of the inadequacy of a merely quantitative evaluation of Genshin's resources. In spite of the fact
that it is cited only once in Chapter Seven, this
chapter was extensively influenced by a populist
work whose impact on the Esscntisls we have
already encountered a number of times - Shantao's Methods and Meri/s of Samadhi. While the
first section of the Melbods and Merits of S/I1TIJldhi sets out, as we have seen, detailed instructions on the cultivation of nembu/su, its second
section, like Chapter Seven of the Essentials, describes and documents five benefits of nembutsu
cultivation - (1) extinguishing evillcarma [metsUZ/U], (2) receiving the protection of the buddhas
and long life [gonen tokuchiJmyil] , (3) seeing the
buddha [kembutsu], (4) being taken in 10 rebirth
in the Pure Land [sessMJ, and (5) assurance of
rebirth [in the Pure Land for ordinary sentient
beings](sMsMl [T47.24c; lnagaki 1984,24]. The
titles of benefits one through four of Chapter Seven
are nearly identical 10 these of the Methods and
Merits, strongly suggesting that Genshin was
heavily influenced by Shan-tao's formulation.
Moreover, while space considerations prevent us
from further considel1ltion here of Chapter Seven,
1IteP.cilic World

RESOURCES DRAWN UPON BY THE
ESSENTIALS OF PURE LAND REBIRTH

10 CONFIRM SALVATION OF THE
DESTITUTE
The issue of whether or nol the common
mortal- deluded, passion ridden, and burdened
with bad karma - could be reborn in Amida' s
Land ofUlter Bliss by means of extreme nembu/su
turned on the answers 10 three basic questions: (1)
What sort of Pure Land is the Land ofUtter Bliss?
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(2) What sort of persons are described as being
reborn there in the Ami/abha Contemplation SuIra. And (3) what sort of nembutsu is guaranteed
effICaCY for rebirth in the Eighteenth Vow of the
Sutra of Limitless Lift!! Section One of Chapter
Ten, ''The Land Uaer Bliss and Its Beings," takes
up the first of these concerns, theonlOlogical status
of the buddha-land, Utter Bliss.
By onlOlogical status is meant the character
of the land as identified with one DC the traditional
three embodiments [saruhinl ofbuddhas and their
buddha-fields or Iand- (1) the absolute, formless,
Dharma-embodiment [ha!:shinl, (2) the superhuman, glorified embodiment of karmic merit, or
merit-embodiment [hlIjinl,'" and (3) the relative,
historical response- or manifestation-ernbodiment [l5jin or keshinJ.'" The onlOlogical status of
Amitabha's land was an important point in detumining the savability of ordinary mortals, because
according 10 the thinking of most ~hools of Chinese Buddhism ordinary beings could not be reborn inlO a genuine Pwe Land, i.e., a Dhanna-embodiment or merit-embodiment land, because such
beings were manifestly impure. And conversely, if
they could be reborn inlO a particular buddha-land,
then that land could not bydefmition be genuinely
pure or totally purified of delusion and inferior
rebirth-paths. Such a land, the logic went, must be
a mere manifested-embodiment, and therefore,
even if sentient beings were reborn there, they
would still reside in SBmSBlll and delusion.
In Section One Genshin first cites the majority opinion of two eminent doctors of the Dharma
- Chih-i and Ching-ying Hui-yuan [JOyO Eon,
523-5921 - that the land Uaer Bliss is a mere
manifestation-embodimenL:IS Then he cites the
minority opinion of populist Pwe Land master
Tao-ch' 0 who refutes the views of other masters
and claims thatAmitabha's land is a merit-embodiment land. To resolve this dispute Genshin quotes
the populist master Chia-ts'ai 10 the effect that all
buddhas receive both merit-embodiment and
manifestation-embodiment lands and that one
should cease futile speculation on the status of
The P.a/ic World

pure lands and just believe the buddhas' teachings,
reflect on Amirabha Buddha and gain rebirth in his
Pwe Land Uaer Bliss, with the implication that
one will then apprehend a land corresponding 10
the quality ofone's practice and understanding and
ultimately gain perfect enlightenment in that
land." Finally, in an unusual, unequivocal expression of his personal opinion, Genshin heartily
concurs with Chia-ts'ai's view. Thus his position
on this fJ1'Stconcemis that although theonlOlogical
status of the land Utter Bliss cannot be definitely
determined, whatever the stalllS of that land, rebirth
there is a very much 10 be desired and will evenlllally lead 10 emancipation. Genshin has thus
skillfuUy introduced the populist position on the
superior status of Amitabha' s Pwe Land without
rejecting the view ofthe founder, Cbih-i, of his own
Tendai School.
In Section Two, ''The Rank of Those Reborn," Genshin takes up the second of the three
major concerns enunciated above, the soteriological path status of the nine grades of beings of the
Contemplation Sutra. Mahayana Buddhism postulates a detailed soteriological path-sttuCI1Jre, a
hierarchy offifty-twostages on the path of !OW enIightenment, buddhahood and nirvana. At the
bottom are ordinary beings with unwholesome
Icarma [sku bombu ; Skt., blJapf1ha&ianal, not yet
even with-in the path strucl1Jre." Above are bodhisattva candidates, that is, those who are striving at
various levels IOwards bodhisattvahood. Above
these two kinds of ordinary beings are holy beings
[sMja; Skt., Siyajanssl, i.e. bodhisattvas, at ten
levels, and finally above them two degrees of
buddhahood. In addition, the Mahayana taught that
the ''Hinayana" also had such a path-suucture,
beginning again with ordinary beings with unwholesomekarma,proceedinglOordinarybeingsat
sevuallevelsofarbatcandidacy,thenlOthreelevels
of arhats, and culminating in buddhahood [Haneda,
&-14; Nakamura, 36781.
The Ami/abha ConlemplBtion Sutra, on the
othec hand, describes nine grades of persons
[kuhonl who achieve rebirth in the Pwe Land, the
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stalUS of die nine grades and maintains Ihat even
the upper Ihn:e grades an: not necessarily of lofty
rank [Hanayama,1.404].'"
The deep influence of die populist school
upon Genshin is furlher confirmed a little fardler
along in this section by Genshin's response to
anodler hypothetical query. This question is posed:
If ordinary, inferior persons can be tebom in the
Pure Land as the AmilBbIui Contemplation SulrB
depicts, why is it tha1 out of the millions whodesin:
tebirtb so few an: successful? Genshin responds
wilhaquotation fromShan-tao's HymnsinPraise
of Pure Land Rebirth which maintains dlat all
aspirants who reflect continuously on die Buddha
to the end of their lives attain tebirtb, but of diose
who tejectexclusive and cultivate mixed practices,
very few an:teborn [Hanayama.1.405406J. Genshin dlen comments dlat by exclusive practices
Shan-tao meant dlefive gates ofbuddha-tefiection,
die Ihn:e kinds of faidl, and die four modes of
practice, in odler words, die minimal necessary
Pure Land practices fonnulated by Shan-tao in die
preface of his Hymns in Praise ofPure Land Rebirth and inlroduced to Japan by Genshin in
Chapters Four and Five of the Essentials.
The dlird of die Ihn:e keys concerns determining the savability of ordinary beings - die
nalUre of the nembutsu set out in the Eighteendl
Vow of the SutraofLimilless Life-is addressed
by Genshin in Section Five of Chaper Ten, "The
Natun: of Extn:me Nembutsu." The Eighteendl
Vow of die SulrB ofLimillessLife seems to promise tebirtb for all, except those who have committed such heinous crimes as patricide and matricide [gogyaku], by means of just sincen: faidl and
ten buddha-tefiections Giinen]. The character of
dlis lICmbutsu was an important consideration for
die savability of ordinary persons, for if it meant
ten contemplative visualizations or instants of
diffIcult contemplative lICmbutsu, dlen the ordinary person would be virtually excluded. On die
other hand, if it meant an easier fonn of nembutsu,

upper grades highly disciplined and virtuous, die
lower grades much less so. The issue of die savability of die most destilUte of persons, i.e., diose
ordinary beings widl evil kanna not yet even on die
paIh-struclUre [sku bombu], hing!ld panially on
die interpretation of die soteric status of dlese nine
grades. If die nine grades were all bodhisattvas or
bodhisattva candidates [or arhat and arhat candidatesJIhen this teaching of the AmilBbha C01I1emp/ation SulrB on die tebirtb of all nine grades
would be iDelevant to die issue of the savability
of die deluded, kannicly burdened onIinary person. On the other hand, if the nine grades wen:, or
included, ordinary, flawed beings, dlen the AmiIBbha ContcmplationSulrB could be \1IKkrstood as
affuming the savability of such persons Ihrough
tebirtb in the Pure Land.
Utilizing die encyclopedic JntetprelBtion
of the Multitude of Pure Land Problems of Huaikarl, Genshin first surveys die opinions of a number of eminent audlorities dlat die upper six of die
nine grades an: all bodbisattvas, bodbisattva candidates, adlats or arhat candidates.'" He dlen makes
the personal judgement dlat whatever die stalUS of
the upper six grades, die lower Ihn:e of the nine
grades an: all evil persons not yet even on die soteriological paIh. Finally, as if to clarify the import
of Ibis judgement, he poses die question, 'To
which of these nine grades do we (i.e., the writer
andreaders of the Essentials) belong?" He emphatically answers, "How could we belong to any other
Ihan die lower Ihn:e grades?" [Hanayama, 1.403].
In other words, the nine grades of people described
by die Contemplation SulrB as savable does indeed include ordinary, destitute persons, who an:
none other Ihan ourselves. The influence of die
populist Pure Land school upon Genshin's view in
dlis tegard becomes clear when in conclusion to
this hypolhetical exchange Genshin notes Ihat on
the basis of scriptural evidence Shan-tao, in his
"Profound Meaning of die ConlJ;mplationSutra,"2P
tejects die opinions of other teachers on the high
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such as invoca1ion of the Buddha's Name, then
even !be ordinary person might be saved by this
practice.
In !be very opening exchange oflhis section
Genshin poses the hypothetical question, "What
kind ofbuddha-reflections is 'ten reflections'?" He
offers two responses. The fllSt is by means of a
quote from Tao-<:h' 0 's AssembledPassages on the
Land ofPeace and Bliss in which Tao-ch '0 maintains that "ten reflections" means just meditatively
reflecting [okunen] on Amitabha, either his general
appearance or his buddha-marks, continuously for
ten reflections ormoments [nen] without admixing
any other thought [Hanayama, 1.420]. This is vay
conservative interpretation in spite of the fact that
it derives from a populist source.
Genshin immedistely offers another interpretation, however, that of "a certain person," that
"ten reflections" simply means calling and reflecting [shlIncn], "Homage to !be Buddha Amitabha"
[Namu AmidaButru], ten times. This is of course
a populist interpretation of "ten reflections" as
invocational nembu/su. The "certain person" is
RyOgen [912-9851, Genshin's master. The referenceis to RyOgen's MeaningoftheNineGradesof
Rebirth inlo the Pure Land of Ulter Bliss
[Gokuraku JOdo kuban iJjD gIl [Hanayama 2.186;
Dai Nihon BukkyiJ zens/Jo, Vol. 28, 208b]. What
was !be source of RyOgen's interpretation? Undoubtedly it was the description in !be Amitabha
Contemplation Sun of the rebirth of the ninetb
or lowest grade of beings. The Contemplalion Sun depicts !be deatb-bed salvation of this patenlly
evil person through utterance of the invocation,
"Homage to the Buddha Amitabha," ten times. The
implied linkage between this passage and !be
Eighteenth Vow of the Sun ofLimitIess Life was
obvious to the populist masters from aL least the
time of Tao-<:h'o ff47.13c1. In both his Methods
andMeritsofSamadhi and in his HymnsofPraise
of Pure Land Rebirth Shan-tao paraphrases !be
Eighteenth Vow to promise rebirth by ten repetitions of the invocation to Amitabha ff47.27a and
T47.447cl . It is surprising that Genshin does not
The Pacific: World

cite these interpretations, as H!lnen did centuries
laLer [T83.4b-cl, to demonslnlte that "ten reflections" of the Sun of Limitless Life means ten
invocations of Amitabha Buddha's name. Whatever the reason for this omission, it is apparent that
Genshin comes down emphatically on the side of
!be populist tradition in his inteJpretation of the
meaning of "ten reflections," and therefore on !be
side of the savability of the ordinary, morally
flawed person."
We mightalso note thatGenshin wtderstood
the term ''ten reflections" todesignateextremenembatru, that is, nembutru aL !be time of deaLh. This
is apparent from !be tille of Section Five, and also
from assumptions he frequenlly makes in his treaLment of this topic.n
Let us summarize Genshin's positions on
thesethreecrucialquestionsforthesavabilityofthe
ordinary, destitute person. Drawing heavily on the
populist Pure Land tradition for confumation, he
afTums the superior ontological path status of the
Pure Land, the inferior soteriological Slatus of
those who can be reborn there, and that such a
rebirth is aLtainable by just ten invocations of the
name of Amitabha at !be moment of deaLh. In this
way, he introduces !be ndical soreriology of the
conti-nental populist Pure Land masters to Japan.
CONCLUSIONS
In this sludy we have aLtempted to survey
!be transmission of Pure Land devotionalism to
Japan, focusing on therolc of Genshin 's Essenlials
of Pure Land Rebirth. In Part One we said that the
lnInsmission of Pure Land devotionalism from the

continent of Asia to Japan IDDkplace in threemajor
phases. The first phase consisted in the transmission ofmajorPureLand scriptures, rituals and ideas

during the Nara Period. The second phase was
initiated by the introduction to Japan of a devotional style of nembu/su and T'ien-t'aj Pure Land
wodcs in the early Heian Period and concluded
with the tentative exploration of !be populist
soteriology in these T'ien-I'aj works by such
83
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thinkers as RyOgen and Zen'yu. The third phase
was domill8led by what can only be called a
massive introduction of the ideas and practices of
the continental Pure Land maslelS by Genshin's
Essentials ofPure Land Rebirth.
The third phase of transmission was not
accomplished entirely by the Essentials. Although
the Essentials of Pure Land Rebirth dominated
Japanese Pure Land devotionalism to the close of
the Heian Period,continental PureUnd ideas were
introduced as well by Japanese works composed
subsequent to the Essentials. For example, imporlant teachings of the populist master Shan-tao not
transmitted by Genshin were later introduced in
works of the Sanron School monks YOkan [or
Eikan, 1033-1100] and Chinkai [[092-1152)
[Inoue, 407-428). We could even say that this third
phase finally concluded only with the thmough exp[oration of the implications of populist Pure Land
ideas by Japanese masters such as HOnen [113312121, Shinran [1173-1262) and Ippen [123912891.
However, it might be more accW1l/e to say
that after the composition of Genshin' s Essentials,
Pure Land devotionalism in Japan embarked upon
a new epoch, an age of independent developmcnL
Building upon the foundations of the thRe phases
of transmission studied here, PureLand evangelists
and thinkers such as Ryl!nin [1072-1132), HOnen,
Shinran and Ippen were enabled to erect in Japan a
grand ediflCCofpopulistPureLandideas, practices,
and social forms new to the Buddhism ofEast Asia.

2. The populist Pure Und tradition is so
called because of its concern for the salvation of the
most populous groups of Chinese society. By
radicalsoterio[ogy, wemeanassenionoftheavailability of Pure Land salvation for even the most
spiritually destitute by the easiest of means. On
these points see Part One of this study, Andrews
(1989).
3. For a fuller trealment of the teachings of
the Essentials of Pure Land Rebirth, see Andrews
(1973).
4. In Part Two [Andrews 1990] we pointed
out that the Essentials of Pure Land Rebirth also
panicipated in the transmission of the important
notion of the advent of the age of the lauer Dhanna
[ms,ppc5]. Genshin asserts in the Preface of the Essentials that his times are an age of the lauer
Dharma, and illustrates the adverse conditions of
that age in Chapters One and Two; see Mana, 40-

46.
5. In references to Hanayama, "I." indicates
the translation section of Hanayama's edition; his
introduction and notes, which are separately paginated, will be desigll8led by ''2.".
6. Hanayama notes [2.86] that the correct
scron is the fifth.
7. The Vow as expressed here does not
conform exactly to that in any of the eXlantvenions
of the Larger Pure Land Sutra. Vow 18 of the
Sutra of Universal Enlightenment [Byed" galekyll] and of the Sutra of Limitless Life [MwyI5ju
kyll] eSlablish a condition of reflecting on
AmitAbha, and vows 11 and 12 of these texts
promise respectively the atlainment of an assured
slate and nirvana.
8. Although Tao-ch' 0 indicates that his
cilation is from the Vasubandbu Pure Land SbasIra, it is actuaUy from T'an-[oan' s CommentMy on
the Vasubandbu Pure Land Shastra [OjOron cM),
T40.842a.
9. (1) I vow to save aU beings, innumerable
though they may be; (2) I vow to extirpate aI[
passions, boundless though they may be; (3) I vow
to master aI[ Dhanna-gates, inconceivable though

FOO1NOTES

1. See "References" for bibliographical information on this and other works cited in this
study. In "References" and "Foomotes," ''1"' refers
to the TaishO edition of the Chinese Buddhist
canon; ''1"' fonowed by numerals, a period, more
numerals and characters indicates volume, page,
and page section in the TaishO conection; ''1"'
fo[lowed by numerals without a period designates
a text serial number in the TaishO edition.
7llePacific World
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they maybe; (4)1 vow 10 8IIain perfect enlightenment, unauainable Ihough it may be.
10. In a similar way, Genshin cites the
disguised populist worle SIBndIJrd Inll!IprelBtions
(II the Western Land [SaihlJ yllketsu) (see References) in refutation of the hypothetical objection
that the rebirth promised by !he SulnJ ofLimilless
Lifeisnotimmediareupondealhbutwilll8keplace
only 81a much Iarer time [Hanayama 1.158).
11. Contemplation [kan)as used in the Essentials and in this study designates a kind of
meditation which a1Iempts 10 form a mental image
ofits object, 10 allow orcausc that image 10 take on
a reality transcending lhat of sensory or empirical
phenomena, and then 10 behold, comprehend, or
unire with, lhat reality; see Pas.
12. The buddha-marlcs are traditional, distinguishing characteristics of a buddha, such as his
lOp-knot of flesh, deep blue, almond shaped eyes,
eIC. The usual number is 32 major marlcs and go
minor marlcs, but there are other enumemtions as
well; for several standard lists see Hurvitz, 353361.
13. There is evidence, as amatreroffact, that
Shan-tao was influenced by Chih-i; see Fujiwara,
61~2 and my forthcoming article, "Shan-tao's
MethodsandMeritsofNien-foSamadhi,PanTwo
- The Saiptual Sources and HislOrical Anrecedents of Shan-tao' s Nien-fo Exercises."
14. Conremplations Nine, and Fourreen 10
Sixteen.
15. The lam sMnen was also used by Taoch'o rr47.4b; Hanayama 1.330], and by Shan-tao
in his Hymns in Praise of Pure Land Rebirth
rr47.439b).
16. We should be aware, however, lhatthese
rexts do not by any means account Cor all the 169
citations from 53 odd rexts in Chapter Four
[Hanayama, 2.44). Our examination has dmwn
attention 10 only the most influential resources for
!he most important instructions of the Essentials.
17. Shan-tao interprered !he three kinds of
faith much more exrensively in the fourth chaprer

7llePaoU.. World

ofhis CommenlBry on the Contemplation Sutra, 10

which Genshin apparently did not have access.
18. When discussing Chinese rexts and
movements, we will sometimes give both the
Chinese and Japanese readings of rechnical rerms,
in lhat order.
19. Genshin was himself aware that he had
adopred this threefold formulation; see Hanayama
1.406.
20. It was cired 14 times, about 2% of all
citations in the sections of !he Essentials on !he
cultivation of nembutsu and its benefits [Hanayama 2.42; Andrews 1990, Table 4).
21. Adopred from Andrews 1973, 84. "Ten
reflections" Uiinen) refers 10 the promise of rebirth
by ren buddha-reflections in the Eighreenth Vow
of !he SulnJ of Limitless Life and the description
of death-bed rebirth by ten invocations described
in !he Sixteenth Contemplation of !he Ami/llbha
Contemplation Sun
22. Space limitations have prevenred us
from examining also an inreresting typology of
nembutsu derived by Genshin from Huai-kan; see
Hanayama, 1.412420 and Andrews 1973, 101102.
23. The product of the immense good karma earned when a buddha was a bodhisattva
24. A response- or manifestation-embodimenl is a response 10 the needs of sentient beings
by a Dharma- or merit-embodiment buddha.
25. The Chih-i citation is from the apocryphal T'jen-t'a} CommenlBry 011 the Contemplation SuJra [Hanayama 2.182]. However, the same
evaluation of !he Pure Land Utter Bliss is made
in Chih-i's genuine worts as well [Chappell, 3236). Ching-ying Hui-yuan was a namesake of the
more famous Lu-shan Hui-yuan [Rozan Eon) who
wrote influential commentaries on the Sutra of
Limitless Life and the Ami/llbha Conll:mplation
Sutra: see Chappell, 28-32, and Tanaka.
26. Chia-IS'ai had probably studied under
Tao-ch'o.Actually, Tao-ch'o's ovemll positionthat Amitabha's Pure Land is actually all three
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Land Buddhism to Japan. Part II, The Third
Phase of Transmission: A Quantitative
Survey of !he Resources Utilized by

embodiments and after rebirth in !he Pure UInd
beings wiD pen:eive an embodiment of !he land
based on the degree DC their understanding before
rebirth [Chappell, 36-46)- was very close to this
view of Chia-ts'ai.
27. Some Buddhists poslUlaled a stage below this of icchantiJea [issendlU],lhose so dejnved
as to have no possibility DC ever achieving buddha-

Genshin," Pacific World: Joumal of the
InstitJJte ofBuddhist Studies, n.s. 6 (1990):
1-15.
Assembled Passages on the Land of Peace and
Bliss. An-Io chi (Anraku shil), T1958, by
Tao-ch'o.
Buddha Contemplation Samadhi Ocean Sulra.
Kuan-fo san-mei bai ching (Kambutsu
sammai Ir.ai Ir.yO), T643.
Chappell, David W. "Chinese Buddhist Interpretations of the Pure Lands," in Buddhist
IltId Taoist Studies I, ed, by Michael Saso
and David W. Chappell, 32-54. Honolulu:
University of Hawaii Press (1977).
Commentary on the AmiIBbha Contemplation
Sutra. Kuan Wu-liang-shou-fo-ching shu
(Kan MuryOjubutsu1r.yO sho), T1753, by
Shan-tao.
Commentary on the Sulra of limitless life.
MuryOjuIr.yO ronshaIr.u, by ChiIr.l!.
Commentary on the Vasubandhu Pure Land ShasIra, Wu-Iiang-sbou-i:hing yu-p'o-t'i-she
yuan-sheng-i:hieh chu (MuryOjuIr.yO
ubadaisha ganshOge chO, or OJ(! roncho),
Tl819, by T'an-luan.
Compendium ofthe MahaYIIIIII. She-ta-i:h 'eng lun
pen (Shlidaij(! ron bon, ShOron; SIr.t.,
Mahlylna sarpgraha) T1592-94, aUributed

hood.

28. With the exception DC onc anonymous
authority [Hanayama, 1.401-4(2).
29. Thisworlc, thefirstchaptetofShan-tao's
Commentary on the Contemplation Sulra, apparenlly was the only portion oC!he Commentary
known to Genshin [Yagi 1940, 174-181).
30. Actually, Shan-tao declares all nine
grades to be ordinary beings [T37.247-.249;
Haneda,252-28I).
31. We should also point out that Genshin
cites that closet populist Pure Land text, thc T'ient'Bi Ten Doubts on the Pure Land, twice in Chapter Ten in supportoC rebirth Corordinary monals by
just ten invocations [Hanayama. 1.409 and 1.424).
32. Forexample, seeHanayama, 1.423428.
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genshin kembutsu JJl~ Jt {I.
gogyaku 1i.li!:
gonen mon 1i.;i: I"J

8.
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j!!gy!! sammai 1Itrr ==
jiinen +;2:
kanlll
kanzatsu mon lUlU',
kembutsu Jt {I.
keshin ~M'
kigy!! (ch'i-hsing) err
kubon :1L Ifb
metsuzai
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melSuzai shllwl .,,~.

sag!5 (tso-yeh)

Mida betsuyaku ~lfEn~

mujOin

muken

_"Ilk
lUll!

sandan moo • • "

sanjin =:'L'
sanshin =:,!it
sessh!5 m~
shij!5 shin ~.,c,

_*

muyo
my!5toku goji J(ftiU~
Namu Amida Butsu m_Iij~'rHl.
nembutsu riyaku ;i:{l.,a~
nen ~
!5jin Jli,!it

sh!5iE
sh!5ja 1Il;1sh!5nenfil;;i:
sh!5sh!5 IE~
shugy!5 s!5b!5 .fT~.

okunen {l;i:

s!5s!5 kan e~.
t.!5rai sh!5ri ~*Im
zllryaku kan ft ••

onjil ?Jill
raihai man ~Lnl"J
rinjil gy!5gi IIIUH1(1
sagan man flOlIIl"J
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Object of Wonbip in Shin Buddhism

by Joryii Chiba, Honpa-Hongwanji, Kyoto, Japan
deities started to be made. It is believed that the
Buddha's images in a Greek mode appeared in
Gandhlra, in what is now norlhwestPakistan in the
uppc;r reaches of the Indus River.
About the same time, it is said thal images
of the Buddha with indigenous Indian features and
notin Greekstyleweremade in Mathurl, northwest
of Central India in the upper reaches of the Jumna
River. Because of the appearance of Buddha images, the Object of Buddhist worship shifted from
stupas to images. Thus, Buddha images came to be
endowed with a sense of dignity and elegance as
objects of reverence. Buddha images were also
produced as works of art and believers wished to
atlain enlightenment through aesthetic inspiration
from the images. However, since many of these
believClll remained in the world of aesthetic inspiration or understood the images as magical, they
were unable to atlain religious truth.
Shinran ShOOin (1173-1262), in order to
expound clearly the Buddha's teachings (Amida's
Primal Vow), selected the Name of Amida Buddha
as honzon or the primary object of wOlllhip.
Shinran ShOnin says in his YuishinsMmon'i (Noles on '~ntiaJs of Faith Alone'),
"Amida Buddha is originally colorless and formless; therefore, he cannot be conceived in our
thoughts, nor can he be expressed in words. Amida
Buddha then has manifested himself in a provisional form for our convenience' sake. It is called
hI1ben-hosshin ("dhannaklya-as-compassion, or
dhannaklya as expedient means").
Although the TannisM (Lamenting the Deviations) gives expression to the form of Amida
Buddha, the master in the Pure Land, it is the

here is no evidence thalthe image of §&yaT muni
the Buddha, the founder of Buddhism,

was reproduced or represented in paintings or
sculptures during his lifetime. It is stated in the
Ailgu/lBra-nikSya: "The body of Tathlgala is mimulous. The body ofTathlga18 cannot be created,
nor can it be said whether it is taIL or short in its reproduction," or ''The Tatbllgata is the most honorable in this world and there is none compar.lble
10 him even among the devas. He cannot be
engmved in any form." Thus, the scripture negateS
reproduction or representation of the Buddha's
holy image.
Therefore, both in his lifetime and for some
time after his death, the image of ~ikyamuni was
not expressed in an anthropomorphic form; he was
symbolically represented in forms of the dharmacalaa (wheel of the dhanna), a Bodhi-tree, a stone
with the Buddha's footprint inscribed, and an
empty seat.
After ~ikyamuni entered Nirvana, his lifetime events or activities were inscribed on platforms, stone waIls and the gates of the stupas, in
which his remains or relics were enshrined, and
lhose engmved images indicated his remains. Yet
his figure was nOl described in anthropomorphic
forms but in dharmacakra or BOOhi-tree. His followers wOlllhipped the Buddha before the stupas
and practiced the teachings the Buddha had left to
them.
In 324 B.C., when Alexander the Great
invaded western India, Greek art was brought into
India For the IiIlIt time, around the beginning of
the Christian era, hundreds of ye&lll after the death
of the Buddha, his images in imitation of Greek

The P.:ific World
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provisional fonn as dhannaklIya-as-compassion.
Amida Buddha cannot be originally described in
!elms of whether he is tailor shon, or whether he
is square or round, or whether blue, yellow, red,
white or black.
The Buddha's image is the provisional form
as expedient means (hOben) and through it one is
10 realize the Buddha's truth. People, however,
understood that the Buddha lodged in the image of
Buddha itself, and that this image was endowed
with something magical, thereby missing the original significance of the image of the Buddha.
Shinran SMnin then proposed the Name as the
object of worship in order 10 elucidate the way the
Buddha should have been represented and 10 getrid
of the sense of magic atlributed 10 the image of the
Buddha. It was in the middle of the seventh century
that the faith in or the devotion 10 Amida Buddha
was introduced inlO Japan. Due 10 the missionary
work of Genshin (942-1017) from the end of the
tenth century 10 the beginning of the eleventh
century, faith in Amida Buddha began 10 spread.
Genshin in his (Jjil-yiJshii (Essentials of Birth in
tbePureLand) preached the welcoming-descentof
Amida Buddha, that is nembutsu practicers will be
welcomed and escorted by Amida Buddha 10 the
Pure Land of the western region at the moment of
their death. Since then the theory of Amida's
welcoming-descent became popular, and the pr0duction of many images of Amidacoming down 10
welcome and save nembutsu practicers began.
Itis said thatFujiwara no Michinaga. a wellknown statesman who died in 1027, on his deathbed tied his hands 10 those of the image of Amida
Buddha with strings, directed his eyes only 10
Amida, heard only Buddha-Dharma in his ears,
kept single-heartedly the Pure Land of Amida in
mind, and breathed his last breath.
The saving power of Amida in the case of
Genshin, as seen on the deathbed of Fujiwara no
Michinaga, needed 10 coincide with one's bodily,
verbal and volitional expression through one's

Thel'lci/ic World

entrusting in the Buddha. 10 the case of Hllnen
ShOnin (1133-1212), the teacher of Shinran
ShOnin, one was saved through one's singlehearted recitation of the nembutsu. In the case of
Shinran SMnin, shinjin or one's entrusting mind
of Amida Buddha made saving or salvation possible.
In the teachings of Shinran ShOnin, salvation was attained by hearing Amida' s nameand entrusting in the power of Amida's Vow. One was
settled in mnk equal 10 Amida Buddha, thereby not
needing 10 wait for Amida's coming down 10
welcome one on one's deathbed. This is called
heizei-giJjiJ ("accomplishing the act for birth in the
Pure Land in ordinary times").
Shinran SMnin was negative not only about
thetheoryofAmida'swelcomebutalsoaboutone's
Worship of the Buddha's image in the form of
welcoming-descent. Furthermore, he was negative
about worshipping Amida in form or in image.
One's wishing for birth in the Pure Land through
seeing the Buddha's image led 10 the practice of
self-power called "contemplation of the Buddha."
Shinran ShOnin made his position clear by stating
that it was of vital importance 10 realize the essence
of religion (Amida Buddha's Primal Vow) without
being auached 10 form or color or remaining in the
world of artistic beauty. It can thus be assumed that
this was due 10 his judgment that the Name best
served as the object of worship in realizing Amida
Buddha's Primal Vow.
The Name as hoozoD, depicted as the object
of worship by Shinran Sh!!nin, consists of six
charactecs (na-mu-a-mi.<fa-butsu lW.Ili¥~~ {/.),
or eight chanctecs (na-mu-fu-lai-shi-gi-kil-butsu
lWtlPFIiT,w.a*{/.) or ten charactecs (ki-myi5jin-ji-ppa-mu-ge-ko-nyo-rai ~1flrJ.\l.+1J~~*

lnt *). The Name is written vertically in the center
of a long sheet of paper, with other pieces of paper
sblck 10 it above and below, upon which are written
words of suttas, discourses and expositions explaining the meaning of the Name. These legends
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used as objects of worship. Rennyo ShOnin (1415-

written above and below the Names are called
sanmei or meimon ("the inscriptions"). By adding
the inscriptions to the Name, Shinr.m ShOnin also
meant to negale the understanding of the Name as
something magical.
In those days, the pmctices of the hyakumanben nembu/su (hyakWJUlllben meaning a million times) and the yiiziinembu/su (yilzilmeaning
permeating) were popular. In the fonn of the hyakumanben nembu/su, one wishes to be born in the
Pure Land by the merit of chanting the nembutsu
many times. Hllnen Shllnin himself recited the
nembutsu tens of thousands of times a day. The
idea of the yiIziinembu/su is that the merits of the
nembutsu penneate practicers. If pnlCticers chant
the nembutsu many times, they can share the total
merits of the nembutsu with each other, and so with
an increased amount of merits they can be born in
the Pure Land. Thus, due to the popularity of the
hyakumanben nembu/su and the yiIzii nembu/su,
people understood the nembutsu to possess magical power.
It can be said that Shinr.m ShOnin against
that trend of the times added the inscriptions to the
Name in order to have people understand the right
meaning of the nembutsu and to getridofthe sense
of magic in the Name. In his writings, when he
expounds the six-(:haracler Name of Arnida Buddha, Shinran ShOnin also refers to the nine-(:haracIer and ten-(:haracler Names. The six-(:haracler
Name (na-mu-a-mi-dJJ-bu/su) is originally a free
transliteration from Sanskrit and when its meaning
is expressed in Chinese characters, it can also be
represented in eight or ten chamcters. It can thus be
considered that by inboducing the nine and lenchamcler Names of Arnida Buddha, Shinmn Shllnin did not want his nembutsu practicers to recile
the six-(:haracler Name simply as a magical formula.
In the institution (kyl1dan) of Jodo-Shinshu,
afler the death of Shinmn ShlInin, hoozon in forms
of wooden images, pictures and the Names were
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1499), who became the eighth monshu of the
Honganji around the middle of the 15th century,
unified or standardised honum. Inheriting the
lradition of the Name as honum from Shinran
ShlInin, Rennyo SMnin selected for himself as
honzon the len-(:haracler Name, called the honzan of the unhindered light. This honzon scroll
was made up of dark-blue silk on which the lencharacler Name (Jd-myll-jin-ji-pplJ-mu-ge-klI-nyo181) was inscribed with gold paint and was surrounded by forty-eight rays of light with a lotus
pedestal underneath it. It was a colorful and omale
honzon. This honzon of Rennyo ShOnin was inherited from Shinran ShlInin's len-(:haracter honron on dark-blue ground.
When Rennyo Shllnin selected this honzon,
he was srmngly conscious of the honron of light
(klJmylJ-honron), which was highly popular among the Shin followers of the time.The honron of
light spread at a very mpid speed in the Shinshu
institution afler the death of Shinmn ShlInin. This
honzon was made up of dark-blue silk, about two
meterslong,andaboutonemelerwide,inthecenter
of which the large nine-(:haracler Name of na-mufu-ks-shi-gi-k(J.nyo-rai

1fJ.~iif}!

a*tm*

was written lengthwise with gold paint. The Name
emitted mys oflight and on both lower sides of the
Name the six and len-(:haracter Names and two
pictures of §lkyamuni and Arnida Buddha were
painted and on both uppec sides of the Name the
PureLandPatriarchsofindia, ChinaandJapan with
PrinceShOtotu werepainted. The inscriptions were
added further above and below the Name. It was an
extremely splendid and ornate honron.
RennyoShlInin'shonron of the unhindered
light was worshipped by many people but as his
institution became larger and influential, his honzan aroused opposition from other instibltions. He
then stopped giving the honzon of the unhindered
light to his followers and gave instead the Name
written with ink on while paper-usually the six-
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character Name. He is said to have drawn sometimes hundreds of the sixo(;haracter Name a day.
Rennyo SMnin insisted that the Name of Amida
Buddha was preferred to the image or picture of
Amida; yet later in his life, he granted many
pictorial honzon. This was due to his judgment or
understanding that !he teachings of Shin Buddhism
had been spread widely in Japan, and that the
followelS would no longer expect Amida's welcoming-descent or magical powelS even if the
pictures of Amida Buddha were used as hanzon,
the object of wOlShip.
Shinran ShOnin maintained that Amida in
Shin Buddhism is "the dharmalcaya-aso(;Ompas-

1heP.cilic Wood

sion" and is not the "dharmalcaya-as-suchness."
which is formless. Pictures, wooden images and
scrolls of honzon are not themselves Amida but
undoubtedly serve as useful means to awaken one
to his saving activity.
Rennyo SMnin admonished that one would
not enter Buddhahood without attaining shinjin
even if one were surrounded by seven or eight folds
of hanzon.
The hanzon is nothing but the provisional
form indicating the Buddha's existence and the
means Ihrough which one is to realize Amida's
Vow, the Buddha's truth or suchness and the
Buddha's compassion.
(Translated by HOyii Ishida)
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Early Buddhism.: A Conversation with David I. Kalupahana
By Richard K. Payne,

InstilJJte of Buddhist Studies, Berkeley, CA

Several years ago I had Ibe pleasure of lalking wilb David I. Kalupahana of !he Philosophy Department at !he Univemty of Hawaii. Dr. Kalupahana is a scholar specializing
in early Buddhist lboughL He has authored many worlcs including Causality: The Central
Philosophy of Buddhism; Buddhist Philosophy, A Historical Analysis, Nagarjuna: The
Philosophy of /be Middle Way; and The Princjples of Buddhist Psychology. The following is a summary of the points Dr. Kalupahana made during our conversation. Comments
of my own are included as footnotes.
mystification, and it is mystification which many
Americans are rejecting in religion today.
Unlike both other Indian religions and !he
majority of Western Ibinking, Buddhism is nol
oriented IOward an Absolute of any kind.' Thae is
no Absolute Truth, no Absolute God, no Absolute
Elbic and no Absolutely Certain Knowledge. In its
ethics early Buddhism is essentially situational. In
its metaphysics early Buddhism deflDeS causality
simply as !he conditioning faclOrs and !heir results:

he philosophy of Buddhism as it is often
T presented
is aclWllly not Ibe original, but

ratha a later scholastic development. For example,lbae is !he idea of momentariness,ahateverything is in a constant state of change from one
moment to !he next and Ihat continuity of existence
from one moment to !he next is only illusory. This
idea, while central to almost all of later Buddhist
philosophy, is not found in !he earliest strata of
Buddhist literature, j.e., Ibe sutras (PaIi: suttas)
retained in !he Pali canon.' Rather, it comes into
being laterwith the developmClltoftheAbbidharma.
In OIlIer words, it is part of the effort to devise a
consistent philosophic position out of !he sayings
of the Buddha.
This difference between what is recorded in
!he sutras and what is presented in the Abhidharma
and laICC Buddhist philosophas, highlights !he
importance of starting one's sludy of Buddhism
with the sutras Ibemselves. This is particularly true
for Americans. It is Ibe teachings of early Buddhism which have the greatest relevancy for the
modem world. Contemporary thinking is essentially naturalistic as a result of !he influence of Ibe
scientific world-view. Early Buddhism is itself
practical and empirical in ways which are distinctly comparable to contemporary thoughL Early
Buddhism does not have !he sort of transcendental
orientation which has led so many religions inlO
The Pacific World

When this is present, ahat comes 10 be; from
!he arising of Ibis, ahat arises. When Ibis is
absent, ahat does not come 10 be; on the
cessation of this, that ceases.'

In !he epistemology of early Buddhism
the only absolutely certain knowledge is the
certainty that one wbo has entaed the stream
will attain enlightenment. But hae we are dealing with a personal determination to achieve a
result, rather than the ability to predicl the future
outcome of some evenL
The practical nature of early Buddhism is
reflected in its understanding of the highest form
of knowledge. This is "knowledge of the cessation
of defilements." This knowledge is based on an
understanding of Ibe conditioned nature of being.
Not momentariness, bul ralber a much more
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humanly scaled allainmenC an understanding that
everything which exists is existent because of
causes.
The idea of a transcendental insight inlO the
non-dual nature of reality only takes primacy over
the earlier "knowledge of the cessation of defilements" when mysticism begins 10 arise within
Buddhism. If anything, the pnIcticaiity of early
Buddhism is antimystical. There are, for example,
two cases recorded in the sutras where monks are
led 10 suicidal despair because of a lack of mystical
experiences. Yet the sutras make it quite clear that
their enlightenment is in no way dependent upon
the generation of any special experiences.
This attitude is likewise 10 be found in the
understanding of Ibe nature of language. The Pali
term used 10 describe language is one which
simply means "conventional." The Sanskrit word,
although apparently a cognate, has a different
connotation. In Sanskrit the meaning is ''to cover
up." Thus, the Pali indicates that language arises
conventionally, out of shared use, rather than
giving the impression that there is some Absolute
Reality which is hidden from us by language.
The practical and straightforward, almost
mundane, nature of early Buddhism was itself
covered over in at least two stages. Abhidharma
systematization tried 10 make of the Buddha's
teachings a philosophic structure - logically
coherent and defensible. Later, Buddhaghosa introduces Mahayana and proIO-Mahayana ideas
inlO what becomes the Sinhalese/Theravadin Buddhism oftoday.4Indeed, his major work, ThePllIh
ofPurification (Visuddhi Mllgga), can virtually be
read as a Yogacara texL
Early Buddhism, however, is very immediate, personal and human. As such, its message has

The hcilic W.../d

the ability 10 speak 10 people in today's world who
are looking for a form of religiosity which can
reach directly inlO their daily experience. Scholarly abilities -hislOrical, linguistic and philosophic - can facilitate our attempts 10 recover the
content of early Buddhism for our own use, and for
the sake of others.

FOOTNOTES
I. This emphasis on the sutras indicates that
Kalupahana is not discussing any mythical ''Prima! Buddhism," the quest for which can result
more in the free reign of the investigalOr's imagination than in any substantial information. (See G.
R. Welbon's The Buddhist Nirvana. and Its Western Interpreters, Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1968, pp. 240 10 247.) Rather he is talking
about the actual record of Buddhist teachings and
the differing positions within it which result from
its hislOrical development.
2. It is this aspect which makes Buddhism
so comparable 10 existentialism and phenomenology.
3. Quoted from Buddhist Philosophy,
Honolulu: University Press of Hawaii ,1976, p. 28.
See also Kalupahana's Causality, (Honolulu: University Press of Hawaii, 1975) pp. 90ff for a
thorough discussion of Ibis traditional formula.
4. H. V. Guenther has also mentioned this.
See his Philosophy and Psychology in the
Abhidharma, Baltimore: Penguin, 1971, p. 193 in
particular, as well as elsewhere throughout that
texL
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On the Occasion of Buddha Day 1990: The Future Task of Buddhism
by Masao Abe, Pacinc School of Religion, Bedceley, CA

IN1RODUCfION
situation. I was pleased that after my address two
Theravllda monks, one from Sri Lanka, the other
from Thailand, came up to me and equally expressed their agreement and app:eciation.

orth California is a unique area in the world

N where aImosl all living fonns of Buddhism are

represented. Included are not only Theravllda
Buddhism from Sri Lanka, Bunna, Thailand, and
Cambodia. but also other important schools of
Buddhism from China, Tibet (including Kagyu,
Nyingma, Sakya. and Gelug orders), Korea, Japan
(including Rinzai and S!5tll Zen, Nichiren and
Jodo-Shinshu), and Vietnam. Most of them have
their own centers or temples with leading monks
or priests and a sizable number of followers. A
cooperative OIganization was fonned 10 represent
these groups called the Buddhist Council of Northern California, and every year they have gotten
together 10 celebrate the Vesakha Festival in May.
Originating in the Theravllda tradition, the Vesakha
Festival commemorates Buddha's birth, enlightenment, and parinirvana. Under the name of
"Buddha Day" this Vesakha Festival has been
held by the Buddhist Council of North California
as the most important evenl common 10 all member schools.
In 1990, they celebrated the 12th Annual
Vesakha Festival on May 6 at Dwinelle Hall,
University of California, Berkeley. The following
texi is the key address which I was asked 10 deliver
on that occasion. My main concern in this address
was to clarify the most appropriate way to celebrate Buddha Day for all of us despite the great
diversity of various Buddhist traditions, especially
in regard to the difference in the view of Gautama
Buddha held by Theravllda, Mahayana, and Vajrayana Buddhism, and also 10 show the fUlure task
common to all Buddhists in this turbulanl world

The Pacific W«ld

ADDRESS
Distinguished representatives, priests and
laymen from various Buddhist groups all over
Northern California! Today, we gather together
here to celebrate the Buddha Day, Vesakha ceremony. In this occasion, we celebrate the birth of
§lIkyamuni Buddha, but also commemorate the
Buddha's enlightenment and parinirvsna. This is
an important Buddha Day for all Buddhists and
this year we have the 12th Annual Buddha Day
festival.
It is important, however, for us to think
about what is the moslappropriate way 10 celebrate
Buddha's birth, enlightenment and parinirvsna. Of
course, we would like 10 honor the Buddha as the
founder of Buddhism, our Lord and Great Teacher.
Is it, however, good enough for us to honor
§lIkyamuni Buddha as the object of our worship
and celebration? I don't think it is good enough.
Should we nOl, in truly honoring him, awaken to
the Buddha Dhanna by ourselves, and begin to
walk on the same Buddha path as §lIkyamuni
Buddha? We should nol take Siikyamuni Buddha
merely as an objecl that we honor, but, rather, we
would follow and live Buddha's Way by ourselves, subjectively and existentially. To me, this
is the mosl appropriate way to celebrate Buddha
Day.
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According 10 the Mshsparinibbana Sm-

beyond even Slkyamuni Buddha, the founder of
Buddhism. The Dharma exists by itself universaUy
apart from any human existence. Slkyamuni
Buddha is not a creator of the Dharma, but a
discoverer of the Dharma. This is the reason the
Samyutts Nikaya states:

tania, shortly before his death Slkyamuni ad-

dressed Anands, one of his ten great disciples, and
others who were anxious at the prospect of losing
their masler.

o Anands, be ye lamps unto yourselves. Rely
on yourselves and do not rely on extemal help.
Live the Dharma as a lamp. Seek salvation
alone in the Dharma. Look not for assistance
10 anyone besides yourselves.

Regardless of the appearance or non-appearance of the TlIlhagata (8lkyamuni Buddha) in
Ibis world, the Dharma is always present.
Yet, who is rightly qualified 10 talk about

Obvious1y, when he said 10 his disciples,
''00 not rely on extemal help," and "Look not for
assistance 10 anyone besides yourselves," he included himself in the tenn "external help" and he
also included himself in "anyone besides yourselves." He said Ihis despite the fact that he,
Slkyamuni Buddha, had been a teacher of Anands
and others for many years. It may not, however, be
clear at first how the foUowing two passages in the
set A and the set B in his statement are related 10
each other.

the Dharma in its absolute universality? Is one who

has not realized Ihe Dhanna qualified 10 talk about
it? Cenainly not! For, if it is the case that one does
not realize Ihe Dharma in her- or himself, then one
understands the Dharmaand its universality merely
conceptually, and thereby that the total universality of Ihe Dharma becomes an empty or dead
universality. Hence, only one who has realized the
Dharma with his or her whole existence can
properly talk about it in its total universality.
AJlhough the Dharma transcends everyone, including Slkyamuni Buddha, and is present universally, there is no Dharma wilhout someone 10
realize it. Apart from the realizer, there is no
Dharma. In other words, the Dharma is realized as
the Dhanns in its universality only through a
particular realizer. Slkyarnuni Buddha is none
other than the
realizer of the Dhanna of our
era. He is not, however, the only realizer of the
Dharma. But, it is also true that without 8lkyamuni no one would have known the existence of
the Dharma functioning throughout the world. He
is indeed the rust realizer of the Dharma. This is
why he has been regarded as the founder of
Buddhism.
In the sense that Slkyarnuni is a realizer of
Dharma in its total universality, he may be said 10
be s center, not the center of the Buddhist religion.
The significance of 8lkyarnuni's historical existence is equal with that of every other realizer of
the Dharma, except that Slkyarnuni was the fust,
and supremely realized the Dharma.

Set A: "Rely on yourselves," and "seek salvation alone in Ihe Dharma."
Set B: "Be ye lamps unto yourselves," and
''Live the Dhanna as a lamp."

rust

In this address, Slkyamuni did not mention
his own identity with the Dharma in some exclusive sense. Instead, he explicitly identified the
Dharma with the individual disciple. All this
implies that the identity wilh the Dharma is nO!
unique 10 Slkyamuni Buddha, but is common 10 aU
people. Further, he emphasized in Ihe concrele
silWltion of his death everyone's direct identity
wilh the Dharma and Ibis identity is without
extemal help or mediator.
And, yet, in Buddhism, despite the identity
of a particular individual with the Dharma and
despite the identity of Shakyamuni bimself wilh
the Dharma, the Dharma is beyond everyoneThe Ptu:ific World
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cal existence is equal with that of every other

ening to the Dharma can and should be the selfawakening of the Dharma in the same sense.
This is the basic standpoint of Buddltism,
which after his awakening was clarified by SiIkyamuni himself throughout his life and panicularly, as mentioned before, as he approached death.
Some time after the parinirvana of the Buddha,
Buddhism began to experience various schisms
and thus it developed into Theravllda, Mahayana,
Vajrayana, and so forth. However, all forms of
Buddltism are fundamentally based on the above
basic standpoint of Buddhism, that is the selfawakening of the Dharma in the double sense, as
discussed above. Considering this basic standpoint
of Buddhism clarified by Sakyamuni himself, I
think the most appropriate way of celebrating
Buddha Day is not to merely honor Slkyamuni
Buddha as the object of our worship and celebration, but for each one of us to awaken to the
Buddha-Dharma by ourselves and live and practice Buddha-Dharma subjectively and existen-

realizerofthe Dhanna, except thatSlkyamuni was
the first, and supremely realized the Dharma.
How can we hold to those two apparently
conbadictory aspects of the Dharma: that is its
total universality, on one hand, and its dependency
upon a panicularrealizer, on the other? Theanswer
lies in the fact that the realization of the Dharma is
nothing but the self-awakening of Dhanna itself.
Your awakening of the Dharma is, of course, your
own awakening. It is your awakening to the
Dharma in its complete universality. But this
awakening is possible only by overcoming our
self-centeredness, i.e., only through the total negation of ego-self. Our selfo(:enteredness is the fundamental hindrance for the manifestation of the
Dharma. Originally the Dharma is present universally, but due to our selfo(:enteredness, it does not
become manifest to us. Therefore, when the selfcenteredness is overcome and the selflessness is
attained, i.e., ana/m8I/ is realized, the Dharma
naturally awakens to itself. Accordingly, the selfawakening of the Dharma has the following double
sense. First, it is your self-awakening on the
Dharma in your egoless true Self. Secondly, it is
the self-awakening of DhannaitseJfin and through
your whole existence. In other words, a panicular
individual's self-awakening to the Dharma and the
Dharma's self-awakening are not two, but one.
It was on the basis of this self-awakening of
the Dharma that SlIIcyamuni said, without any
sense of contradiction, "Rely on yourselves," and
"seek salvation alone in the Dharma." His statements, "Be ye lamps unto yourselves," and, "live
the Dharma as a lamp" are complementary and not
conbadictory. To ultimately rely on one's self is
not to rely on the ego-self, but rather on the "true
self" which realizes the Dharma. Just as
Slkyamuni's awakening was the self-awakening
of the Dharma in the double sense mentioned
above, that is, on the one hand, it is his own selfawakening of the Dharma, and, on the other, it is
the Dhanna's self-awakening, so anyone's awakThe Paci/ic W«lei
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Then, what is the Dharma which we should
awaken to, live and practice? It is the law of
pratitya-samutpada, that is the law of dependent
co-origination. This law means that everything in
the universe is co-arising and co-ceasing and is
interdependent with each other, that nothing exists
independently; nothing has its own enduring fixed
ownbeing. I believe this law of dependent coorigination is a very powerful and effective principle for the world, and that this is true not only for
the past, but also for the future.
In harmony with the law of pratitya-samutpads, Buddhism is not a monotheistic religion
which is based on one absolute God. It does not
reject the standpoint of others. Again, Buddhism is
not some kind of pluralism, or some kind of
polytheistic religion which has many deities without one integral principle. Being based on the law
of dependent co-origination, Buddhism is neither
monotheistic nor polytheistic, but non-dualistic. It
can give life to everything, without reducing
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everything inlO one subslanlive principle. And yet,
at !he same lime, Buddhism can embrace every·
thing in the dynamic oneness of non..<Juality.
The contemporary world is rapidly sbrink·
ing due 10 the remarl<able advancement of technol·
ogy. Jet airplanes fly everywhere, and electronic
communication happens almost instantly. In this
shrinking world, however, the difference and
opposition among various value systems and ideologies becomes more and more conspicuous.
How 10 inlCgralC this pluralistic world situation
without maning the features of the culture and
religion of various nations? This is the urgent issue
which human kind is facing today. The future IaSk
of Buddhism is 10 apply the law of dependent coorigination 10 this world situation and 10 try 10

7bo POdIi. World

esrablish a dynamic and yet hannonious world. For
!he Buddhist law of dependent CIKlrigination can
serve a powerful and effective principle 10 cope
with the above urgent issue for !he future of
humanity.

Let us take on, then, !he future IaSk of
Buddhism! Let \IS awaken 10 the Buddha Dhanna
and become fully andcornpassionate1y hwnan. Let
us join hands in fellowship and live and practice
!he law of dependentClKlrigination and in Ibis way
let us build a betlCr world where aU beings in Ibe
ten quartelS, including self and others, men and
women, nalions and races, humans and nature, aU
may live hannoniously and peacefully.
Gate, Gate, paragate, paI1IS811Igate bodhi, svshal
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Sakyadhita: Daughters of the Buddha
edited by Kanna Lekshe Tsomo. Ithaca, New York: Snow Lion Publications, 1988. 346 pp. Paper: $14.95.
Feminine Ground: Essays on Women and Tibet
edited by Janice D. Willis. Ithaca, New York: Snow Lion Publications,
1987. 166 pages. Paper: $10.95.

I) cultural destruction and displacement (Tibet,
Vietnam);
2) gaps in religious lineage due 10 restrictions
on authorized nun ordinations (Sri Lanka,
Thailand);
3) lack of education-inadequate access 10
religious texts and trained teachers (most
places);
4) IacIc of financial suppon-sometimes ec0nomic competition with monks for local
support of temple control (J &pan, Thailand);
5) inconsistent standards for monks and nuns
in precepts and social rules (Thailand, Sri
Lanka);
6) IacIc of social/cultural suppon for women 10
choose religious life over family responsibilities;
7) complete non-recognition of nun stabls
(Thailand).

n the last five years there has been a wave of

I new books on women and Buddhism, written
in a feminist context and motivated by questions
that concern Western women practitioners.
SakyadhiMand Feminine GIOlJ1Id are two of these,
and each fills a niche not covered by previous
works.
SskyadhiM is a sensitively edited and
abridged version of the proceedings of the first
International Conference of Buddhist Nuns. held
in Bodhgaya, India in February, 1987. Seventy
nuns and 80 lay-people from Bwma, China, Taiwan, Japan, Korea, Nepal, Tibet, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Vielnam, Europe, Canada, and the United
Stales came IOgether 10 learn from each other and
10 promote mutual understanding. The focus of the
conference and book is the role of nuns in Buddhist
practice across the various traditions.
The largest chapter of the book includes upto-daIe repoI1S on problems for nuns in each of the
represented Asian countries. Though most of these
countries are patriarchal in social structure, oven
sexism is not necessarily the biggest problem for
nuns, who may be struggling for physical or
cultural survival. Indirect expression of sexism,
bowever, may be of significant influence. Tbese
problems were of greatest imponar.ce:
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By covering these challenges in specific countryby-<:ountry detail, this chapter provides an invaluable baseline reference for future dialogue.
Technical questions aboot ordination requirements and "the bhiksuni issue" are covered in
both practical and philological frameworks. Several sections offer refreshing insight inlO tradi-
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tiona! text inteIpretalions, pointing the way for
dynamic evolution oftheroleofwomen'spractice.
Religious argwnents 10 state or temple authorities
will need 10 address these textual obstacles, if
women are to be able 10 make an effective social
contribution as religious professionals.
Feminine Ground is a collection of essays
by six Western women scholars whose academic
focus is Tibet The diverse IOpics include female
role models for women's practice, relationship 10
the land as feminine presence, the experience of
enlight.enmen~ dEkinI as feminine principle, the
sociology of women in Tibe~ and nuns and nunneries. The authors chose specifically not to limit
their discussion 10 a single disciplinary framework, so the book offers an unusual cross-section
of culbltal elements influencing Tibetan women's
practice. Each essay is extensively referenced in
rigorous academic slyle, drawing on original TIbetan
docwnents as well as western reviews of Buddhist
thought
The essays by Gross and Willis illuminate
feminine relationalily and emptiness as two aspeelS of wisdom. Gross develops a hagiographic
analysis of Yeshe Tsogyel-enlightened consort
ofPadmasarnbhava, emphasizing Yeshe Tsogyel' s
relational life. She contraslS conventional relationships characterized by power abuse and compulsive action, with dharmic relationships where
wisdom power is used 10 enlighten all beings.
Willis clarifies the clIJ1dnI principle, "mkha' 'gro
rna" or "sky-walking woman", 10 reveal sky as
emptiness and walking as underslJlnding-i..e., the
feminine embodiment of wisdom. She reviews the
context for the lrllditiona! appearance of the clIJ1dnI
to show her role in prophecy, protection, and
inspiration. Both essays offer innovative feminist
analysis and ClIcellent scholarship to provide a
deeper understanding of Buddhist practice and
philosophy revealed by female figures.
But stories of miraculous female beings
have little to do with everyday social reality in
Tibet. Drawing on feminist methods of analysis,
The Pacirze w.,/d
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Aziz looks at aspects of language, social status,
and women's work 10 suggest a preliminary sociological piclUre of women in Tibet Willis' life
history accounts of five nuns contributes further
detail on the context for women's practice in this
cullUre. The overall state of Tibetan nunneries
today, pre- and post-invasion is summarized in
Tsomo's statistical review. Of 18,000 nuns practicing in the 1950s, tragically only 900 Tibetan
women remain in formal spiritual lrIIining, all
exiles.
These books and others in the new wave of
publications on women and Buddhism greatly
augment the classics by Diana Paul (Women in
Buddhism, 1979), I.B. Homer (Women under
Primitive Buddhism, 1930). and Caroline Rhys
Davids (Thengatha translation, 1909). The new
titles include: 1. books about women teachers:
Lenore Friedman, Meetings with Remarkable
Women. 1987 and Sandy Boucher. 'fuming the
Wheel. 1988; 2. books by women teachers: Joko
Beck, Everyday Zen. 1989 and Toni Packer,
Seeing without Knowing. 1984; 3. books about
realized female beings: Tsultrim Allione, Women
of Wisdom, 1984 and Keith Dowman, Sky Dancer,
1984; and 4. collections of social-historical commentary/dialogue by Buddhist women practitioners: Ellen Sidor. A Gathering of Spirit. 1988;
Hopkinson and Kiera, Not Mixing Up Buddhism,
1986; and Women andBuddhism. a special edition
of Spring Wind. 1986.
As more and more Western women make a
serious commitment to Buddhist practice. there
will be an increasing need for books that address
women's concerns, practice issues. role models,
and paths to enlightenment Buddhism has arrived
on Western shores to meet feminism. now well
beyond the first seeds of consciousness-raising.
Feminist though~ analysis. and experiential approach find common ground with Buddhist philosophy, but not necessarily with Buddhist institutions. These books, including SakyadhIflI and
Feminine Ground. provide avenues for discussion
New s.nu. No. 7, 1991
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and action, enabling women to develop a full and
rich spiritual practice in the Western social context
The sttenglhs of SakyadhitLlie in the excellent integration of material by editor Karma Lekshe
Tsomo. She provides helpful inlroductory passages and a clear explication of technical problems
with nun on1ination. The book serves a useful
function as a reference tool for nuns and nunnrzies
allover the world. The sections on education and
community living need further vision and development (perhaps the next conference). I would also
like to see more discussion of the problems with
political organizing of nuns as it conflicts with
Buddhist IeaChings of egolessness.
Feminine Ground, by conlraSt, suffers from
lack of a strong integrative theme or sense of
relationship between chapters. Though the essays
offer a wide diversity of perspectives, there is no
clear, overall statement emerging from the collec-
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lion. Each essay, however, is in itself a superbly
referenced piece of schoIarship, bringing to the
fore in one volume, the voices of the major
WeslCm women scholars of Tiberan Buddhism.
The essays together with the references are an
outsranding resource for the serious student of
women and Buddhism.
Despite their minor weaknesses, these two
volumes make a substantial conlribution to the
growing collection ofthoughlful materiaI on women
and Buddhism. As women in Western cultures
expand their participation in Buddhist instibltions
and interpretation of Buddhist texts, we can expect
the appearance of more serious writing and solid
schoIarship in this field. Such work olfers new
pebpectives on Buddhism that will be useful not
only to women, but to all students of the Dharma.
Stephanie Kaza
Graduate Theological Union
Berkeley, CA
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Red Star Over Tibet
by Dawa Norbu. Second edition. New York: Envoy Press, 1987. 303
pp. $14.95.
wolk. By conscientiously trying to tell his story,
Norbu's book is at once restricted and revealing. It
is restricted in the sense that he does not provide
!he information that many western readClll may be
searching for in a wolk of this nature. Absent are
grand-scale horror stories of widespread Chinese
abuse, in their place, the daily wants, longings and
fC8lll of a local population at a specific time and
place in a cultural trauma. Norbu's contextualization is strict, particularly in the fltSt edition portions of the book, and does not lend itself to the aggrandizement of generalization.
While readCIlI may want for the lack of !he
"big picture," Red SIBr Over Tibet is rich in the
revelation of minute details of Tibetan village life.
Household rituals, the missionary activities of
Tibetan Buddhists to the nomads of the vast
Tibetan plateau, and !he words of learned monks
to a young lay Tibetan are amongst the scenes
presented by Norbu. He is particularly apt in
chronicling the historic import of religious life to
lay Tibetans. Indeed, while Tibetans seemed able
to accept the Chinese teachings that the upper
strata of Tibetan society was guilty of generations
of social abuse, they did not accept the teachings
that religion was "the poison of the people."
(Norbu relales that ''poison" was inserted into the
Marxist phrase, for !he Tibetan language has no
equivalent to "opiate.")

classic of modem Tibetan history, Norbu' s

A book deals wilh Ihe consequences of !he

Chinese occupation/liberation of Tibet. The book
begins in 1951 wilh a sketch ofNorbu's family life
in Ihe village of Tashigang outside Ihe major city
of Sakya in soulhem Tibet. From Ihere, Ihe first
person narrative covelli some of !he major events
of Norbu's life as he witnesses Ihe original arrival
of the Chinese, experiences various Chinese ''programs," flees with his family to India in late 1959
at the age of eleven, and in a recent second edition,
concludes in reflection upon the Cultural Revolution and the future prospects of the Tibet situation.
Norbu's book is commonly cited as a midpoint on the continuum between Chinese propaganda and a predominanUy western-authored
romantic memory of !he Tibet that was. On one
level, his wolk is just thal For, while he cites
Chinese rule as ultimately "colonial, inhumane
and tyrannous" (p. 212), he remembelllthe Tibet
that was as "decadent, inefficient and feudal" (p.
211). However, to consider Norbu solely in light of
this continuum is to fail to recognize a perhaps
more important dimension of his wolk.
Norbu's wolk deserves notice as an example of insider ethnography. He has produced a
woIk about Tibet and Tibelans authored by a
Tibetan. Red SlBris rare amongst Tibetan authored
woIks in English translation in Iha1 it is not
primarily a religious wolk, but an ethnographic
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Like many commentators on the Tibetan
sibJation, Norbu points out the import of the Dalai
Lama to Tibetans in general and to the resolution
of the China-Tibet conflict in particular. His hope
is that the leadership of the Dalai Lama may be the
key to an eventual solution. The second edition of
Red Star Over Tibet came out before the 1989
Nobel Peace Prize was awarded to the Dalai Lama,
and this award seems to confum thal the Dalai
Lama is not only a key to the resolution of the
Tibetan sibJation, but a person with a social and
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religious vision important to the whole of contemporary society. Norbu's book is a traditional classic as it tells well an interesting and complicated
tale. It is a contemporary classic as it utilizes an
insider's voice to tell the insider's tale.
George McKinley
Graduate Theological Union
Berkeley, CA
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To Lhasa and Beyond: Diary of the Expedition to Tibet in the Year
1948
by Giuseppe Tucci. Translated by Mario Carelli. Foreword by H. H.
the Dalai Lama. 1956; reprint Ithaca, NY: Snow Lion Publications,
1985. 237 pp., plates. Paper: $14.95.
is a reprint of a classic work first published
T inhistranslation
from Italian in 1956. A penonal
travel account written by Giuseppe Tucci, the
"Godfather" of modern Tibetology, To LhSSll SlId
Beyond provides a rare and insightful view of
traditional Tibet before the Chinese took over the
country in 1950 and destroyed most of its religion
and culture following the /light of the Dalai Lama
to India in 1959. The book is especially valuable
as the record ofajowney ID Tibet in 1948 by one
of the foremost Western scholars of Tibetan reli·
gion and civilization. In addition ID his profound
lmowledge of Tibetan history and culture, Tucci
brings ID bear on his subject a deep personal
interest and empathy. The reader feels what the an,
pt3Ctices, and beliefs of the Tibetan people meant
to Tucci as well as to the Tibetans themselves. Not
a dry academic exercise, the book combines in
lively fashion vivid travel writing with a solid
grounding in rigorous scho1arship.
The fUllt part of Tucci's journey rook him
up from the Indian hill stations of Darjeeling and
Kalimpong over the Himalayas of Sikkim through
the Natu Ia Pass into the Chumbi Valley of Tibet.
Tucci describes the vast and desolate stretches of
the route continuing ID Gyantse, the main trade
center on the route to Lhasa, in the following
passage, typical of evocative landscape descriptions sprinkled throughout the book:
On the high tableland a person can be seen
from a greatdistance,like a meaningless black
dot on the background of barren, lifeless
rocks. Huge, overbearing cliffs crowd the
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landscape in the boundless waste, with the
crushing majesty of nature. Man does not
count be is a tiny being moving along and
disappearing without trace. even as the Chi·
nese painters saw him in their metaphysic
pictures where the mountain, the clouds and
the water spread allover the canvas, and man
seems ID appear only ID give the measure of
his nothingness. [po 48]
From Gyantse. Tucci went over the Karala and
ID skirt the fjord·like arms of
Yamdrog Lake and cross the Tsangpo River on the
standard route to Lhasa, He describes in some
detail important monasteries and temples along the
way, such as Ralung andNelang~e latter sacred
to Ati§a, the great Indian teacher who played a
major role in re·introducing Buddhism inlD Tibet
in the eleventh century.
The central chapters of the book are taken
up with descriptions of Lhasa, Tucci's meeting
with the Dalai Lama, social life in the city, and the
huge monastic complexes of Drepung, Sera, and
Ganden. This is fOllowed by an unusual account of
a 120 mile trip by yak skin boats down the Kyichu
and Tsangpo rivers to Samye, the fUllt monastery
built in Tibet, and Tsetang, the place where accord·
ingto Tibetan myth A valoldte&vara, the bodhisattva
of compassion and patron deity of Tibet, took the
form of a monkey and mated with a rock ogress to
create the primordial ancestors of the Tibetan
people. After visiting nearby hermitages and
monasteries and engaging in enlightening conver·
sations with monks and hermits, Tucci proceeded
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10 the Yarlung Valley with the IOmbs of the ancient
Kings of Tibet. The final chapters describe his
return trip 10 India via Gyantse and Shig.tse.......dle
1auer the seal of the Panchen Lama and site of the
great monastery of Tashilhumpo. The book includes an insert of plates showing rare pholDgraphs
of monasteries and temples and a way of life long
since destroyed by the Chinese.
Tucci uses the account of his journey as a
frameworl< on which 10 hang discussions of a wide
variety of IDpics, ranging from the role of an in
Tibetan medil81ion ID the contemponuy follies of
European politics. The hislDrical palaces, forts,
temples, and monasteries through which he passes
afford him the building materials out of which ID
construct a nmning narrative of the principal
events of Tibetan history, both secular and sacred.
He visits, for example, the important pilgrimage
place of Samye, the flJSt Buddhist monastery built
in Tibet, and tens the slDry of its founding in the
eighth century A.D. Descriptions of paintings and
sculpture in various monasteries and temples allow him 10 launch inlD extended discussions of
styles of an and the role of images in the visualizations of Buddhist yoga. Conversations with
lamas, hermits, mediums, and exorcists become
opportunities ID provide insightful glimpses inlD
the esoteric practices of Tibetan Buddhism and
their relation ID Western philosophy and psychology. A visit ID a lonely spot where corpses are
exposed ID birds in the Tibetan practice of sky
burial prompts a long discourse on the visionary
experiences of the bardo---me intezmediate state
between dealh and rebirth (or the higher goal of
enlightenment) described in the SIH:aIIed TIbetan
Boot of /he Dead. In the course of these digressions Tucci presents marvelous descriptions of the
spiritual forces depicted in an and evoked in ritual:

scious so as ID haunt your dreams as wen. You
would thiok that the painters have by some
wizanlry conjured up living forces and driven
them inlOtheirworl<, and that Ihese could float
out of the walls, force their way inlD your soul
and take possession of it by a magic spell. [po
57]

To Lhasa and Beyondprovides in an accessible and entertaining form enlightening glimpses
of ideas and material presented in a less readable
and more systematic fashion in Tucci's scholarly
works such as Tibetan Painted Scrolls, The Theory
B1Id Practice of /he Mandala, and The Religions of
TIbet. lIS vivid descriptions and lucid explanations
make esoteric points of Tibetan religion and philosophy undezsIandable ID laymen as well as
scholars. Amid the profusion of books that have
now appeared on Tibet, To Lhasa and Beyond
stands out as one of the few flJSt-hand accounts of
what Tibetan culture and religion were like when
they were still intact in their homeland And among
those few wolks, it holds a singular place as the
pen;onal travel account of a master scholar of
Tibetan civilization.
Occasionally, in his efforts 10 universalize
his subject and relate it ID Western ideas and
concerns, Tucci goes a liute too far, as in a few
passages where he refers 10 "God" in explaining
Tibetan practices-an approach alien ID the Buddhist tradition, based as it is on the u1timale realization of emptiness. In an unfortunate omission the
publishers of the reprint have dropped the index
from the original English translation, making it
more diflicultlD find and keep track of unfamiliar
teems and place names. They have also reduced the
external dimensions of the book, eliminating the
beautiful Tibetan painting that graced its covet.
But these are eXlremely minor points that do not
detract from the overall value of the book.
To lluJsa B1Id Beyond provides excellent
background reading for anyone contemplating a
visit 10 Central Tibet It helps travelers 10 put what

The images, now peaceful, now terrific, seem
IOjump up alive before your eyes, ID crowd on
you like ghosts and 10 engrave themselves
mercilessly inlD the botlDm of your subcon-
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they see in a historical and cultural context so that
they can understand it better and appreciate how
much of profound value has been lost in Tibet.
Anthropologists. historians. and students of Tibetan civilization will find many interesting tidbits
of information scattered through the texL The book
will also be of use to scholars of Tibetan language
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and religion. grounding their sbldies of textual
material in the lives and physical settings of the
people who created those texts and lived by their
teachings.
Edwin Bernbanm
University of California.
Berkeley
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The Inner Teachings of Taoism
by Chang Po-tuan. Commentary by Liu I-ming. Translated by Thomas
Cleary. Boston and London: Shambhala, 1986. xix + 118 pp. Paperback: $11.95.
hen examining the three major religious 1Iadi-

only are there numerous codes, but even a single
code may also be subject to a number of different
interpretations" (p. vii). However, after pointing
this out he continues by suggesting Ibat Ibe wai-tan
(outer alcbemical) tradition is somehow less valid
!han Ibe "highly purified form of Taoism" which
emphasizes the nei-tan (inner or spiritual alchemical) tradition: the Complete Reality School (p.
viii). In a manner consistent with his other presentations of Taoism, Clearly appears to be championing Ibe role of Chinese spiritual alchemy at the
expense of all olber forms of Taoism.
The first section of Ibis book contains the
text from which it derives its name: The Inner
Teachings. This section was written by the elevenlb~entury Taoist master Chang Po-tuan who
had spent the fllSt eighty yeaIS of his life studying
Confucianism and Ch'an Buddhism. As Cleary
points out, The Inner Teachings are a "simplified"
and "condensed version" of anolber of Chang's
works (also translated by Cleary) entitled Understanding Realily(p. xv). The text itself is made up
of twenty rather cryptic four line verses which are
in tum divided into two sections: the fllSt three
verses present a general summary of the overall
process of spiritual alcbemy while the rentaining
sixteen verses follow with a more in-deplb examination of the entire process.
For his part, Liu I-ming follows each of the
four line verses of The Inner Teachings with a
useful, although still somewhat cryptic, explanatory commentary in which he begins to explain Ibe
many metaphors of Chang. In an effon to "let
students understand at a glance and be further able
to comprehend the true interpretation wilbout
getting involved in speculation," (p. 32) Liu adds

tions of China (Taoism, Confucianism and
W
Buddhism), one quickly notices that there is a great
deal of cross-traditional exchange taking place.
One of the more interesting is the exchange that
took place between Buddhism and Taoist wai-tan
(outer alchemy) when Buddhism entered China
around the second century. The inter-play between
these two IIaditions lead to what Isabelle Robeinet
refeIl! to as "completely Chinese and Taoist reaction to Buddhism:" nei-tan (inner or spiritual
alchemy). The tradition of inner alchemy, which
uses the alchemical methods and theories to internally perfect the inner self, is the topic of Thomas
Cleary's translation of The Inner Teachings of

Taoism.
The Inner Teachings of Taoism is divided
into four sections: I) a general introduction; 2) the
Inner Teachings; 3) a text ofLiu I-ming's entitled
''On Solving Symbolic Language"; and 4) three
other texts of Liu's which related to the topic of
spiritual alchemy. The text to which Cleary refers
in the title of the worlc makes up an extremely small
portion of this book. The Inner Teachings of
Taoism, as presented by Thomas Cleary, is not a
work by the Taoist master Chang Po-tuan as one
might be led to believe. In point of fact, The Inner
Teachingsis an extremely shon text surrounded by
an endless, and somewhat one-sided, nineteenlbcentury commentary by Liu I-ming.
In his introduction Thomas Cleary presents
a useful, allbough somewhat limited, introduction
to the subject of Chinese alchemy. He describes
the difficulties of interpreting the various bodies of
Taoist literature. He notes lhat "the problems of
decoding this literature are formidable, for not
Thc Pacific World
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"Essentials foe Students" and twenty~four "Secrets

with Confucian teachings, and it is not difficult to
imagine that this Camiliarity probably influenced

of Alchemy" ID the end of The Inner Teachings.
Throughout these three additional commentaries
Liu belabon his point that all alchemical language
is meant as metaphor foc inner/spiritual tech-

his undentanding of Taoist alchemy.
The last section of this work is dedicated to
three other writings by Liu that relate to the notion
of spiritual alchemy. The first, Flfty V = of

niques.

Resolve Doubts, is a collection of short passages
which are designed ID convey Liu's undelStanding
oC Taoist alchemy (emphasis on the symbolic
nature of alchemical language) to students of
alchemy. The Fifty V~es covers topics such as
the cinnabar crucible, seIC-refinement, and the
spiritual embryo. The second part, On the nue
Opening of the MysteriOlJS Female, provides a
colorful description of The nue Opening and
Collows with another commentary on the misuse oC
metaphorical language. The third part oC this
section, EssentiB1 Teachings for Culti vating Reality, presents us with Liu's brieC summary of the
process of becoming "enlightened."
Although the need Cor translations oC Taoist
works is great, that need is not helped by Thomas
Cleary. He presents the bulk oC this book without
an ounce oC desperately needed context (his introduction is Car from adequate). He seems to operaIe
under the assumption that there is no need ID share
with hisreaden even aglimpseoCoriginai Chinese
texts. The fact that this wolk is completely devoid
oC documentation or bibliographic data of any
Corm detracts from this work. In short, Thomas
Cleary's translation, The Inner Teachings ofTsoism. falls Car short of being anything more than an
interesting addition to the growing library oC''pop"
theology.

twenty short ''ExplanatoIy V=." twenty-four

The next major portion of The Inner Teachings is a work written by Liu I-ming entiUed On
Solving Symbolic Language. In this section Liu
continues hammering home his point about the
melBphorical nature oC alchemical language. He
writes:
The alchemical classics all use metaphors to
illustrate principles; they IIJe telling people to
discezn from the image the principle and act

on the image. It is a pity that people do not
investigale the principles, only recognizing
the images. There are very many symbolic
expressions used in alchemical classics; sb!dents should proceed from the symbol to
discover the principle (p. 53-S4).
In addition to his comments on symbolic
language, Liu includes an interesting presentalion
on the alchemical ruing process which is a text
based on seven diagrams representing the process
of producing humans by Collowing natural processes, seven diagrams representing the process of
creating immortals by reversing the naIIIIal processes and fourteen diagJalllS which IIJe meant to
provide an idea oC how to go along with the
creation and reversal oC creation. In this presentalion Liu also emphasizes the need to conduct the
practice of alchemy in the proper manner with a
proper teacher. This can be better undemood by
noting thatLiu,llkeChang, was extremely familiar
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The Korean Neo-Confucianism of Yi YuJgok
by Ro Young-chan. SUNY Series in Philosophy. Albany: State
University of New York Press, 1989. xv + 154 pages. Foreword by
Tu Wei-mingo Glossary of Chinese and Korean Words. Selected
Bibliography. Cloth: $49.50, paper: 16.95.

hose interested in the impact of Buddhism on

Neo-Confucian thought which Yu1gok treated. Its

T East Asia have long paid attention to work: on

aim is not to discuss Confucianism and Christian-

ity. Furthermore, it has little explicit coverage of
Buddhist influence on Neo-Confucian thought in
China or Korea, yet one can learn much on this by
reading between the lines.
Ro's book is organized in three chapters,
preceded by an introduction and followed by a
conclusion. The Introduction treats Yi Yulgok's
life and his place within Korean Neo-Confucianism and, also, presents the scope and approach of
the book as a whole. The three chapters cover, respectively, Yulgok's cosmology and ontology, his
anthropology, and the concept ch'eng (sincerity;
Korean, song) as the key element in his thought,
unifying cosmology, ontology, and anthropology.
The Conclusion summarizes the accomplishments
of the three chapters and considers Yulgok's contribution to contemporary philosophy.
Among the basic facts of Yi Yulgok's life,
a few are important for our purposes. Although
junior to Yi T' ocgye, and not blessed with as long
a life span, Yi Yulgokwas amoreorigina1 thinker.
Uke T'ocgye, he lived more than a century after
the period early in the Yi Dynasty (1392-1910)
when Buddhism was first suppressed by the Korean state in favor of Confucianism. Thus, his
generation of Neo-Confucian thinkers was not so
much interested in establishing the superiority of
Confucianism over Buddhism as it was interested
in derming the nature of Confucian orthodoxy.
This is one reason why Ro's book has SO little to
say on the Buddhist-Confucian issue. Moreover,

Neo-Confucianism. Most of this work: has been
concerned with the Neo-Confucian tradition in
China, some with the tradition in Japan. much less
with the tradition in Korea, and virtually none with
its development in Vietnam. With regard to Korea.
it has only been in recent years that the tenitory has
been charted and the contributions of key figures
presented in book length works in English. The
publication in 1985 of ThcRise ofNeo-Confucianism in Korea, edited by Wm. Theodore deBary and
JaH)'IDI Kim Haboush (New York:: Columbia
University Press), marked a turning point by
giving the English speaking world a genernl, if
selective, overview. Since that time a book dedicated to each of the two best known figures in Korean Neo-Confucianism has appeared. Yi Yulgok
(1536-84) is treated in the book under review here;
and Yi T'ocgye(ISOI-70) is treated in Michael C.
Kalton, To Become a Sage: The Ten Diagrams on
SageLeaming by Yi T'ocgye (New York:: Columbia University Press, 1988).
Ro's book grew, in part, out of his Ph.D.
dissertation: 'The Search for a Dialogue between
the Confucian 'Sincerity' and the Christian Reality: TheNeo-Confucian ThoughtofYi Yulgok and
the Theology of Heinrich Ott" (University of California, Santa BaIbara, 1982). The present work:
devotes little space to the dissertation topic (pp.
94-95}.1t is a detailed examination ofYi Yulgok's
thought, although it provides thorough background
information regarding each aspect of Chinese
The l'IdIic World
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according to Ro, Yulgok is an especially good
example of a thinker who puts the stamp of
"Korea" on the Confucian tradition. The consistently non-dualistic stance ofYulgok, we are told,
corresponds with non-dualism as a way of thinking
found throughout the "Korean spiritual tradition"
(p. xiii).
Indeed, the two themes in Yulgok's understanding of Neo-Confucianism that the book features are his "non-dualistic vision" and "anthropocosmic awareness" (p. 2). "Non-dualism" actually refers to a position that is neither dualistic nor
monistic. And what Ro terms "anlhropocosmic
awareness" is itself characterized, above all, by its
being a non-dualistic view: "his [Yulgok's] view
of the fundamental unity between man's cultivation and the cosmic force of destiny" (p. 2).
Yulgok's main contribution was, thus, to overcome a dualistic tendency in the Neo-Confucian
thought of his time. As the Introduction asserts,
and the rest of the book demonstrates, Yulgok's
effort to establish a non-dualistic view permeates
every area of his thought: cosmological, ontological, anthropological.
In his comments on the "scope and approach" of his book (pp. 1()"14), Ro himself issues
a caution about the use of a Western framewmk,
including the use of such terms as cosmological,
ontological, etc., to tty to understand a Korean
thinker. He wants to avoid the "reductionism"
inherent in such an approach. Ro says that his own
approach will be a hermeneutical one, following
Heidegger and Gadamer, with the intention of
grasping the underlying hermeneutical motive
which penetrates Yulgok's thought, which is a
non-dualistic way of thinking.
Ro's success in escaping a Western reduction of Yulgok's work will be evaluated later in
this review. But one thing is certain, he must be
appreciated for his awareness of relevant hermeneutical principles, such as "intelpretation js a
struggle with text" (p. 12), in his efforts. It is clear
throughout the book that Ro is self~onsciously
7JJe PaciJic World

struggling, as he says, "to allow Yulgok to appear
and speak (in the Heideggerian sense of the word)"
(p. 11).
In Chapter One, when Ro formally introduces the three areas ofNeo-Confucian thought he
will cover---(;osmology, ontology, and anthropology-be provides a disclaimer. Nco-Confucians
never actually used these categories to expound
their arguments; they are useful only as hermeneutical "tools" (p. 16). The cosmological and ontological dimensions of Neo-Confucian thought,
among Yulgok and his Chinese predecessors, are
the topic of Chapter One. Therein Ro specifies how
certain thinkers were relatively more interested in
the cosmological side of key concepts, such as t'ajchi ('the Great mtimate'), while others were
interested in their ontological side. Yulgok, developing the views of Chu Hsi (1I3()"1200), whose
school of Neo-Confucian thought dominated in
Korea, produced a non-dualistic, "cosmo-ontological" view of t'aj~hi. In accord with Chu Hsi's
insistence on the interdependence of Ii (principle)
and ch 'j (material force), Yulgok did not let t'ajchi reign as a purely ontological entity apart from
the world.
Yulgok's relatively more thoroughgoing
insistence on the interdependence of Ij and ch'j
shows itself with greater strength and significance
in Chapter Two's discussion ofYulgok's "anthropology." As Ro states: "This non-dualistic characterization of Ij and ch 'j is dermed more clearly in
Yulgok's anthropology, particularly in his understanding of the mind, that [sic] it is in his cosmology and ontology" (p. 39). Most specifICally,
Yulgok's role in the ~ed "four-seven" debate
shows him to be intent on expunging any dualism
of Ii and the explanation of the functioning of
''mind" (hsin). Because of its importance, let us
digress on this at some length as our primary
example of Yulgok's creative thought
KoreanNeo-Confucians showed greatinterest in the mind-body problem as addressed in the
discussion of the "four beginnings" (commisera111
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an "anthropocosmic awareness" whereby the sage
transforms the world as well as himself. YuIgok is
not unique in considering ch 'eng, as a quality of
the sage, to havecosmic as well as moral force. The
seeds of this view existed in classical Confucianism, and its explication was important to earlier
generations ofN~ucians. Yet one becomes
convinced, as Ro provides example after example,
that YuIgok developed it with his characteristically
and self-consciously non-dualistic approach. Giving only his fmal yet peJbaps most important
example, ch'eng was the basis for the unity of
thought and action in YuIgck's own life as a
''theoretician and pragmatist" deeply involved in
political affairs (pp. 107-110). To a greater exlent
than most other Korean Neo-Confucian thinkl7S,
including T'oegye, Yulgok was an active statesmen, holding a variety of high positions during his
life (provincial GOVl7Dor, Minister of Personnel,
Minister of Justice, Minister of Defense, etc.).
Ro's Conclusion, in addition to summarizing, presents some comments about what Yulgok' s
!hought has to offer us today. His comments cover
two key aspects of moral and spiritual thought.
Fint, thinking today is too oflen characterized by
a division of anduopology and cosmology; or, put
another way, theology has become anthropology
as Western religious thinkers have abandoned
efforts to salvage their outmoded (i.e., Christian)
cosmologies. As to Yulgok's "anthropocosmic"
view, Ro writes: 'This view of a continuity between the social and the natural worlds, of Man
fully integrated into the natural oilier, implies a
disturbing critique of the modem Western view of
an indifferent nature and alienated humanity" (p.
113). Second, Ro also sees us challenged by the
way that, "in Yulgck's non-dualistic approach,
paradigmatic Western categories-body and mind,
spirit and matter, thought and feeling-are bypassed in favor of a cohesive, holistic understanding" (p. 114). We are challenged because, although
Yulgck's view is non-theistic and non-dualistic, it
is still "essentially religious" (p. 115).

tion, shame and dislike, respect and reverence, and
right and wrong) and the "seven feelings" (pleasure, anger, SOIIOW, fear, love, hate, and desire). Yi
T'oegye had relared the mind's issuance of the
''four beginnings" to Ii, and the issuance of the
"seven feelings" to ch'i. Although he seemed to
think he was explicating Chu Hsi's position in a
nonconlrovezsialmanner,adebaleensued. Yulgok.'s
contribution is found in his correspondence with
Song Hon (1535-98), a supporter of T'oegye's
position. For Yulgck, a division of menial issuances (i.e., activities of the mind aroused by
contact with the world) into discrete categories
was supported neither by experience nor by standard Neo-Confucian views on Ii and ch'i (which
for him as for T'oegye came from Chu Hsi). He
refused to accept any position Ihat would make it
appear that Ii could issue forth and function independently of ch'i or vice versa. To avoid dualism,
he explained the seven feelings as being inclusive
of the four beginnings. According to Yulgck: ''The
'seven feelings' refer to the totality of the human
mind when it has been aroused by the external
world. The 'four beginnings' refa to the good side
of the 'seven feelings'" (Ro's translation, p. 68).
This solution also prevented the misinterprewion Ihat "evil" was somehow ontologically
grounded in any category of ch 'j-related (physical)
menial issuances. Since the "seven feelings" are
taken to represent the totality of the mind aroused
by contact with the world, any feeling not directed
correclly may become "evil." As a result, Ro
explains: 'The problem of evil is thus nOl an
ontological one but a volitional one" (p. 68). To the
exlentlhat early Neo-Confucians (including, if nOl
especially, Chu Hsi) had tended toward a dualism
of sensual and spiritual in trying to explain the
roots of"evil" behaVior, Yulgok sought to save the
tradition from this lendency toward dualism as
well as from simplistically placing the blame on
discretely sensual aspects of humans.
Turning to ChapIez Three, we fUld our fmal
example of Yulgck's non-dualistic approach: his
explanation of ch 'eng (sincerity) as the essence of
The: harte WOI"ld
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How do we evaluate Ro' s wolk? On the one
hand, it claims to present us with a thinker who has
great relevance for Western thinkers today. On the
other hand, it claims that this thinker cannot be
understood by any Western "reduction" and, therefore, must be allowed to speak to us in his own
voice. Obviously, then, an evaluation ofRo'swork
must focus, above all, on its success in completing
the daunting task of intercultwaI inlerprel81ion.
FiBt of all, Ro should be congratulated for
being aware of the difficulties in the task facing
him. Not only at the beginning, when such issues
are usually addressed in works of this type, but
throughout the book, one has the feeling that Ro is
doing his best 10 let Yulgok's own voice reach us.
He carefully chooses between available translations of IeChnical terms, between English translalions and Romanizations of terms, between using
and avoidingestablishedWestern categories. Thus,
Ro's worle: is a model of the procesg one should go
through in trying 10 allow material from another
culture reach a new audience. One unfortunate
exception 10 this is the large number of errors in the
Romanization of Chinese. The glossary alone has
about fifteen, including placing all "p" entries out
of alphabetical order, after those under "f."
Secondly, as 10 the result of this process,
Ro's works has strengths as well as weaknesses.
As one might expect, continual use of Western
philosophical terms, despite the disclaimer that the
terms are only hermeneuticallOOls, can disguise as
well as amplify a Korean thinker's voice. The key
issue is not whether to use such terms at all; their
careful use is a key 10 success.1be issue is whether
or not one chooses the most appropriale terms. For
example, there are good reasons to employ a term
like "anthropocosmic," already used 10 good effect
by others discussing the NecH:onfucian ttadition,
such as To Wei-mingo This term communicates the
unity of human and natwaI, social and cosmic, for
a tradition that has consistently insis1ed on their
fundamental oneness. More questionable is the use
of "ontological." as opposed to Ucosmological,"
1lH: hci/ic W...,d

especially when one concedes that it is not a native
distinction for either Chinese or Koreans. Is there
anything in the Neo-Confucian world view that
indicates that it has an "ontological" as well as
"cosmological" dimension? Probably not. There is
certainly nothing beyond the cosmos, in NeoConfucian's eyes, for they have a thoroughly immanental view of ultimate reality. Moreover, there
is little indication that, forthem, there are ontologically different substances within the cosmos. What
seems important to Neo-Confucians, including
Yu1gok (see p. 31), is the distinction between what
is subtle or "concealed" (weI) and what is gross or
"manifested" (hsien). 1be "Ultimate" is not beyond natwe, or different from the rest of nature, it
is just ultimately more subtle. This kind of distinclion is better covered within "cosmology" than by
introducing a cosmology-onlOlogy division.
We must also address the most important
interpretive term that Ro uses: "non-dualisrn."
Despite Ro's frequent reminders that "non-dualism" does nol mean umonism," one wonders why
heputhimselfin the position of having continually
to remind us that his key tenn does not mean what
we are likely 10 think it does. One drawback 10 his
choice is that it continually draws our attention to
the "problem" of dualism and monism, which has
been a problem in the West, and perhaps in India,
but not in East Asia. A rela1ed drawback is that it
does not draw suffICient attention to what is a key
problem in East Asian thoughc balance of opposiles. One might interpret Yulgok's "hermeneutical motive" as being against imbalance, against
leaning 10 one side, rather than against "monism"
and/or "dualism." This would be in line with our
understanding, for example, of Korean Nco-Confucian criticisms of Buddhism and the Wang
Yang-ming style ofNeo-Confucianism. While it is
questionable thatNco-Confucians thought in terms
of "monism" and "dualism," it is clear that they
thought about balance of Opposi1eS: Ii and ch 'j, yin
and yang, contemplation and action, natwaI and
human, and SID forth .
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Is there a tenn that captures the key probIematik of Yulgok's thought yet escapes the drawbacks of ''non-dualism"? One is suggested in lulia
Ching's article on Yulgok's contribution 10 the
"Four-Seven Debate" in The Rise of Nco-ContucjlUlism in KOIeS (op. cit, pp. 303-322, esp. p.
313), where she speaks of "dialectical unity" 10
cIwacItnze his apJK08Ch 10 pairs of opposites,
such as Ii and ch 'j. This is one example of a tenn
that, in our view, is superior 10 ''non-dualWn."
It may seem unreasonable that our major
criticism is a tenninological one. However, it is
one connected withRo's main pmpose: presenting
the thought of a leading Korean Neo-Confucian in

Tho PKi/ic World

a way that avoids the danger of its reduction 10
Western categories. If the tenninological problem
stands out, it is only because Ro's book is otherwise so successful in achieving its purpose. That is
10 say, it is successful precisely in providing a
model for how 10 interpret a thinker from a culture
nwbd1y different from our own.

Christian lochim
San lose State Univmity,
San lose, CA
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1.N nEnOR.1. ... n:
ni.nor Lee R.ogers (1950 - 1991)
We are very sony to report the passing of Dr. Minor Rogers on August 25, 1991. He received his
Ph. D. at Harvard University in the field of compamtive religion in 1972. From that time to the present
he taught in the Department of Religion at Washington and Lee University, Lexington, Virginia.
Dr. Rogers is held in high repute for his rigorous and meticulous scholarship and his deep personal
involvement with Shin Buddhism. His gracious warmth and encouragement has inspiredus atthelnstitute.
His major wolk Rennyo: The Second Founder of Shin Buddhism, which he wrote together with his wife
Ann, had just been sent to the publisher prior to his untimely passing. The following bibliography of his
various publications was provided by Ann T. Rogers..

PUBlJCATIONS
Boot:

[with Ann T. Rogers) Rennyo: The SecondFounder ofShin Buddhism, (BelkeIey, CA: Asian Humanities
Press, forthcoming in 1991) .
Articles:

"lotroduction," in Christian Faith in 8 Religiously Plwal World, eds. Donald G. Dawe and John B.
Carman, (Orbis Press, 1978).
Articles on Japanese religion in Abingdon Dictionary of Living Religions, (Abingdon, 1981).
''Rennyo and JOdo Shinshil Piety: The Yoshizaki Years," MonumentJl Nipponica, 36:1 (1981),21-35.
10 Japanese: "Shinjin to Anjin: JiJdo shinshii shislJllhi ni akeru 'Faith' ni /sUi1e no ichi kiJllatslf' (Shinjin
and Anjirr. a Study of 'Faith' in Shin Buddhist HisIOry), Shinshugakil ("Studies in Shin Buddhist
Theology"), 63 ( 1981),26-43.
'The Shin Faith of Rennyo," The Eastern Buddhis~ 15:1 (1982),56-73.
"A View of Rennyo's Early and Middle Years," in JiJdokyO no kenkyii: Ishida Mitsuyuki luJlwe kold
kinen ronbun (Essays on the Pwe Land Buddhist Thought: 10 Honor of Dr. Mitsuyuki Ishida on
the Occasion of his Seventieth Birthday), (Kyoto: Nagata BunsMdl5, 1982), 101-124 .
"Textual Translation and ConteJ<tuai Renewal: Reflections on the Shin Buddhism and Christianity
Symposium," Bulletin, Center for the Study of World Religions, (Harvard University, 1984), 923. Reprinted in Shin Buddhism Meets American Religions. (Kyoto: Nishi Honganji, 1986). 207223; also included in volume is a translation of the article in Japanese, entitled, Seiten honyaku
to seisin bunka no jkIJ, 37-57 .
"Ken's Theology" in Haimusan: Remembering Again That Man Mlo Journeyed in Japan, (Tokyo:
Seikokai Shuppan, 1985),6-7.
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''Five Japanese Porbaits: Images for Continuity and Change" ViIginia Consortium for Asian Studies:
Occasionsl Papers, vol. 3 (1986), 151-157.
"Nembutsu and Commiunent in American Life Today, .. The Pacific World: JoumaJ of the Institute of
Buddhist Studies, n. s., No.2 (1986), 22-30.
''Rennyo," in Encyclopedia ofReligion, 16 vols., editor-in-chief, Mircea Eliade (New York: Macmillan,
1987), 12: 335-336.
"Buddhists and Christians: From Dialog to Colloquy", Plumbline: A JoumaJ of Ministry in Higher
Education, 15:2 (1987), 20-22.
"Rennyo's Letf£rs (Rennyo ShI5nin Ofunu): Fascicle Five," banSlated with Ann T. RogeR, The Eastern
Buddhis~ 21:2 (1988), 95-123.
"Leiters of Rennyo (Ofumi, Fascicle One), " translaled with Ann T. Rogen, The Pure Land: JoumaJ of
Pure Land Buddhism, n.s., No. 5 (1988), 74-112.
"Shin Piety as Gratitude," John B. Carman and Frederick J. Streng, cds., Spoken and Unspoken Thanks:
Some Comparative Soundings (Harvard Center for the Study of World Religion~tudies in World
Religions 5, 1989), 93-111 .
[with Ann T. Rogen] ''The Honganji: Guardian of the State (1868-1945)," Japanese 'oumaJ of Religious
Studies 17: 1 (1990), 3-28.
''Rennyo's Ofumi and the Shinshn," in The Pure Land Tradition: History and Development, Berkeley
Buddhist Studies Series, cds. James H. Foard and Michael Solomon (forthcoming).
[with Ann T. RogeR] ''Rennyo's Legacy: The Leners as Scripture," The Pacific World: JoumaJ of
the Institute of Buddhist Studies (this issue).
''Rennyo to no deai (Meeting Rennyo)," Rennyo ShI5nin Kenkyiikai Kaishi (forthcoming in Japanese).
''Rennyo and His Letters, " The Annual of the Institute of Buddhist Cultural Studies, Ryiilcoku
University (forthcoming).

TransIalions:
Translation into English [with Ann T. Rogers]: "Introduction" to Asaeda Zenshi!, Heian shI5Jd
bukkyOshi kenkyii (A Study in Early Heian Buddhist History), (Kyoto: Nagata BunsMdO,
1980),1-10
Translation committee: ShI5ziJrna/su Wasan: Shiman's Hymns on the Last Age, ( Kyoto: Rynkoku
University Press, 1980).
Translation into English [with Ann T. Rogen]: "Introduction" to Asaeda Zensho, My(Jk&!in-den kiso
kenkyiI (A Study of MyOkOnin-lien), (Kyoto: Nagata BunsMdO, 1982), 1-7.
Translation committee: The Sutra of Contemplation 0/1 the Buddha of Immeasurable Life, (Kyoto:
Ryiikoku University Press, 1984).
Translation into English [with Ann T. Rogen]: "Introduction" to Naobayashi Futai, Nihon kDdai bukkyiJ
seidoshi kenkyiI (A History of the Institutionalization of Buddhism in Ancient Japan), (Kyoto:
Nagata BunshOdO, 1988), 1-11.
Translation into English [with Ann T. Rogers]: Chapters eight and nine, in Asaeda Zenshll, Nihon ryOiJd
kenkyii (A Study of Nihon ryOiIa), (Kyoto: Naga/a Bunshlldl!, 1990), 1-21.
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Translation into English [with Ann T. Rogers]: Rennyo ShCnin Ofutni, Billy!! DendO KyOkai project
to InU1SIaIe the Chinese Buddhist Canon ( forthcoming).
Reviews:
Yoshifumi Ueda, gen. ed., Letrers ofShinran: A TmnsIstion ofMBUIJ&hl1and NolI:s on 'Essentials ofFsith
AIOIIe: ' A 7ianslBtion ofShinran's Yuis11inshD-mon'i, in MonumetJtaNipponia, 35:4 (1980), 508511. Reprinted in Wheel of Dharma, 8:5 (1981). Translated into Japanese by Michio Tokunaga
and reprinted in Chilgai NipplJ, April 18, 1981.
Mokichi Okada, lohel: Divine Light of Salvation, in Religious Studies Review, 12: 2 (1986), 186.
Thomas F. Cleary, !r., 5Mbi1gI!llID: Zen ESSI/ys by DfJgen, in The 10uma1 of Asian Studies, 46: 1 (1987),
145-147.
George M. Brooke, Jr., ed.,lohn M. Brooke's PaciJic Cruise and lapanese Adventure, 1858-00, in NewsGazelte, Lexington, VA (Feb 25, 1987), 7.
Masao Abe, Zen and Western Thought, in Chanoyu Quarterly, 51 (1987), 64-66.
Yoshifumi Ueda, gen. ed., The True Teaching, Practice and Realization oflhe Pure Land Way: A
7ianslBtion ofShinran's KyDgyiJshinsM, vol. 3, in MonumentaNipponia, 43:1 (1988), 120-122.
Yoshifumi Ueda and Dennis Hirota, Shinran: An Introduction to His Thought (Kyoto: Hongwanji
Inlemationai Cenler, 1989), in lapBllescReligions 16:2 (1990), 83-87: reprinted in Clumoyu Quarterly 62 (1990), 73-75.
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BUDDHA DHARMA KYOKAI (SOCIETY). INC. (BDK USA)
PerlIaps the greatest patron of Buddhism in modem times is The Reverend Dr. Yehan Numala,
a 95-year old industrialist turned philanthropist, who received an Honorary DoclOr of Humanities degree
from the University of Hawaii in December 1988. YehanNumata though born inlO a temple family, became
a businessman solely 10 obtain profits which could be diverted to the propagation of Buddhism. His belief
was tha1 the Buddha's teachings, which are based on the spirit of wisdom and compassion, would assist
in bringing about lasting peace and happiness for aU humanity. Embarlcing on his quest. he established
a precision measuring insttumenls manufaclllring company ealJed MillllOyo Corporation in 1934. Profils
from the enlerprise enabled him to found the BukkyO DendO KyOkai (Buddhist Promoting Foundation)
(acronym BDK) in 1965. Under his guidance, this organization began 10 sponsor various activities 10 share
the teachings of the Buddha with as many people aspossible. Lale in life. YehanNumatabecameaBuddhist
priest

The Teaching of Buddha. The first and most significant project undertaken thus far has been
the re~ting. re-publishing and dissemination of The Teaching of Buddha. a small book containing the
essence of Buddha Dharma. The book was an abridged translation oftheIapanese work, ShinyaJcuBukk~
Seiten (The New Translation of the Buddhist Scriptures) compiled and published by the BukkyO Ky61cai
(The Buddhist Society) under the supervision of The Reverend Moan Kizu in 1925. It was believed that
not only would The Teaching of Buddha be an authoritative introduction 10 Buddhism. but it could also
become a daily source of inspiration and a guide for daily living. In order 10 make it understandable and
available 10 the peoples of the world, the book has been IIlInslau:d inlO 35 different languages, prinu:d, and
nearly four million c~ies distributed free of charge in 47 countries.
Tripi/ab Thms.lation Project. Another major undenaIdng was the IIlInslation and publication of the voluminous TaisM Chinese Tripi/ab in English. rust initiau:d in 1982 in Tokyo. It was the
desire of Yehan Numata to introduce the sti11largely unexplored Chinese Mahayana Tripi\3k8 throughout
the English-speaking world. A 13·member group of leading Iapanese Buddhist scholars, headed by
Professor ShOyfi Hanayama of the Musashino Women's College, was formed as the Tripi-\3k8 EdilOrial
Committee. along with the Tripi\3k8 Publications Committee chaired by Professor ShOjun BandO of the
Otani University. These two cornmitll:es are responsible for administering the overall project of the
IIlInslation and publication of approximall:ly 10% of the Chinese Tripi\3k8 by the year2000 A.D. Dr. Gadjin
Nagao. Professor Emeritus of Kyoto University, is currently the overall advisor of the entire projecL
Buddhist Studies Chairs. The third major project was the endowment of Buddhist Chairs
at leading universities of the world. It was Yehan Numata's objective 10 make the teachings of Mahayana
Buddhism available to the academic world on a day-to-day basis. Begun in 1984. the Numata Chairs in
Buddhist Studies have been established at six instillltions in the U.S .• the University of California at
Berkeley, Harvard University, University of Chicago, University of Hawaii, Smith College and the
Instilllte of Buddhist Studies in Berkeley, and one in Canada, the University of Calgary. Negotiations
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are currently underway with some universities in Europe for similar chairs. Sufficient contributions to the
endowed chairs Ole made annually for up to LWenty yean, by which time each chair is expected to have
become self-perpetuating from the cumulative funds.
Adminiot"ltive CoatroI. In order to supervise the activities to promote Buddhism in ovaseas areas, Ychan NwnaIa insisted that in each country concerned, a local organization should be formed
to be financially and opemtionally responsible for all propagationaJ activities undertaken. Toward this end,
anumbeJ:ofaffiliatesofBDKJapanwere<qanizedincounlries wherebmnches of the MibitoyoCorpomtion
were located, such as in the United States, Brazil, Mexico, Canada, Taiwan, Singapore, West Germany and
England. In the United States, the first such organization, called the Buddhist Educational Studies, Inc.,
was formed in 1982 in Springfield, Virginia, to publish Buddhist materials and conduct educational
activities. In 1986, it was superseded by the Buddha Dharma KyOkai (Society), Inc. (acronym BDK USA)
in EmeJ:SOn, New Jersey. Its first Pl'esident is The Reverend Kenryii Tsuji, MinisteJ:, Eldlji Temple,
Springfield, VA, and Ihe former Bishop of the Buddhist Churches of America, and as Trustees, Shigeru
Yamamoto, forma Chairman of the Board, MTI Corporation, MITUTOYO U.S. & Canada Opemtions,
Bishop Seigen Yamaoka, the current Head oflhe BuddhistChurches of America, and TheReverendSeishin
Yamashita, Director oflheNumata Centel for Buddhist Tmnslation and Research. This organization serves
as the headquarters and Ihe umbrella for all oflhe propagational activities in the U.S. Itrelains control ova
the U.S. responsibilities for the TripiJal<a Tmnslation Project, the dislribution of The Teaching ofBuddha,
and Ihe administering of the Numata Chairs in Buddhist Studies, as well as miscellaneoos projects,
including publications.
NutrUlllJ Center. The Numata Centel for Buddhist Tmnslation and Research was estaIished in
November 1984 in Berkeley, CA. Its dedication and opening ceremonies were 8ltended by Ihe leaders of
BDK Japan and by Dr. George Rupp, then Dean of Ihe Divinity School at Harvard and Provost Leonard
Kuhi of the University of California at Berkeley, along wilh many distinguiShed Buddhist scholars and
guests. The principal role played by the Numata Centel is to act as the agent of BDK Japan in the TripiJal<a
Tmnslation and Publication Project and assist in the finalization of the tmnslation manuscripts. It also
assists the BDK USA and BDK Japan in the accomplishment of their respective missions. Key slalf
members include Dr. Nobuo Haneda and the Reverends ShlIjO Oi and Seishin Yamashita.

D.istributiOll of 7be Teachin8 of Buddha. For this function, two organizations were
formed. The Sudalta Society was established in Hawaii in 1978. Its leadmhip has been in Ihe hands of Mr.
Ralph Honda, a prominent Honolulu businessman, from the very beginning. Through his diligent efforts,
190,000 copies of The Teaching ofBuddha have been dislributed to hotels, hospitals, prisons, and military
units in the Hawaiian Islands. Theolherorganization is the Society for Buddhist Understanding established
in 1978 in the City of Industry, California. The head of this group is Mr. Tomohito KalSunuma. Thus far,
Mr. KalSunuma has succeeded in the dislribution and placement of 325,000 copies of The Teaching of
BuddJui in hotels, libmries, temples, and the military forces on the U.S. mainland.
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~tab 7bm!Islioa IJlItI Pubfication The TripilBka EdiIOrial Committee in Japan selected 80 prominent Buddhist scholars, who were able to Ir8nSlate the Buddhist Scriptures from classical
Chinese into English. These academicians were selected from ten different countries, with the U.S. and
Japan having 40% and 45% of the translators respectively. Among the American scholars chosen are
Professors Stanley Weinstein of Yale University, Lewis Lancaster of University of California at Berkeley,
David Chappell of University of Hawaii, Richard Gard of Institute for Advanced Studies of World
Religions, Taitetsu Unno of Smith College, Minexu Kiyota of University of Wisconsin, Robert Gimello
of University of Arizona, Francis Cook of Univemty of Ca1ifornia at Riverside, John Keenan of
Middlebury College, Minor Rogers of Washington and Lee University, Leo Pruden of University of
Oriental Studies, Paul Gronerof University of Virginia, AI1en Andrews ofUniversity ofVennont, Kenneth
Tanaka oflnstituttofBuddhist Studies in Berkeley, and Drs. Diana Paul, J. C. and Thomas Cleary. Some
of the Tripi\8kB texts being translated by these scholars are the Diamond SUlnl (T-235), §rfmm6 SiIlra (T353), Avs/al!lsaka SiIlra (T-278), Commen/aty on the Lo/uS SUlnl (T-1519), SiiraIlgama SiIlra (T-642),
Commen/atyon VllSUbandhu's 7iiqWk6(T-1585), Profound Meaningofthe "7JJnle Treatises"(T-1852),
Commen/aty on the BucldhabhiImi SHira (T-1530), Compendium of the Mahayana (T-1593), Blue Cliff
Record (T-2(03), GateJess Banier (T-2005), Bodaishinron (T-I665), and RokusodBngylJ (T-2008). For
theseand all otherlr8nSlations, the BDK USA makes payments wc.ldwide through the Numata Translation
Center in Berkeley, CA. The Ir1IDslation project is progressing smoothly with the f1lSl volume expected
to appear in 1991. Among the fllSt texts to be published are the §rfmm6 SiI/ra, The Golden Ught Su/ra,
The Lotus Su/ra, The Four-Part Vinaya, and the Commen/aty on the Lo/uS Sutra.

Visiting Professot5hips in Buddhism in USA. During 1984, two Numata Chairs in
Buddhist Studies were established, at the University of California, Bezkeley, and at Harvard. Since its
inception at the University of California, five Japanese professors have filled the chair. Professors Hisao
Inagaki ofRyukoku University, ShOryu Katsura of Hiroshima University, Musashi TachikawaofNagoya
University, and Professors Emeritus AkiraFujieda of Kyoto University, andJikido Takasaki ofTokyo University. At Harvard, three professors have completed their assignments, Professor Yuichi Kajiyama of
Kyoto University, ProfessorMichio Tokunaga of Kyoto Women's College, and ProfessorJikido Ta1casaki,
. The University of Chicago was endowed with a chair in 1985. Three professors, Dr. Yoshiro Tamura of
Rissho University, Dr. Masao Abe, Professor Emeritus ofNara University of Education, and Professor
Thomas Kasulis of Northland College have taught in the program. The University of Hawaii received its
chair in 1988, with the f1lSl Visiting Professor being Dr. Hisao Inagaki followed by Professor Shudo Ishii
of Komazawa University. In 1986, a Numata Chair was established at the Institute of Buddhist Studies
in Berkeley, CA. Under a special !taChing arrangement, the following professors have lectured at the
Institute: Dr. RogerCorless of Duke University, Dr. Allan Andrews of University oCVennont, Dr. Whalen
Lai of University of California at Davis, and Dr. John Cannan of Harvard.

Publicatioo 01' Buddba DIwm& Since the popular The Teaching of BuddlJll was a condensed version of a much longer text, the decision was made in 1982 to make available to the English
reading public an unabridged edition of Muan Kizu' s The New Translation of Buddhist Scriptures. This
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would provide the essence of Buddhist doctrines in considerable detail. The first edition of the complete
IIlInsiation, called Buddha Dhanna, was IIlInslated by Buddhist scholars in America and published in 1984.
The revised second edition, complete with a section on Scriptural Soun:es, a glosssary, and index is due
to be published in carly 1991, again by the BDK USA. For both editions, Buddhist Churches of America
Ministec EmeriblS Kyoshiro Tolcunaga, IS \he editor-in-<:hief, devoted countless hours in bringing the
project to fruition.
Pacilk World. The first issue of \he Pacific World was published in June 1925 by Yehan
NUmaJa when he was stiU an undergraduate at the University ofCalifomia, Bedceley. As the editor-in-<:hief,
he published it on a bi-monthly basis in 1925 and 1926, and \hen on a monthly basis in 1921 and 1928.
Articles in thecarly issues concerned not only Buddhism, butalso other cultural subjects such as an, poetry,
and education, and then by 1928, \he articles became predominantly Buddhistic. Included in \he mailing
list for \he early issues were such addressees as the Cabinet members of \he U.S. Government, Ownbers
of Commeree. politicalleadelS, libraries, publishing houses, labor unions and foreign institutions. The
publica1ion of \hePl/cilic Worldceased after Yehan Numata returned to Japan foUowing completion of his
studies in 1928 and \he receipt of a M.A. degree in statistics. The lack of funds also precluded further
publica1ion. In 1982, the publication of the Pacific Worldwas again resumed, this time on an annual basis
by the Institute of Buddhist Studies with funds provided by the foundation, BDK USA. The 1989 autumn
issue of the journal was distributed to 6,500 addressees throughout the world. The journal is now devoted
to \he dissemination of articles on general and Jodo Shinshu Buddhism for both academic and lay readers.
The offICers of BDK USA are grateful fO£ /he etlCOU17I8ement and support received from the
institutions with endowed chairs, the Buddhist clergy, and Jay people in BDK USA efforts to disseminate
the teachings of the Buddha throughout the United Stares and look forward to their continuing assistance.
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